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ABSTRACT
THE LITERACIES OF CHILD-LED RESEARCH:
CHILDREN INVESTIGATING AND ACTING ON THEIR WORLDS
Kara Maureen Gavin

This study seeks to expand notions of research, what it can be and how it can be
conducted, through focusing on children’s approaches to exploring their worlds. The purpose of
this study was to examine how children employ literacies of research across spaces. Through this
framework, I conceptualize children’s literacies of research to include the social practices
children engage in when investigating issues that matter to them. Previous participatory studies
with young people have focused on apprenticing youth and children into traditional research
practices in order to then conduct studies with them that are relevant to their lives. This study
builds on this work but begins by exploring the notion of research itself, seeking to understand
children’s perspectives on how they examine topics of interest.
Framed by critical and transformative theoretical frameworks, specifically critical
childhoods, sociocultural approaches to literacy, and youth participatory action research
(YPAR), this study engaged a small group of nine- and ten-year-old children, representing a
range of racial, cultural, and linguistic backgrounds, as co-researchers. The following research
questions shaped the study: How do nine- and ten-year-old children in a participatory research
group engage with opportunities to follow their own lines of inquiry?; What themes do they
investigate and how?; What literacy and research practices do they draw on, resist, remix, and/or
transform and how?; and How do adults interact with children around child-led research?

The findings suggest the playful, relational, dynamic, intertextual, and resistant natures of
children’s literacies of research. This study was interrupted by the first wave of the COVID-19
pandemic and the research group transitioned to a virtual space. The findings also indicate the
innovative ways children resisted the isolating circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic
through creating and repurposing digital platforms to sustain friendships and connect with
classmates. Children’s literacies of research have implications for how research is conceptualized
and taught in literacy classrooms and in the academy as well as how researchers engage with
children in studies.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Informed by a critical childhoods’ framework as well as a sociocultural perspective on
literacy, this study explored the research practices of nine- and ten-year-old children. Taking a
participatory approach, I engaged a small group of children as co-researchers, involving them
across the research process. Children’s perspectives are often missing from discussions around
what research is and can be, both in literacy classrooms and in research studies. Literacy
standards and curricula and participatory methodologies are grounded in adult conceptions of
research. This study sought to address these issues by building from the literacy and research
practices of children, using these as the foundation for collaborative research about topics of
significance to their lives. Qualitative data for this study were drawn from multiple sources
including: recordings of co-researching sessions; semi-structured interviews and informal
conversations with children, teachers, and administrators; artifact and document collection; and
field notes and reflective journals. These data served as the basis for critical investigation of the
concept of research, child research practices, and the affordances, challenges, and potential
supports for child-led research. Observations of interactions with adults (including myself), and
interviews with classroom teachers and the building administrator addressed the roles adults play
in the process of child-led research and in the implications of their findings.
A key element of the research design was collective reflection with child co-researchers
on the process, including: whose perspectives were included and excluded, what was
working/not working for whom and when, what might be changed, what questions were raised,
what spaces were created, and what tensions surfaced. This study sought to approach
participatory research with children as “a necessarily complex, incomplete and messy process”
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that privileges “process over predefined technique” (Gallagher & Gallagher, 2008, pp. 511- 513)
through exploring both what was going well (and for whom it was going well) and the challenges
and tensions that arose (and for whom they arose, when, and why).
For the purpose of this study, I invited eight nine- and ten-year-old children from a public
elementary school in a small city in the northeastern United States to work with me in a small
group focusing on child-led research. Specifically, this study sought to answer the following
overarching question and sub-questions:
How do nine- and ten-year-old children in a participatory research group engage with
opportunities to follow their own lines of investigation?
•

What themes do they explore and how?

•

What literacy and research practices do they draw on, resist, remix, and/or
transform and how?

•

How do adults interact with children around child-led research?

This chapter provides an introduction to the study, beginning with an overview of the
theoretical frameworks that inform the design. This is followed by an examination of the
concepts of literacy and research including how research has been enacted with young people in
participatory studies and how it has been taught about in literacy classrooms. Finally, the
significance of the study for the academy, educators, children, and communities is discussed.
Theoretical Framework
The underlying assumption of this work is that children are agents in their own right, not
adults-in-the making and childhood itself is a social construction that depends on the
sociopolitical and historical context of a particular community and for a particular child (Burke,
Greene, & McKenna, 2017; Cammarota & Fine, 2008; Richards, Clark, & Boggis, 2015).
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Through applying a critical childhoods perspective, this study sought to dispute the notion of
children as immature or lacking knowledge through engaging with children as co-researchers
involved in all stages of the research process. Pairing a sociocultural perspective on literacy with
critical childhoods builds on the concept of childhood as situated and not universal, emphasizing
the multiplicity of knowledges that children bring with them and develop in families and
communities as well as in classrooms. A sociocultural approach also highlights the fluid and
dynamic nature of literacy practices that children employ in their learning across spaces (e.g.,
home, community, school, and online). In addition, a sociocultural perspective requires an
interrogation of whose literacies are legitimated and whose are dismissed.
The commitments of these theoretical approaches align with those of PAR, which as
described by Fine (2008) is “not a method” but a “radical epistemological challenge to the
traditions of social science, most critically on the topic of where knowledge resides” (p. 215).
Similar to critical childhoods and sociocultural literacy, PAR with youth (also referred to as
YPAR) centers young people, specifically youth who have been historically marginalized or
oppressed, in knowledge production. Another key aspect of this approach is an examination of
power and equity, encouraging and supporting youth to critically examine the world around them
at the local and structural level (Mirra, Garcia, & Morrell, 2016). Elements of YPAR were
woven into this study as they add the importance of research inspiring transformative learning
for all involved and resulting in social action (Anderson, 2017).
Critical Childhoods
Working from a critical childhoods’ perspective means recognizing how children are
social actors and agents (Barker & Weller, 2003; Christensen & James, 2000). Children are
legitimated as knowledge holders and producers possessing a form of expertise that offers
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insights (Christensen & James, 2000). Childhood studies is an interdisciplinary undertaking,
drawing on research from a variety of disciplines including sociology, social policy and social
work, anthropology, education, and geography (Barker & Weller, 2003). These scholars across
the globe emphasize how children and childhoods are shaped differently across time and space,
disputing a common experience (Christensen & James, 2000; Rhodes, 2000). The emergence of
this field in the 1980s and 1900s coincided with an international focus on children’s rights. The
1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child globally recognized children’s rights
to “protection, provision and participation and the need to integrate and apply these within
economic, social, and political policy making” (Muscroft, 1999 as cited in Barker & Weller,
2003, p. 34). The burgeoning field of childhood studies and the international children’s rights
movement led to a shift in research involving children towards more participatory
methodologies.
These conceptions of childhood inform my positioning of children as co-researchers and
my methodological choices to co-construct knowledge with children through all phases of the
research. This study sought to take leads from children, considering how and to what extent the
children invited me in, invented methods with me, shared in the research process, and even
suggested new approaches to the research (Waller & Bitou, 2011, p. 17). At the same time this
orientation to research acknowledges my position as an adult researcher who was initiating the
research process and who came with some sort of agenda, albeit flexible, for how the study
might proceed. How we collaborated as a group was negotiated throughout the study, beginning
with establishing a dialogic space that invited multiple perspectives. I considered and continually
reflected on how my own lived experiences, constructions of childhood, and perceptions about
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children’s competence impacted how children were participating and my interpretation of the
research process and findings (Clark, 2005; Jipson & Jipson, 2005; Waller & Bitou, 2011).
A critical childhoods perspective emphasizes how childhoods are dependent on context
(Christensen & James, 2000; Richards, Clark, & Boggis, 2015). Researchers recognize that there
is not a universal experience, but rather a rich and complex diversity of childhoods (Horgan,
2017). These commitments allowed me to situate the children with whom I worked within a
specific context, not only of the school research site, but of their specific lives and the time
period during which we worked. This was especially significant given the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic during our work together. Through this focus on specificity and context, I
hoped to connect generalizations with particularities allowing for “a more textured understanding
of the voices of children and youth” (Raizen, 1989 as cited in Malewski, 2005, p. 220). An
aspect of this recognition of sociopolitical and historical context was the consideration of the
power structures and societal forces at play within the school and surrounding community. This
was an important aspect of this study due to the magnet nature of the school that was the site for
the research, which draws students both from the surrounding neighborhood, which has a large
percentage of Latinx families and families who are economically disadvantaged, as well as
neighborhoods across town, some of which are primarily White and middle class. Given this
context, it was critical to create space for multiple perspectives while acknowledging whose
perspectives were legitimated within the group (and within the school community) and whose
were ignored. In addition, it was important to consider how children employed literacy and
research practices, which were utilized, and which were left out of our shared research – when,
how, and why.
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Foundational to critical childhoods, as to all critical research, is an analysis of power.
Research employing a critical childhoods framework questions the idea that children are
empowered or acquire more power and agency through participatory research (Gallagher &
Gallagher, 2008; Horgan, 2017; Spyrou, 2011). Rather, utilizing a critical childhoods framework,
researchers interrogate the power dynamics within the research process, noticing how power can
be both productive and repressive (Gallagher, 2008), constraining or empowering in different
sociocultural contexts (Holland, Renold, Ross, & Hillman, 2010, p. 362). In this way power is
dynamic, shifting and transforming within research. Embedded in the research group design of
the study were power considerations, such as discussions around decision-making processes.
Pushing back against the promotion of participatory methods with children as better or
producing more authentic results, critical childhoods highlights the tensions and challenges
inherent in research with children. Research with children is messy and unpredictable. As
Gallagher and Gallagher (2008) discuss, just because children are included in the research does
not mean that they will participate in predefined ways. They will make their own paths that
diverge from research methods and designs (Gallagher & Gallagher, 2008). While having a topic
of focus in children’s research practices, employing a critical childhoods frame allowed for the
design of this study to be flexible, with methods of data collection and analysis that were
developed and redesigned alongside child co-researchers. Building in this flexibility to the
research process can help address power differences, allowing for data in multiple formats and
inviting children to respond in ways that are comfortable and familiar to them (Gillett-Swan &
Sargeant, 2018, p. 13). As Franks (2011) discusses, complete participation of children across a
study is “in all probability a false goal” and more realistic is the idea of developing “pockets of
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participation” throughout the research process (p. 11). The design for this study recognized the
research process as evolving throughout with insights from the children.
Sociocultural Approaches to Literacy
Similar to how critical childhoods’ approaches discuss the notion of childhood,
sociocultural theories of literacy conceptualize literacy as a social construction. This broadens
literacy from a singular and narrowly defined construct to multiple and varied social practices
that are “historically and culturally defined” (Edelsky, 2006, p. 111). In this light, literacy takes
place not as discrete, internal processes, but rather within a local context, influenced and
informed by the social, political, and cultural climate and, therefore, contested (Edelsky, 2006).
This challenges the idea of a universal literacy, acknowledging both the multiple literacies within
diverse communities as well as “how these are embedded in relationships of power” (Campano,
Ghiso, & Welch, 2016, p. 9). Pushing against “essentializing discourses about students,
communities, and families” (González, 2016, p. 73), in particular nondominant students and
families, sociocultural perspectives focus on literacy practices that move and change across time
and spaces (Gutiérrez et al., 2017; Moje, 2013). Researchers like Lizárraga and Gutiérrez (2018)
and Pacheco (2012) continue to design studies that both forefront and build on the diverse ways
of being of nondominant children and youth, researching alongside them to call out inequitable
educational practices and policies and proposing new ways of learning with young people.
Working from this perspective, this study approached research as diverse literacy
practices involving varied semiotic resources and encounters with multimodality. Drawing on
sociocultural approaches to literacy, this study framed children’s practices from an asset
perspective, recognizing that children already possess and utilize these practices and that
research is not confined within school spaces. In this study, I sought to look across spaces to
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understand and inquire alongside children about how they employ what I am referring to as
“literacies of research” in their lives, both outside of and within school. This was done in order to
“attend to what is learned in the boundary and border crossings, across hybrid spaces and activity
systems” (Vossoughi & Gutiérrez, 2014, p. 604).
Sociocultural literacy theory emphasizes the wealth of literacy practices children,
families, and communities draw on (Campano & Damico, 2007; Ghiso, 2016; González, 2016;
Gutiérrez, 2008; Pacheco, 2012). These studies also discuss the fluidity and hybridity of
children’s literacy practices as they navigate across spaces (Gutiérrez et al., 2017; Lizárraga &
Gutiérrez, 2018; Moje, 2013). An important consideration in sociocultural approaches to literacy
is whose literacies are legitimated and whose are denied due to intersectional identities
(Gutiérrez et al., 2017). Those perspectives most aligned with dominant perspectives (e.g.,
White, middle-class, English-speaking, straight, cisgender) are afforded power and a central
place in schools and classrooms. Whereas those seen as deviating from this dominant framing
are ignored or dismissed (González, 2016; Gutiérrez et al., 2017; Lizárraga & Gutiérrez, 2018).
Following from this, the study examined not only how children employ their literacy and
research practices to think critically about the world around them, but also which literacies they
took up in our shared research and which literacies were dismissed.
Youth Participatory Action Research (YPAR)
YPAR similarly centers and builds from youth’s membership within communities and
insider knowledge of the resources their communities hold and the challenges they face (Burke,
Greene, & McKenna, 2017). As Burke, Greene and McKenna (2017) discuss, “YPAR gives
legitimacy to youth’s experiential knowledge as a lens through which to define problems that
have a direct impact on their day-to-day experiences” (p. 590). YPAR specifically seeks to
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engage with youth who have been marginalized and oppressed due to their intersectional
identities, including race, immigrant status, languages spoken, gender, sexual orientation, and
religion (Cammarota & Fine, 2008).
While taking a sociocultural perspective on literacy allowed this study to privilege
children’s literacy and research practices, a YPAR orientation held the study accountable for
action of some sort that promotes equity and justice for the children involved, their families, and
their communities. Like its PAR predecessor, the success of YPAR research is judged not only
on the knowledge produced, as much of this is incorporated back into the research project itself,
but also on whether the research inspires transformative learning for both participants and
researchers and results in social action toward change (Anderson, 2017, p. 428). A YPAR
orientation challenges youth and adult co-researchers to move beyond studying a phenomenon or
observing practices within the community to disrupting power structures and taking actions
towards transforming social realities (Caraballo, Lozenski, Lysicott, & Morrell, 2017). In this
way, YPAR findings are not seen as an end, but rather a means, as “launching pads” for ideas
and strategies that foster social change (Cammarota & Fine, 2008, p. 6). This may be changes in
instructional practices in schools (McIntyre, 2000) or, as Cahill (2007a) suggests, in
transforming the academy itself. Action is a result of the collective knowledge production by the
adult and youth researchers who, through intergenerational dialogue, develop plans for
addressing structural inequities directly impacting the lives of the youth (Cammarota & Fine,
2008; Mirra, Garcia, & Morrell, 2016). Through this study, I sought to center topics and issues
that mattered to the child co-researchers in order to create space for learning and action that was
beneficial to their lives.
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Many studies emphasize the difficulties of enacting change given structural and
institutional barriers as well as the perspectives and agendas of other adult stakeholders (Burke,
Greene, & McKenna, 2017; Kohfeldt, et al., 2011). Similar to how a critical childhoods lens
allows for messiness and tension, employing a YPAR theoretical approach in this study meant
recognizing the very real challenges to change while moving towards social action. Studies have
noted that one of these is other adult stakeholders, such as administrators or local government
(Burke, Greene, & McKenna, 2017). This study sought to learn more about adult roles in childled research, to explore how adults support and constrain child-led research. Highlighting and
centering child research practices, a goal of this work was to transform how research is defined
and enacted in literacy classrooms and in research studies.
Background of the Study
As highlighted in the theoretical framework, this study brought together concepts of
literacy and research. This section of the introduction first examines how research has been
addressed in work with youth and children. The connections among research and literacy in
elementary classrooms are then explored. This section concludes by proposing the term literacies
of research, which bridges the concepts of research and literacy, and by considering what this
term affords in the present study.
Research with Children and Youth
Research as a concept and as a practice is ubiquitous in academia. It is part of “our
academic common sense” as those trained in methods and practices and infused into the natural
vocabulary of the academy (Appadurai, 2006, p. 169). This is evident in many participatory
studies with young people and children that begin with the teaching of research skills and
practices in order to prepare young people to conduct their own studies (Kellet, Forrest, Dent, &
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Ward, 2004; Mirra, Garcia, & Morell, 2016). For example, Kellet, Forrest, Dent, & Ward (2004)
discuss children’s “lack of research skills” as a barrier to empowering them as researchers (p.
332). Kellet (Kellet, Forrest, Dent, & Ward, 2004) describes how the first part of her study
focused “on the transfer of research knowledge and skills” (p. 332). There is no description of
these skills and it is assumed that these skills are self-evident and governed by what she as an
adult and professional researcher deems as research. Kellet (Kellet, Forrest, Dent, & Ward, 2004)
notes that through this instruction in the research process, children can become aware of their
own “expert knowledge, skills, and valuable insights,” which is presented as an endpoint, not a
beginning (p. 332).
One of the initial phases of YPAR studies is a “research camp” during which young
people learn about research methods, including their affordances and challenges. Cahill (2007a)
notes how this skill development helps to equalize relationships between researcher and
participants and among participants (p. 301). Mirra, Garcia, and Morrell (2016) similarly discuss
how in their work with youth researchers provided instruction in traditional research methods,
those frequently used by adult researchers, creating space for participants to explore and critique
the methods. They note how due to the unpredictable context of the urban school environment in
which the research was conducted, the child co-researchers took up methods, such as interviews,
surveys, and focus groups, because they offered a more systematic means of approaching data
collection. In addition, these methods were seen by the administration, staff, and other adult
stakeholders as legitimate research practices (Mirra, Garcia, & Morell, 2016, p. 81).
These studies, though recognizing young people as researchers and promoting research
by them, begin with assimilating young people into adult research practices. Such instruction in
research methods and practices may be done for specific purposes – to transfer knowledge that is
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seen as lacking, such as Kellet (2006), or to support the recognition and legitimation of the
findings of youth and to help adult stakeholders hear what young people have to say, as in Mirra,
Garcia, and Morell (2016). However, beginning with such instruction in research grounds the
work in adult conceptions of research. This focus on teaching methods does not acknowledge
how young people are researchers in their own right, prior to any instruction in traditional
methods, nor how they employ their own research practices in their daily lives.
Some studies, such as Murray (2017) note this emphasis on apprenticing children and
youth into “the academy’s research protocols” and, instead, focus work with children on
recognizing young children’s everyday activities as research (p. 225). However, often the
research process and findings turn back to the academy’s definition of research, such as how
Murray (2017) began by asking professional researchers in education and early childhood to
identify and define research behaviors. She then compared these with children’s behaviors to
note congruence and justify young children as researchers. In this way, what research is and how
it is done continues to be defined by professional researchers and research is something children
are given access to through adult instruction. These studies either seek to teach children or youth
predefined research skills so that they can then conduct studies themselves or seek to study their
actions and classify them as types of research practices.
Research in Literacy Classrooms
A “top-down” approach to teaching research methods is also apparent in curriculum and
in classroom instruction. Given district, state, and national accountability measures, English
Language Arts plays a central role in elementary school curricula. Research practices are
incorporated into English Language Arts standards which outline what research looks like and
how students engage in it. For example, three of the ten College and Career Readiness (CCR)
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anchor standards of the Common Core State Standard (CCSS) for English Language Arts fall
under the category “Research to Build and Present Knowledge” (National Governors Association
Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). Students are expected
to: conduct research projects with focused questions; gather, assess, and integrate relevant
information from multiple sources; and draw evidence from texts to support their analysis,
reflection, and research (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of
Chief State School Officers, 2010). Standards such as the CCSS, developed by adult researchers
and practitioners in the field of literacy, shape curricula and instructional practices, dictating and
standardizing what research should look like for all students. Students learn and are expected to
demonstrate these research practices during literacy instruction and are assessed as to how well
they meet these standards. Similar to participatory research with young people, literacy
instruction defines research according to adult practices and emphasizes the importance of
teaching young people how to engage in research.
Literacies of Research
Just as the concept of literacies has been opened up through research focusing on
multiliteracies (New London Group, 1996; Street, 1984) and young people’s approaches to
meaning making across spaces (Dyson, 2001; Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984; Moje, 2013), a
goal of this study was to expand notions of research through bringing together concepts of
literacy and research in the term literacies of research. Literacies of research is employed in an
effort to broaden conceptions of research, what it can be and how it can be conducted. As
Calderón Lopez and Thériault (2014) suggest, more participatory research with young people
situated within literacy is needed to “explore different narratives about literacy” in order to
challenge the “skills view” of literacy that predominates in schools and the broader society (p.
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50). The term literacies of research is not utilized to equate literacy with competence, assessing
whether children possess certain skills and knowledge, as Bloome, Averill, Hill, and Ryu (2014)
suggest has been done in other applications of the term literacy (e.g., computer literacy). It is
employed to open up what can be considered as both literacy and research.
Both literacy and research are conceptualized here as actions, to convey how children are
investigating and acting on the world around them. Literacy in this study is defined as
engagement in social practices by specific individuals with intersectional identities and within
particular contexts (Bloome & Willis, 2013; Heath, 1983; Street, 1984). Literacy is active and
alive (Bloome & Willis, 2013, p. 63). Literacies of research refer to the ways children mobilize
their multiple literacies to investigate issues that matter to them. In this process, children are
reading and producing multimodal texts and drawing on language practices to learn with and
from others. These social practices of children can be “messy, complex, and even contradictory”
(González, 2016, p. 70). Therefore, this study follows the suggestion of González (2016) to
engage with this complexity in order to open up ideas about literacy and thus push against tidy
and universalizing conceptions.
This study sought to explore notions of research alongside children and informed by their
perspectives. I specifically employ the term research, instead of inquiry or learning, for several
reasons. First, I utilized research in hopes of expanding the narrow ways it has been defined
within elementary classrooms. While research cuts across disciplines, in the elementary
classroom it has come to be situated primarily within English Language Arts. As a result,
research in elementary classrooms is largely presented as locating and citing evidence within
texts, the majority of which are print based (Moje, 2015).
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In contrast, entering into the study, I conceptualized research broadly, thinking of it as a
process grounded in wonder and curiosity about the world and “an attitude of not knowing and
wanting to find out” (Gallas, 1995, p. 9). Thinking with research in this way acknowledges that
the term is “a specialized name for a generalized capacity” that all humans have and, therefore,
“all humans are researchers” (Appadurai, 2006, p. 167). Working from this premise, it is not that
children have to be taught to be researchers or learn a certain skill set to conduct research, but
rather that all children are already equipped with the skills and capacity to be researchers. Similar
to Gallas (1995), Appadurai (2006) brings a frame of curiosity to research, pushing back against
“our academic common sense” of what research is that prevents examining the concept of
research critically from a distance (p. 169). He talks of research as a “strange activity” with its
mystery being how
…it purports to be a systematic means for discovering the not-yet-known. How can you
have a systematic means for getting to what you do not know? For example, what you do
not know might be so profoundly unsystematic that systematically getting to it is
logically impossible. Or it may be that your systematic way is not suited to the most
important object that you do not know but ought to be thinking about. (p. 169)
I specifically employ the term research in efforts to unsettle this academic common sense,
both in the academy and in literacy classrooms. Research as a term holds power and it is used in
this study to raise questions about who gets to define what counts as research and how it can be
conducted. I utilize research as well to value children’s practices on equal standing as adults
(Keifert & Stevens, 2019; Murray, 2017). Using this term in this way recognizes children as
researchers in their own right and pushes against developmental discourses of childhood that
focus on the researchers children will become as a result of instruction. This study and the term
literacies of research emphasize instead the being within this becoming, meaning the actions
taken by children to find out more about issues that matter to them. This approach to learning
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more is not defined by standards nor measured by progress. The children in this study were
researching to be in the here and now – to be immersed within a topic of interest, to be with
others, and to be within specific spaces as they investigate. The concept of literacies of research
positions children’s practices as valid and a valuable means to learning about an issue. It is not
simply that children had an interest in a topic, rather that they mobilized social practices in
sophisticated ways to ask questions and to examine issues.
Thinking with literacy and research in these ways, I sought to investigate children’s
literacies of research. What are children interested in? How do they go about investigating?
Where do they look? What resources and materials do they draw on? What spaces do they
navigate? With whom do they explore? This study centered children’s practices, specifically
children from nondominant groups, recognizing their practices as both literacy and research.
Statement of the Problem
Although ostensibly aimed at centering young people’s perspectives, previous iterations
of participatory research with children and youth continue to frame the concept of research
around adult notions. Similarly, research is presented through literacy standards and curriculum
in universalized ways within elementary classrooms. Grounding representations of research in
these adult discourses promotes fixed and narrow ideas of research.
Apprenticing young people into research methods, both in literacy classrooms and in
participatory studies, does not acknowledge how they are researchers in their own right, prior to
any instruction. Missing from these discussions about and conceptions of research are children’s
perspectives and approaches. In order to promote more inclusive and expansive definitions of
research, an examination of how children employ literacy and research practices in their daily
lives is needed.
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Rationale for the Study
This study addressed these issues by beginning with recognizing children as researchers
and exploring their literacies of research. These practices build on what has been learned in
school, at home, within the community and online spaces in remixed and hybrid ways. I engaged
a small group of nine- and ten-year-old children as co-researchers to explore how they learn
more about topics of significance to them and then to apply these practices in designing a
collective research project.
Drawing on theories of critical childhoods and sociocultural approaches to literacy, this
study began with the literacies of research children employ, assuming that children know how to
and conduct research on a daily basis and recognizing these practices as research in their own
right rather than in comparison with adults. I investigated the concept of research with children,
beginning from how they learn about what they do not know, to open up and expand what
research is and can be. In order to do this, as a doctoral candidate trained in particular definitions
and practices of research, I had to be reflexive on my own desire to find, see, or label research
practices, legitimizing children’s practices by comparison with my training and “academic
common sense” notions of research. As Campano, Ngo, Low, and Jacobs (2016) emphasize, I
had to be aware of my own “desires to transmit to the children conventional research protocols”
(p. 208) and “become more attuned to children’s organic forms of sense making” (p. 200).
This notion of research grounded in the lived experiences of children informed my choice
of methodologies, drawing from critical childhoods and YPAR approaches to researching with
children which strive to center children’s ways of being and employ children as co-researchers.
This study sought to value children’s experiential knowledge as a lens through which to define
and inquire into issues that matter to them in their lives (Burke, Greene, & McKenna, 2017, p.
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590). Children’s perspectives are complex and may include contesting and problematic ideas
that, like my own assumptions and biases, need to be reflected on and troubled. These
approaches also seek to interrogate power, such as the dynamics that exist between adult and
child researchers and among child researchers including whose perspectives are legitimated and
whose excluded and how power shapes which literacies of research are employed and which are
avoided. PAR with children is a newly emerging field to which this study can contribute. There
have been many studies recently that employ YPAR, however the majority of these studies have
been conducted with teenagers and young adults. As Shamrova and Cummings’ (2017)
recommended in their integrative review of PAR studies with youth and children, “Special
attention should be devoted to the participation of children younger than 10 years old, as because
this group are highly underrepresented in the selected papers,” representing only 20% of the
studies reviewed (p. 407).
I hope that the findings of this study can contribute to a more inclusive definition of
research that considers how children take up, reject, remix and transform practices learned across
school, home, community, and online spaces to investigate and act on the world around them.
Beginning with children’s research practices and employing these to explore topics of
significance to children and their communities may create space to imagine more inclusive and
equitable approaches to instruction and research.
Previous participatory studies with children and youth have brought to light the influence
of adult stakeholders (e.g., researchers, administrators, educators, community members) on
access to and directions of the research as well as how child-led research is received and acted
upon (Burke, Greene, & McKenna, 2017; Kohfeldt, Chhun, Grace, & Langhout, 2011; Habashi,
2005; Horgan, 2017). Studies in participatory research with children also note that simply using
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participatory methods does not result in better or more authentic research (Gallagher &
Gallagher, 2008; Horgan, 2017; Spyrou, 2011). Building on these findings, this study explored
how adults interact with children around child-led research examining both how adults support
child-led research and how they can obstruct or impede child-led research, including roles adult
play in the action (or inaction) aspects of participatory methodologies.
Significance of the Study
Through investigating children’s practices alongside them, it was my hope that
definitions of research could be complicated and expanded, including who conducts research and
how. The study emphasized children as social actors who learn about the world by drawing on
and remixing repertoires of practices across spaces. This research has implications for a range of
stakeholders: the academy, educators, and children and communities.
Methodologically, the study diverged from other YPAR approaches in how it centered
younger children, specifically nine- and ten-year-olds. In addition, the study began not with
apprenticing children in research practices, but rather acknowledging and exploring their own
practices as research. As Murray (2017) notes, “Recognition of young children’s self-chosen,
self-directed everyday activities as research remains rare” (p. 225). Specifically within literacy
research, more participatory studies with children are needed to push against dominant
perspectives of literacy as a set of skills to be acquired through schooling (Calderón Lopez &
Thériault, 2014). Through this centering of children’s practices and drawing on these practices as
methods, it is my hope that the definitions of research and literacies can be made more inclusive.
This could help build bridges between the academy and the community, specifically its younger
members who are often most separated from these institutions.
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The findings of this study have implications for literacy classrooms as well, in terms of
how research is approached and taught about. Valuing and building from children’s literacies of
research in classrooms is an example of culturally sustaining pedagogy that honors the ways of
being of children, in particular, acknowledging the practices of children from non-dominant
groups (Paris & Alim, 2014). Building conceptions of research with children broadens both
children’s and educators’ understanding of what research can be, moving beyond standardsbased definitions and grade-level expectations. This provides opportunities for children to see
themselves as researchers, their practices as significant ways of learning, and to partner with
educators to explore together how to mobilize these practices in critical examinations of their
worlds and in taking action towards equity and justice.
Through this study, I hoped to create space for children to be recognized as experts in
their own lives and to build on studies that demonstrate the importance of researching with
children, not to claim authenticity or truth, but to foster bidirectional learning. Working
alongside children, I strove to create opportunities for intergenerational collaboration towards
change that benefits children according to what children saw as significant to their lives.
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Chapter II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This study examines the social practices children engage in as they explore issues that
matter to them. Therefore, it is informed by literature at the intersection of research with children
and studies focusing on children’s multiple literacies. This chapter presents a review of relevant
literature that is organized into two parts. Part one explores the ways in which the fields of
participatory research with children and Youth Participatory Action Research (YPAR) have
invited children and young people into research and worked alongside them, considering what
these fields can offer as recommendations for this study. Participatory Action Research (PAR)
with children is a newly emerging field. Shamrova and Cummings’ (2017) integrative review of
PAR studies with youth and children emphasizes that, “Special attention should be devoted to
the participation of children younger than 10 years old, as because this group are highly
underrepresented in the selected papers,” representing only 20% of the studies reviewed (p. 407).
Due to this, this review looks to both YPAR and research with children for insights regarding
this study.
After examining critical approaches to research with children and youth, the second part
of this literature review looks specifically at studies that examine how children and youth
mobilize multiple literacies to learn about, think critically with, and take action on the world.
These studies employ a range of methodological approaches including ethnography, practitioner
research, and narrative inquiry. Some studies emphasize how young people use their literacies to
reposition themselves, pushing back against deficit narratives. Other researchers investigate how
young people mobilize their social practices to critically examine issues of significance to their
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lives and to take action to address them. These studies also explore how young people remix,
redesign, and create new literacy practices.
This literature review draws on relevant conceptual articles, book chapters, and empirical
studies. While both of the terms children and youth are used in the research to denote a variety of
ages, for the sake of this review, children are defined as ten years of age and younger (Shamrova
& Cummings, 2017), while youth are defined as older than ten years of age. Young people is
used as an overarching term for children and youth. By reviewing participatory research with
children and studies focusing on children’s multiple literacies, I seek to highlight the needs and
significance of this dissertation study.
Following Lather’s (1999) suggestion, this review “is not exhaustive; it is situated,
partial, perspectival” (p. 3). I come to the literature with a belief that children are researchers in
their own lives bringing diverse practices to learn more about the world around them. I place
hope in intergenerational research teams, with adults working alongside children, acknowledging
the tensions and challenges these bring. I read these studies through the lens of a White, middleclass woman who is a doctoral student and mother of two children. It is because of these
commitments and biases that in this literature review I hope to bring together a range of studies
written from diverse perspectives in a conversation around children’s literacies and what it
means to research with children. It is also significant to note who is left out of the conversation I
am representing. Only peer-reviewed and published literature was examined for this chapter.
There are other forms in which findings from critical research with children and youth could be
shared, such as reports from organizations, community presentations, and artistic forms of
expression (Shamrova & Cummings, 2017). Therefore, the themes and conclusions presented are
tentative and limited by the academic focus of the research included in the review.
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Participatory Research with Children and Youth
The following discussion explores the themes that emerged from reviewing conceptual
and empirical literature in the fields of YPAR and participatory research with children. This
section of the review examines studies across disciplines, focusing on methodological
approaches to participatory research with young people. The analysis considers how research in
these fields can inform the methodology and research design of this dissertation study.
Framing Young People and Their Participation
Both YPAR and research with children seek to center the lives and experiences of young
people. Research in both of these areas pushes back against traditional approaches that
positioned children and youth as objects of research, instead welcoming children and youth to
participate in the research. This invitation to research is premised on the conception of youth and
children as social actors who should be part of the research process.
Though both arguing for inclusion in the research process, these two fields differ in the
way they conceptualize children and youth and subsequently their participation in research. From
a critical childhoods’ perspective, researchers challenge notions of children as passive beings and
instead promote the view of children as knowledge holders and producers, “with knowledge
claims that compete with adult understanding on the grounds of race, class, gender, sexual
identity, and age” (Malewski, 2005, p. 217). They call for a focus on children’s perspectives and
life experiences and how these can influence theory and practice (Diez Soto & Swadener, 2005).
This focus includes an understanding of childhood as a social construction and, as such, shaped
by specific sociocultural contexts. Working from this conception of childhood, researchers
acknowledge that there is not a universal childhood experience, but rather a rich and complex
diversity of childhoods (Horgan, 2017). Emphasis is placed on children’s status as beings (in the
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here and now) as well as becomings, recognizing children’s role in shaping their own
experiences (Horgan, 2017).
Though these studies conceptualize children as social actors, capable in their own right
and not simply adults in the making, several studies highlight how researchers’ own lived
experiences, constructions of childhood, and perceptions about children’s competence impact the
nature of participation and their interpretation of research (Clark, 2005; Jipson & Jipson, 2005;
Punch, 2002; Waller & Bitou, 2011). Punch (2002) explains how adult researchers, having been
a child, think they know about childhood, but “see the world and our childhood from an adult
perspective” (p. 326). From her research with young children using visual and verbal methods
(the Mosaic approach), Clark (2005) suggests that the adult researcher’s perception of a child’s
competency impacts the level of participation offered to the child with fewer opportunities for
sharing their perspectives offered to children perceived as less competent (Clark, 2005).
Pramling Samuelsson and Sheridan (2003) suggest that adults need to value children’s culture
and ways of experiencing and understanding the world. This attitude allows for children’s
participation “in such a way that children experience that their world is seen and heard”
(Pramling Samuelsson, & Sheridan, 2003 as cited in Waller & Bitou, 2011, p. 16).
Similarly, YPAR conceptualizes youth as “intellectual beings” (Caraballo et al., 2017)
with many YPAR studies grounding their thinking about youth in critical youth studies, which
emphasizes youth’s ability and agency to analyze and critique their social context, taking action
towards change (Cammarota & Fine, 2008). Like research with children, this positions youth as
subjects, not objects in research, who can take an active role in examining their lives with the
goal of making change in their community (Burke, Greene, & McKenna, 2017). Youth are
viewed as experts in their own lives, bringing unique perspectives reflective of their intersecting
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identities of race, gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, ability, and religion
(Kohfeldt, Chhun, Grace & Langhout, 2011; Mirra, Garcia, & Morrell, 2016).
However, diverging from participatory research with children and drawing on its popular
education roots, YPAR focuses on developing young people’s skills as active and engaged
citizens (Mirra, Garcia, & Morrell, 2016). As Burke, Greene, and McKenna (2017) discuss, the
idea of youth “acknowledges the power of young people not as ‘kids’ to be controlled and
‘children’ to be quieted, but as growing adults who possess the capacity to be leaders in the
present” (p. 2). Outcomes of YPAR for youth often focus on civic learning, civic action, and skill
development (Kohfeldt et al., 2011). The idea of democracy is infused in the ethic of YPAR,
stemming from its roots in PAR, which seeks a “more democratic relationship with ‘informants’”
(Batallán, Dente, & Ritta, 2017 as cited in Anderson, 2017, p. 429). In this way, YPAR while
focusing on the expertise of youth, also looks to the adults they will become and to developing
the skills needed to take an active role as a citizen. This commitment to civic identity
development is integral to YPAR, with an emphasis on promoting engaged and active citizens,
and creating spaces for youth to have more voice in the policies and practices that impact them.
Engaging with Young People in Research
What participation means and how it is enacted varies across these fields and studies
within them. Both YPAR and research with children encompass a variety of methodologies and
make distinctions between the fields or approaches themselves and the methods they employ.
Many studies with children promote creative and interactive methodologies, such as mapping,
photography, storytelling, and role playing that place the child at the center (Horgan, 2017).
However, as many researchers warn, the methods themselves do not necessarily result in
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participatory research, rather how they are enacted with children and the attitudes and
approaches of the adult researchers (Clark, 2005; Gallagher, 2008; Horgan, 2017).
No matter the methodology utilized, YPAR has a collective orientation where young
people join each other as well as adults in critical inquiry, reflection, and action. Cammarota and
Fine (2009) stress the benefits of this cooperative approach where “young people and adult allies
experience the vitality of a multi-generational collective analysis of power” (p. 2). Cahill (2007a)
discusses her “collective praxis” approach to research with young women of color, which
involves a “set of rituals and practices for sharing power within the research” (p. 297). She
emphasizes that “deep participatory research” necessitates the building of a community of
researchers which is accomplished in part through an ongoing process of dialogue and critical
reflection (Cahill, 2007a, p. 301). McIntyre (2000) in her research with middle school students
emphasizes intentionally co-creating spaces to collaboratively analyze and discuss individual,
school, and community concerns.
Research with children does not always focus on such a collective approach, but it does
emphasize the inclusion of children in aspects of the research process. Hart’s (1992) ladder of
participation is often cited as researchers stress moving away from tokenistic research and
towards child-initiated studies and shared decision making. Research with children spans a
variety of approaches from child-led to researcher-led and from a focus on an individual child to
a group of children. There is debate over what shape this participation may take and some
researchers push back noting that inclusive methodologies themselves, such as Photovoice, do
not necessarily equate with participatory research, rather researchers need to be critically
reflective of the methods that they choose (Gallagher & Gallagher, 2008; Horgan, 2017; Punch,
2002; Spyrou, 2011). Punch (2002) emphasizes the need to explore the advantages and
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disadvantages of child-centered methods, both “how they work in practice and the implications
for analysis of the different kinds of data that are generated” (p. 322). Spyrou (2011) suggests
that researchers cannot assume that engaging children in the role of researchers will address
issues of representation or power dynamics or that it will result in more “authentic research” (p.
155). The choice of method can influence the data that is collected and the answers children give,
with different methods possibly eliciting different data or findings (Greene & Hill, 2005 as cited
in Spyrou, 2011).
Gallagher and Gallagher (2008) question the notion of participatory as it applies to
children, arguing that participating means that there is some predefined activity in which children
take part. They suggest that this “assumes that children require to be ‘empowered’ by adults if
they are act to act in the world” (p. 503) and provide examples of the many ways in which
children act beyond the limits of participatory methods, actively shaping their world. Along the
same line of thinking, Orellana (Kinloch, Larson, Orellana, & Lewis, 2016) asks, “When we
‘’engage’’ learners or communities, are we trying to capture them into our machinations, like
cogs in a wheel? Are we hooking them into our agendas and keeping them captive there?” (p.
106). She contrasts animation with engagement, wondering if instead of engaging children in a
researcher’s vision, “what would it mean to spark animation—or just notice when it is sparked—
and then help kindle it, fanning fires of excitement about learning and social transformation
wherever we go?” (Kinloch, Larson, Orellana, & Lewis, 2016, p. 107).
Participating Across the Research Process
In participatory research with children and YPAR, though promoting active participation
by children and youth, the roles that they play throughout the research process vary and are
debated. As mentioned previously, researcher attitude and understandings of childhood shape the
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extent to which children are asked to participate (Clark, 2005), which varies from solely being a
part of data collection to involvement across all aspects of the study including problem
identification, data collection, and analysis. Punch (2002) emphasizes using a range of
approaches, both traditional and innovative, to sustain interest and to acknowledge that, like
adults, children vary depending on such things as age, gender, race, competence, experience, and
preference (p. 338). In addition, choice of methods depends on the social context of the research
setting, the research questions, and the researcher’s own beliefs and competencies (Punch, 2002).
Waller and Bitou (2011) suggest taking leads from children and the importance of considering
how and to what extent children invite the researcher in, invent methods with them, share in the
research process, and even suggest new approaches to the research (p. 17). Researchers have
sought creative ways to involve children across the research project. Horgan (2017) utilized
Child and Youth Advisory Groups (CYAGs), consisting of children who were invited to
participate based on their expertise of being in a similar peer group as the participants. The
CYAGs worked alongside researchers, deciding on key themes for interviews, piloting methods,
and contributing to the data analysis process.
In mapping the field of YPAR, Caraballo et al. (2017) discuss four entry points that
describe how youth researchers and adult coresearchers come to participate together in YPAR:
academic learning and literacies; cultural and critical epistemological research; youth
development and leadership; and youth organizing and civic engagement (p. 318). What all of
these entry points share is the commitment of youth and adult co-researchers to challenging and
changing the status quo (Caraballo et al., 2017). Foster-Fishman, Law, Lichty, and Aoun (2010)
discuss how few YPAR projects involve youth in all phases of the research process, in particular
the data analysis phase. They note how different phases of research offer different experiences
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and outcomes for participants with the problem identification and feedback stages fostering
knowledge development while problem identification and data analysis offering opportunities to
raise critical consciousness. In their own study, Foster-Fishman et al. (2010) designed a sequence
of messaging games designed to support youth with qualitative data analysis. This suggests that
researchers need to carefully consider the processes and outcomes they wish to promote when
designing research with young people.
Instruction in Research Methods
No matter which phases of research the youth are involved with, YPAR takes a
pedagogical approach to research with a focus on teaching and learning through “collaborative
and transformative inquiry” (Caraballo et al., 2017, p. 313), stemming from its roots in critical
pedagogy. In this way teaching and learning are interwoven. Cahill (2007a) discusses how youth
in her study were instructed in research methods, developing a research proficiency among all
participants which helped to “equalize power relationships” among the adult facilitator and youth
participants (p. 301). This instruction is seen as capacity building to support young people in
analyzing and transforming their lives and communities (Cahill, 2007a). Mirra, Garcia, and
Morrell (2016) similarly share how youth in their study participated in workshops about
methods, taught by adults, that discussed how methods are chosen based on the kinds of
questions being asked and the data researchers are seeking and examined the shortcomings of
approaches (p. 82).
Some research with children promotes this type of instruction in research methods as
capacity building (Lundy & McEvoy, 2012 as cited in Horgan, 2017). Bradbury-Jones and
Taylor (2015) emphasize that “age-appropriate” training is necessary for children to engage as
co-researchers and findings of their review of research with children indicate that “most training
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programmes place significant emphasis on research ethics (Coad & Evans, 2008; Kellett, 2010),
and unsurprisingly research methods are at the core (Bergström et al., 2010; Porter et al., 2010)”
(Schäfer & Yarwood, 2008, p. 166). As a result of researching among peers, confidentiality is
emphasized with child co-researchers (Bradbury-Jones & Taylor, 2015). Some studies include
specific instruction around materials or tools used in the research process, such as cameras
(Barker & Weller, 2003, Luttrell, 2010).
Other researchers question this instruction in research methods, noting the prominent role
adults play in it and that it may “run the risk of becoming a token gesture (Hart, 1992) that
reinforces young people’s marginalisation as adults define what is appropriate training and what
is not” (Schäfer & Yarwood, 2008, p. 123). Similarly, Kim (2016) warns that “while children
may be sufficiently competent to conduct their own research, what they actually do as
‘researchers’ is often within a pre-defined and limited range” (p. 238). Thomson and Gunter
(2007) raise the issue of access to resources and instruction around certain research methods and
tools. In their study the youth with whom they worked wanted to create video scenarios to elicit
feedback from students and staff but issues of time and expertise in video production and editing
prevented them from being used (Thomson & Gunter, 2007, p. 236). While expressing concerns
that the young people participating in the study would simply copy their interview style, Schäfer
and Yarwood (2008) note how the young co-researchers drew on their knowledge of
interviewing from various sources to interact with their peers in diverse ways, “Young people
thus interviewed their peers in very different manner that ranged from the way teachers test their
knowledge in school, to emulating the interview-styles of sports-reporter, show-hosts or TV
presenters” (p. 126).
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In contrast to YPAR and participatory studies with children that focus on apprenticing
children into “the academy’s research protocols” (p. 225), Murray (2017) studied young
children’s everyday self-directed activities and “revealed their congruence with professional
adult researchers’ behaviors” (p. 226). Murray (2013; 2017) begins her studies discussing what
research is, noting that no universal definition has been established. In her studies Murray first
constructed a working definition of research empirically with professional researchers. Murray
(2017) then gathered evidence of children employing practices and noted how these were
congruent with the identified aspects of research. She concludes that this evidence points to the
need for the academy to recognize young children “in matters concerning their own lives and to
include their research within the academy’s remit” (p. 238). While justifying that young children
are researchers in their own right and should be seen as central in matters affecting them, Murray
begins with and roots her argument in the academy’s definition of research, with adult
researchers both defining what counts as research in terms of categories as well as which
everyday activities of the children demonstrate research. In this way, the study is adult-centric
and while arguing to include children as researchers, continues to place the academy as the
purveyor of research.
This focus on instructing young people around research raises questions such as: Do
participatory studies need to begin with such instruction? Can young people’s research practices
be seen on their own terms, not in comparison to adult’s? Who decides what counts as research?
Fostering Relationships and Addressing Power Dynamics
The choice of whether to participate in a study as well as how that participation is enacted
depends on the relationships between adult researchers and young people as well as relationships
among young people. These relationships are shaped by power dynamics inherent in traditional
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generational roles. As Gallagher (2008) notes, it is not necessarily the methods in and of
themselves that makes the research participatory, but rather the “social relations involved in the
co-production of knowledge” (Gallagher, 2008 as cited in Horgan, 2017, p. 247). Similarly, in
examining the field of participatory research with young children, Waller and Bitou (2011)
conclude that it is the research design and relationships, not the tools, that “confer real
participation and engagement” (p. 5).
Mirra, Garcia, and Morell (2016) emphasize “pedagogies of relationships” (p. 35) as the
one thing that unites YPAR approaches. Building strong relationships and developing a
community among adult and youth researchers are necessary steps prior to engaging in the
research process (Mirra, Garcia, & Morell, 2016). Burke, Greene, and McKenna (2017) in their
research with youth on city revitalization found that the youth with whom they worked valued
relationships and connectedness as much as tangible outcomes. Creating spaces that allow for
and promote connections is integral in YPAR.
Similarly, participatory research with children undertaken after the paradigm shift to
researching with instead of on, emphasizes relationship building with children. Studies offer a
range of approaches to this from playing with children in familiar environments (Edmiston,
2005) to becoming a familiar figure to children so that they do not feel they need to adjust their
behavior in any way (Mayall, 2008). Goldman-Segall (1998) discusses “establishing a rapport”
between the child and the researcher (p. 93). This conception of rapport means that children
recognize the researcher as an adult, but view her role as sharing in experiences, not as directing
them or surveilling them. As a result, adult and child researchers partner together in the research
process (Goldman-Segall, 1998). Other studies have introduced an additional partner into the
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research, such as pairing older children with younger children to help establish relationships
(Levy & Thompson, 2015).
These relationships are built on trust and in both participatory research with children and
YPAR, researchers emphasize the time it takes to develop relationships. In their work with
youth, Mirra, Garcia, and Morrell (2016) noted the time needed to form bonds among adults,
between adults and youth, and among the youth. This development of caring and trusting
relationships allowed for difficult conversations and created space for the group to process
challenging issues and concerns. In their integrative literature review of participatory action
research with youth and children, Shamrova and Cummings (2017) found that “meaningful
participation of children requires trust building” (p. 408) and training in research methods served
to develop rapport between young people and researchers.
The reciprocal relationships that develop in researching with youth and children shape
both young people’s understandings and researchers’ understandings of young people (Jipson &
Jipson, 2005). As Horgan (2017) recommends, participatory research with children “should be
located within a framework of intergenerational dialogue” (p. 247). This is illustrated by
Spyrou’s (2011) research with Cypriot children. After spending time with the children and
building a rapport, Spyrou (2011) found both that children shared more than their initial brief
descriptions and that he could “identify the complexity behind their voices” with time and trust
(p. 156). Studies employing YPAR also emphasize the reciprocal nature of research with youth,
noting how it opens opportunities for exchanging ideas and expertise among adults and youth
and academic researchers and communities (Cahill, 2007b; Cammarota & Fine, 2008). Mirra,
Garcia, and Morrell (2016) note how relationship development plays an integral role in YPAR,
occurring continuously, and providing the foundation upon which the research process is built.
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In addition to building relationships between adults and young people, relationships
among young people are equally important to foster in participatory research. Levy and
Thompson’s (2015) research explored the role older students, in their case, eleven and twelveyear-old boys, could play in research with younger children. As a result of the older boys’ caring
approach and ability to relate to the younger boys, strong relationships were developed. Their
playful and empathetic approach during the research process created comfortable spaces in
which the younger children openly and honestly shared. Horgan (2017) also notes the critical
role peer support can play in research with children, balancing the adult-child power dynamics
with space for dynamic group dialogue where children are accountable to their peers. As Burke,
Greene and McKenna (2017) conclude about their YPAR study, creating relational spaces where
youth can create bonds among themselves was as important to their research as community
revitalization.
Both research with children and YPAR recognize that these relationships are developed
in the context of generational and power dynamic differences (Horgan, 2017; Burke, Greene, &
McKenna, 2017). These power differences, caused by position, age, perceived competency and
experience, impact all stages of the research process (Einarsdóttir, 2007). Often when children
and youth interact with adults, they assume that the adult is in an authoritative position and that
there are right or wrong ways of interacting or answering questions (Nuttall, 2009; Richards,
Clark, & Boggis, 2015). Recent participatory research with children promotes a critical, reflexive
approach that questions the assumption that participatory methods themselves address power
dynamics and create more equitable and empowering research (Gallagher & Gallagher, 2008;
Holland, Renold, Ross, & Hillman, 2010; Horgan, 2017; Spyrou, 2011). In these studies, power
is seen as dynamic and relational, questioning a “dichotomous view of power” in which the
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researcher holds the power while the child is powerless (Holland, Renold, Ross, & Hillman,
2010, p. 363). These studies seek to examine how power shapes relationships and the research
process. Horgan (2017) suggests that while power differences in research with children cannot be
eliminated, researchers can acknowledge and work towards addressing them. Her use of Children
and Youth Advisory Groups promoted a focus on issues that were important to children and
young people.
Gillett-Swan and Sargeant (2018) suggest that flexibility is a key element of a research
approach that can help address power differences, allowing for data in multiple formats and
inviting children to respond in ways that are comfortable and familiar to them (p. 13). Many
studies with children employ creative methodologies, such as photography, Photovoice, drawing
and mapping, that allow for children to take the lead in data collection, centering their
perspectives and experiences (Barker & Weller, 2003; Clark, 2005; Horgan, 2017). An aspect of
this flexible approach in both participatory research with children and YPAR is how adult
researchers acknowledge all ideas offered by children and youth, facilitating conversations
among participants to critically examine them in light of the research process and goals
(Kohfeldt et al., 2011). Often due to the involvement of other adults in the research process that
act as gatekeepers, such as parents, community members, or school personnel, this commitment
to placing young people’s voices at the center has to be continually revisited (Burke, Greene, &
McKenna, 2017). Langhout, Kohfeldt, and Ellison (2011) in their YPAR study with children in
fifth grade, emphasize that involving young people in the decision-making process and
considering how they will make decisions can shift power in the research process. The children
in their study selected random choice as their decision-making process, viewing it as a neutral
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process and a way to restore power imbalance between adult and youth researchers as well as
among youth researchers.
Other studies note the potential of these spaces of intergenerational dialogue and
research. In their work with teams of adult and youth researchers, Mirra, Garcia, and Morrell
(2016) highlight the critical role adults play in YPAR as facilitators of the research process.
Adults provided mentoring and support for youth researchers as well as access to resources,
knowledges, and connections with other adults. These relationships provided necessary tools for
youth to engage fully in the research process.
Richards, Clark, and Boggis (2015) open up questions about child agency in participatory
research, “Does positioning adult researchers as powerful actually make negotiating and
managing research encounters easier for children?” (p. 50). They encourage researchers to
consider how children actively navigate and manage power dynamics and to reflect on
“children’s ability to use the fluidity of power to their own advantage” (p. 51). Seeking to
minimize power differences or to create equity may not be a realistic goal (or advantageous).
Winn and Winn (2016) discuss the uncertainty of some youth involved in YPAR studies when
asked to guide a group or lead the process of defining issues. They note that youth may resist
leadership roles with adults, especially if they do not trust adult reasons for collaborating with
them in research. As Burke, Greene, and McKenna (2017) honestly reflect “We are still puzzling
out how it is one goes about being both honest about power and privilege with young people
while also seeking towards hope with them” (p. 594).
Studies with children also note the importance of considering power dynamics among the
child researchers and those they are researching, calling for children, like adult researchers, to be
reflexive about their own positionality, assumptions, and beliefs (Kim, 2016). Children who
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participate in the studies and who receive instruction in research methods are often seen or see
themselves in an elevated position with regards to their peers (Connolly, 2008 as cited in
Bradbury-Jones & Taylor, 2015). In addition, as Bradbury-Jones and Taylor discuss (2015),
“during data collection, children may deliberately or unintentionally exclude the participation of
other children…Children’s voices may be mediated by hierarchies of ‘cool’” (p. 168-169).
Schäfer and Yarwood (2008) emphasize the need to recognize the “heterogeneity of young
people’s lives,” noting that recognizing power dynamics among young people as co-researchers
both acknowledges and challenges power inequalities and forms of marginalization (p. 132).
Considering Context
These relationships and the power dynamics inherent in them are both influenced by the
context in which the research takes place. As Graue and Hawkins (2005) emphasize, “context is
everything” in research with children and warn against research that ignores or diminishes the
role of context in order to make generalizations about a universal childhood (p. 52). This
research is not simply about promoting the development of young people in a “neutral or
context-free way,” but rather about development in a particular social and political context
(Mirra, Garcia, & Morrell, 2016, p. 42). As childhood studies and critical youth studies have
highlighted, childhood and youth are social constructions that depend on the sociopolitical and
historical context of a particular community and for a particular child (Burke, Greene, &
McKenna, 2017; Cammarota & Fine, 2008; Richards, Clark, & Boggis, 2015). Cammarota and
Fine (2008) describe YPAR as a process that “situates an individual’s learning in his or her
socio-historical context” (p. 7). In conducting studies, adult researchers enter a space, be it a
school or a neighborhood, and there is a need to understand the nature of these communities and
the many members of them (Burke, Greene, & McKenna, 2017).
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The specific space and place of a study shapes all aspects of the research process
(Richards, Clark, & Boggis, 2015). Einarsdóttir (2007) reminds us, “when we listen to children,
we have to examine critically the social conditions that adults create for them” (p. 207). Often
research takes place within institutions, such as schools, community resource centers, and youth
agencies (Kohfeldt et al., 2011). These settings have discourses and norms in place that dictate
who can participate and to what extent (Kohfeldt et al., 2011). One such place where much
participatory research with children as well as YPAR occurs is schools. In this institutional
space, children and youth are regulated in specific ways that impact participation. For example,
children in school settings may feel pressure from teachers or administrators to consent to
participate in research (Richards, Clark, & Boggis, 2015). In addition, both the structures of
schools and the dominant view of young people in schools, as dependent and lacking power, can
contribute to limiting the roles youth play in the research process (Anderson, 2017). In their
research with 8-12-year-olds, Gillett-Swan and Sargeant (2018) found that students’ behavior
and willingness to participate were significantly impacted when a nonparticipating adult, such as
the principal, entered the research space. Students often reverted to the normative roles of youth
in the school at large.
The extent of youth and child involvement in the research process is often constrained by
adult stakeholders within these contexts, such as a parent, teacher, principal, or community
member (Kohfeldt et al., 2011; Habashi, 2005; Horgan, 2017). Horgan (2017) discusses the
impacts of reliance on schools and youth centers for selection of participants, which resulted in
certain young people, “those deemed to be articulate and ‘good’ representatives, being selected
while others excluded” (p. 248). As Kim (2016) emphasizes, “unless the opportunity is made
available to any child who might choose to do it, conducting research may simply become
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another marker of childhood inequity and inequality” (p. 235). In their YPAR project with fifthgrade students, Kohfeldt et al. (2011) note the teachers’ and administrator’s power in
constraining children’s ideas and lack of true consideration of child-proposed ideas. Richards,
Clark, and Boggis (2015) discuss the role of gatekeepers in access to participation in research, to
the exploration of certain topics, and the direction of the research. Similarly, Burke, Greene, and
McKenna (2017) illuminate how competing interests of stakeholders, which in the case of their
YPAR project were a community organization, community leaders, a radio station, the university
and the youth, can bump against each other, threatening to push youth voices from the center and
blocking action or youth-led action in the directions they see fit.
As demonstrated through these examples, the fields of YPAR and participatory research
with children, encourage researchers to think critically and creatively about where studies take
place. Mirra, Garcia, and Morell (2016) describe the need to carefully craft a research
environment, building a “foundation of trust and love and respect for young people” (p. 41).
Burke, Greene, and McKenna (2017) suggest that youth need spaces where they can critically
and creatively analyze their lived experiences while resisting the identities others construct for
them. “These spaces, we think, are educational opportunity zones and we can find them in
conversations on sidewalks, in public parks, really anywhere youth are engaged in discussions
about what they value and where they find inspiration and truth” (p. 588).
Centering and Representing Young People’s Perspectives
One of the core tenets of YPAR that derives from its origins in popular education and
PAR is the emphasis placed on insider knowledge, specifically knowledge of those who have
been marginalized and oppressed. As Fine (2008) describes, “persons who have historically been
marginalized or silenced carry substantial knowledge about the architecture of injustice, in their
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minds, bodies, and souls; in ways that are conscious and floating; individual and collective” (p.
223). This insider knowledge challenges the notion of who in society and in research are
knowledge holders and producers. In YPAR, youth’s experiential knowledge is legitimized and
called on to define problems that impact their lives. This includes insights into their communities
and issues that they are facing (Burke, Greene, & McKenna, 2017). In this way, youth’s local
knowledge is centered and seen as a foundation upon which the research process builds.
Research with children frames this insider knowledge as voice, placing critical
importance on children’s voices. Spyrou (2011) writes that voice is the very “raison d’etre” of
the field of childhood studies (p. 151). Researchers stress the inclusion of children in knowledge
construction, not just data collection methods, but also in meaning making of the data through
conversations, interviews, and group dialogue (Jipson & Jipson, 2005; Spyrou, 2011; Waller &
Bitou, 2011). In sharing of findings, researchers include not only children’s representations, such
as photographs or drawings, but also children’s descriptions and analysis of these (Barker &
Weller, 2003; Darling-McQuistan, 2017). Other studies, though fewer, include children as coauthors of publications with children’s full research studies and findings as reported by them
(Kellett, Forrest, Dent & Ward, 2004).
There has been much debate in the field of participatory research with children about
representation of children’s voices. Many studies have called for a reflexive approach to
interpreting findings. As Einarsdóttir (2007) discusses it is necessary that researchers reflect on
whether “their understanding reflects the children’s ideas, actions, and experiences” (p. 207). In
their reflection on the use of different child centered methodologies, Barker and Weller (2003)
demonstrate how researchers’ interpretations, based on their positionality and lived experiences,
can differ from child understandings. Weller (Barker & Weller, 2003) notes how her initial
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interpretations of children’s photographs were based on what she perceived young people would
photograph and how these fit with her own research agenda. In later discussions with children,
she discovered that her assumptions were incorrect, such as interpreting a photograph of a bus
stop as evidence that it was “run down” when it was actually taken to exhibit a young person’s
pride in her graffiti artwork (p. 43). This demonstrates how young people’s responses to the
research process may not “reveal direct ‘answers’ to research questions,” instead illuminating
issues of importance to their lives and insights into their daily experiences (p. 47).
Spyrou (2011) calls for moving away from claims of authenticity about children’s voice,
instead accounting for their complexity “by exploring their messy, multi-layered and nonnormative character” (p. 151). Given that researchers come in and out of children’s lives, and
bring their adult understandings and interpretations, they cannot claim to represent a true
understanding of voice (Spyrou, 2011). In addition, researchers have argued against assuming a
universal or collective child standpoint, that children involved in the study speak for all children
(Kim, 2016). Exploring children’s voices means also tuning into silence as a form of
participation. As Richards, Clark, and Boggis (2015) discuss silence is not neutral, not lacking
meaning. Silences in research with children need to be analyzed, as what is left unsaid or omitted
may in some cases reveal more than what is verbalized (Richards, Clark, & Boggis, 2015;
Spyrou, 2011). In addition, it is important to consider whose voices have been ignored or
excluded from the research, such as non-verbal children, children with disabilities and children
not selected by the researcher or the gate keeper to participate in the research (Richards, Clark, &
Boggis, 2015).
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Imagining New Approaches to Research
Whether beginning from the knowledges of children or youth, studies in these fields of
research encourage imagining new ways of researching and diverse means of addressing issues
important to young people. Researchers call for building from young people’s “cleverest of
voices” (Malewski, 2005, p. 221) which allow them to imagine beyond the constraints of adult,
“rational” thinking. Ginwright (2008) writes of a collective radical imagination that develops
through YPAR and is key for social change. He highlights how “our bold imaginations, dreams,
and visions can lead us to revolutionary forms of participatory action research” (p. 21). This
imagination is fueled by young people’s energy, creativity, and hope (McIntyre, 2000). In
reflecting on their research alongside youth, Greene, Burke and McKenna (2017) note how youth
help adult researchers recognize the value of imagined spaces “that nurture their hopes and life
paths” (p. 594).
Playfulness is proposed in research with children as a counter to a search for truth and
certainty. Malewski (2005) argues that the “playful discourse” of children should be embraced in
research (p. 219). This means centering children’s voices even when they do not follow the
research process as imagined by adults or answer our research questions. Habashi (2005)
emphasizes how findings from research about children are most often not written by children and
therefore lack child insights. Children’s views should be shared even when, or perhaps because,
they contradict or challenge adult beliefs and ways of knowing (Habashi, 2005; Malewski,
2005). As Roberts (2000) writes, “listening to children, hearing children, and acting on what
children say are three very different activities” (p. 238). This playfulness and centering of
children’s insights mean that adult researchers must look beyond the walls of the academy to
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new spaces and places that “facilitate the free exchange of ideas, tools, and peoples” (Ginwright,
2008).
In this dissertation study, I strive to join researchers in this call to expand approaches to
research through centering children’s perspectives and ways of being. Given that the majority of
YPAR research has been done with youth and young adults (Shamrova & Cummings, 2017),
PAR with children has the potential to generate insights that are needed and underexplored
through valuing and building from the perspectives and practices of children. Both participatory
research that engages children as co-researchers and YPAR often begin with instructing young
people around research methods, restricting approaches and design to what has been deemed
research by the academy. Rooting the research process instead in an exploration of the practices
that children engage in as they investigate self-chosen topics holds promise not only in producing
new findings but also in expanding conceptions of what research can be and generating diverse
approaches to the research process.
The next section of the literature review shifts to exploring the literacies of young people,
examining studies that discuss the diverse social practices in which they engage. The review then
concludes with a discussion of the potential of conducting participatory research with children
that focuses on the social practices they enact as they research within specific contexts.
Young People Mobilizing Their Literacies
This section of the review examines studies in which researchers view children as agents
who mobilize their literacies to learn about and act on the world around them. Reviewing these
studies considers insights specifically from research in the field of literacy about children’s
social practices. As Calderón Lopez and Thériault (2014) suggest, while there are a “wealth of
publications” on young people’s participation in research, the connections between participatory
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research and literacies “remain unclear” (p. 39). This section of the review explores how these
connections might be made in order to “explore different narratives about literacy” that challenge
the dominant “skills” view of literacy in schools and society (Calderón Lopez & Thériault, 2014,
p. 50). The studies emphasize the importance of learning with and from young people about their
ways of being and exploring, though most do not directly address research practices. They
examine how young people employ literacies to push against deficit narratives about youth in
general and specifically about youth who are marginalized due to such things as intersections of
race, language, gender, sexuality, and religion.
Repositioning Selves, Families, and Spaces
Many researchers who focus on the intersections of literacy, race, culture, and language
have studied how young people mobilize their literacy practices in ways that reposition
themselves, their families, or the spaces they inhabit. The purpose of these studies is not simply
to note that these practices exist but to value the ingenuity and inventiveness of them (Lizárraga
& Gutiérrez, 2018, p. 45). Young people in these studies are employing literacies in ways that
push against deficit perspectives of the young people and/or their communities, in particular
young people from nondominant groups.
Lizárraga and Gutiérrez (2018) discuss the creative potential of nepantla literacies that
draw on young people’s “complete linguistic and sociocultural repertoires” (Gutiérrez & Rogoff,
2003, as cited in Lizárraga & Gutiérrez, 2018, p. 39) to repurpose and transform language,
materials, and artifacts. They highlight how children “curate selves” for new possible futures,
such as Carla, a second-grade student in their study who through her “fluid boundary crossing”
between observer and observed, expert and novice and her “adeptness at using hybrid language
practices” took control of and repurposed the research video camera (Lizárraga & Gutiérrez,
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2018, p. 43). The research team was using the video camera to observe Carla and her family at
home as a kind of participant observation. After inquiring about how it worked, Carla then took
the video camera and began interviewing her family members and teaching them how the camera
worked. Through this action, Carla shifted her positionality from participant to researcher and
created a narrative of herself and her family on her own terms, asking questions she wanted to
and focusing on aspects of her family and home she felt were significant. Through this, she also
renegotiated her relationship with the researcher on more equitable terms (p. 43). Lizárraga and
Gutiérrez (2018) highlight how Carla uses her literacies to direct how she and her family were
seen by the researchers. Lizárraga and Gutiérrez (2018) do not offer Carla’s perspective or
analysis of her actions and interactions. So, while it seems that she was mobilizing her literacies
for the purposes identified by the adult researchers, perhaps there were other reasons, from
Carla’s point of view, or other ways in which she repositioned herself and her family that were
not noticed by the researchers.
Norton (2006) also examines how children employ their multiple literacies in ways that
reposition themselves and their families. In her study with Black and Latinx children in first
grade and their families, Norton (2006) focuses on storytelling and spiritual practices. She
frames her research project as well as the research done by children within the project as
counterstories that both center perspectives of people who have been marginalized and challenge
dominant narratives. She emphasizes how the children in her study drew on their multiple
literacies and spiritual practices to learn more about family members’ spirituality. Their
interviews with family members illuminated how children were supported in their spiritual
practices by family members through advice from their experiences and encouragement to
practice in their own ways. In taking on the interviewer role, developing questions, and shaping
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the interview process, the children drew on their multiple literacies to position themselves as
enactors of literacy, spiritual, and research practices. One child decided to interview his younger
brother in addition to his mother as a means of talking with and educating him, “because he
didn’t really know stuff about God” (Norton, 2006, p. 328). In this way, the child positioned
himself as knowing about spiritualty and as a teacher to his brother, playing an active role in
shaping his literacies and spiritual practices (Norton, 2006, p. 328). In developing interview
questions, selecting which family members to interview, guiding the interview process and
participating in reflection about the process, the children in this study drew on literacies to
position themselves as knowledge holders and producers.
Norton (2006) began this study with semi-structured interviews of the selected children,
discussing their literacies and spiritual practices. In order to prepare for the interviews with
family members, children reflected on the questions she had asked them to develop their own
protocols. This focus on interviews, based on her initial model and a more formalized structure,
while teaching children a research strategy may have limited what children conceived of as
possible interview questions and how interviews can be structured. As Kim (2016) warns about
training in research methods like interviewing, “while children may be sufficiently competent to
conduct their own research, what they actually do as ‘researchers’ is often within a pre-defined
and limited range” (p. 238). How might the children themselves chosen to research the topic of
spirituality or to gather the stories of their families? Would these child-chosen and directed
methods revealed similar or different data and findings?
Campano, Ngo, Low, and Jacobs (2016) in their work with five to ten-year-old children
similarly emphasize child agency in repositioning themselves as well as the university as a space.
They take a reflexive stance in their study, describing how at first they felt as if they were trying
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to “corral the children into conforming” to their preconceptions of what research was, such as
systematically gathering data. They reflected on their initial frustration when children began
taking pictures of what interested them from pizza to squirrels. This is similar to how Carla used
the research tools provided in ways that served her purpose to reposition herself and her family
under the researcher gaze (Lizárraga & Gutiérrez, 2018). Campano, Ngo, Low and Jacobs (2016)
then describe how through self-reflection and a closer look at the data, they began to come to
different conclusions.
Drawing on the construct of critical play, they examine how children used play in
response to challenges in accessing the university space during a university tour (Campano, Ngo,
Low, & Jacobs, 2016, p. 211). The children in their study employed multiple literacy practices to
respond to and to redefine the university space, such as climbing on statues like play structures
and playing ‘Duck Duck Goose’ on the lawn (Campano, Ngo, Low, & Jacobs, 2016, p. 213). In
subsequent sessions with children in their aftercare program, children utilized the data they had
collected to respond to the visit and reimagine the university space and key historical figures. For
example, one child redrew the campus map, centering himself and the locations meaningful to
him, such as where the group ate lunch. Another child, in response to the Benjamin Franklin
statue she saw on campus, created a comics-style drawing of Benjamin Franklin as a PowerPuff
Girl. Drawing on her research data and multiple literacies, she remixed this historical figure with
“her own participatory youth culture” (Campano, Ngo, Low, & Jacobs, 2016, p. 219). The
authors discuss how these examples illustrate how children “recontextualized the typically
exclusionary presence of the university to be amenable to their own social worlds” (Campano,
Ngo, Low, & Jacobs, 2016, p. 222). Though focusing on critical play, this study highlights how
children collected and analyzed data in new, remixed, and multimodal ways that surprised the
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adult researchers and expanded their thinking about how to engage with children in research. In
this way, this study provides insights into children’s literacies as well as their research practices.
These studies highlight the importance of paying attention to how and why children
engage in literacy practices. These purposes are related to their intersectional identities and
respond to dominant narratives of childhood in general and specifically to deficit narratives of
children from groups that have been historically marginalized and oppressed. Children actively
reposition themselves and their families in ways that match their ways of being in and thinking
about the world.
Navigating Across Spaces
Several studies emphasize how young people navigate across spaces, including the
cultures, languages, and ways of being in these contexts, as they engage in and develop
literacies. “The concept of navigating thus acknowledges the roles of space, time, and context in
how people engage in literate practice or enact identities” (Moje, 2013, p. 366). Moje (2015) in
her work with adolescents around disciplinary literacies emphasizes how young people traverse
multiple cultures every day and some of these are highly specialized (p. 253). These cultures
have “specialized linguistic codes, technical vocabularies and discourse practices” (Moje, 2015,
p. 257) and particular kinds of literacy practices are required to become a member of these
communities (Moje, 2015). Therefore, Moje (2015) suggests the importance of educators
supporting young people as they navigate across home, school, online, and community spaces
and the disciplines within these spaces. This support involves explicitly teaching young people
about how members in these spaces think, act, and communicate with each other (Moje, 2015)
and providing opportunities for young people to engage in practices central to the spaces they
navigate. In making these literacy practices explicit, young people learn not only how to become
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a part of and navigate these spaces, but also that these spaces are social constructions. Young
people can then think critically about when, how, and why certain practices are useful or not,
question taken for granted practices, and even produce new ways of thinking and being within a
discipline (Moje, 2015).
Ghiso (2016) and González and Martínez Briseño (2014) discuss specifically how
transnational and multilingual young people navigate across contexts and mobilize their multiple
and hybrid literacy practices. Ghiso (2016) in her study with six- and seven-year-olds notes how
spaces such as the Laundromat are “contact zones where young people negotiate languages,
literacies, and cultural practices…constructing new social practices and identities” (p. 34). The
children in her study navigated multiple contexts as part of their daily lives and Ghiso (2016)
emphasizes how their literacy practices are not binary (e.g., assimilation into school vs.
maintaining one’s home culture), but rather hybrid. Children draw on multiple languages and can
accommodate school culture while staying attuned with their “collective and transnational
literacy practices” (p. 34).
In their study of transnational students, González and Martínez Briseño (2014) discuss
the literacy practices of Hugo, a seventh-grade student, who created digital spaces that supported
his transnational communicative practices. Hugo was born and lived in the United States until he
was six and then his family moved to Mexico. González and Martínez Briseño (2014) discuss
how since this move, he has located gaming platforms like Minecraft in which he can game with
others in English. Hugo uses sites such as YouTube to conduct searches in English and Spanish
to learn how to set up gaming profiles and has curated a list of television channels in English and
Spanish that build on his multilingualism and transnational experiences. Through employing
these literacy practices, Hugo has created a transnational space that matches his lived experience,
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supports his navigation across contexts and cultures, and continues to develop his linguistic
repertoires. González (2016) draws on the data from this study among others to stress the key
insights young people have about equity and justice given the very real sociopolitical contexts in
which they live and go to school.
These studies emphasize how young people traverse multiple spaces in their daily lives.
In these spaces, young people learn and use literacy practices unique to the context and draw on
their linguistic repertoires and multicultural identities. In this process of navigating, young
people’s literacies shape and are shaped by multiple cultures and contexts.
Investigating Critical Issues and Taking Action
Several studies emphasize how young people draw on their literacy practices to take
action towards change. One example is Pacheco’s (2012) study of the “everyday resistance”
practices of Latina/o youth in Stillwater, Wisconsin. She defines these practices as activities that
advanced “social justice in challenging the domination and oppression that they experienced as
(im)migrant Latinas/os” (p. 125). The youth in her study responded to such things as challenges
to bilingual education and the DREAM act by “participating in strategy meetings, planning
political actions and activities, coordinating on- and offline communications to mobilize
Latinas/os, and engaging in cultural-political-ideological exchanges on the streets and in board
meetings” (p. 128). Pacheco (2012) describes how the Latina/o youth in her study drew on and
generated new cultural resources and artifacts in their problem solving and imagining of new
ways forward within their communities and school systems. Moving across home, school, and
community spaces, Pacheco’s (2012) study emphasizes the “cognitive versatility Latina/o
students acquire” when engaging in everyday resistance (p. 130).
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Similar to Lizárraga and Gutiérrez (2018) and González (2016), Pacheco (2012) also
emphasizes the role of the researchers. She discusses the significance of researchers, working
with practitioners, documenting “students’ problem-solving activities and the artifact creation
already occurring across home–community spaces and continue to theorize what counts as
learning” (p. 129). In this way, she calls researchers to resist alongside young people through
acknowledging and documenting their literacies. These include the creative ways they problem
solve and the new tools, resources, and knowledges they generate.
Pahl (2019) similarly considers the everyday resistance of children, what she calls their
civic engagement in informal settings. In contrast to the youth in Pacheco’s (2012) study, Pahl
(2019) describes how many young people lack access to public demonstrations and online
platforms for organizing. She focuses instead on “micro-political contexts” such as informal
gatherings and activities such as dance, film making, and crafting which shed light on young
people’s “in the moment ways of knowing and being” (p. 22). Pahl (2019) describes one project
with a group of young people about whether they “felt close to or disengaged from governance
processes” (p. 30). Drawing on their lived experiences of not feeling safe and being ignored by
police, the group co-produced a film that brought together a play written by the youth, a dance to
a popular song, and messages of the youth scripted over the visuals. In taking action in this way,
the youth drew on their multiple literacies to speak back to the lack of recognition of youth voice
in the community. Pahl (2019) emphasizes young people’s remixing and creation of literacy
practices (p. 26). She raises the issue that part of the challenge in studying children’s practices
“lies in the language researchers use to describe communicative practices” and wonders “If
literacy was closer to the lived experiences of young people, what would it look like?” (p. 35).
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Pahl (2019) brings into her discussion the concept of affect, noting how part of “what is
wonderful” about young people mobilizing their literacies to take action, in such ways as the
film, is that “they are about desire, passion, anger, and affect lies behind all of these” (p. 34). She
argues for the inclusion of affect in our efforts as researchers to understand young people’s ways
of knowing and ways of seeing the world. This raises the question of how to capture this in the
research process. Pahl (2019) responds to this noting that we might need new practices of
research to understand youth participatory practices. She offers co-production as a methodology
the can “open up an invitation to become differently” with a focus on process, multimodality,
and affect. She concludes with an emphasis on this becoming, “to become co-felt, co-realized,
and co-produced (Ehret, 2018)” (pp. 36-37). While expanding the possibilities for research with
youth and thinking about their literacies, this also raises questions of power and positionality.
Can things become co-felt when researchers do not share the lived experiences or positionalities
with the youth? Who determines what is co-felt or co-realized and how? As previous studies
with young people have emphasized this requires a reflexive approach that interrogates power
dynamics and representation (Gallagher & Gallagher, 2008; Spyrou, 2011.)
Similar to the work of Pahl (2019), Vasquez (2014) looks closely at how children employ
art as part of their literacies to critically examine issues of importance. Vasquez (2014) examines
how one kindergarten girl utilized art as a “semiotic research tool” to address issues that
concerned her and her classmates, the bullying of girls on the monkey bars at recess (p. 55).
Vasquez (2014) describes how Hannah used art as a literacy to “construct meaning in her life and
to attempt to change the conditions of her world” (p. 56). Through a series of drawings
communicating her concerns, Hannah investigated how to respond to the issue of bullying.
Though first drawing about this, she was concerned about addressing the issue directly. Hannah
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then drew a series of other drawings exploring “how to trap a boy” in which she examined the
feasibility and effectiveness of such traps as a shark tank and a donut trap. She chose to share
these drawings first with Vasquez (2014) to gauge reception and begin a discussion. After
Vasquez’s (2014) openness to the drawings and curiosity to know where the ideas came from,
Hannah shared her more direct drawings about the bullying on the monkey bars.
Vasquez (2014) then invited Hannah to share her drawings with the class and she again
presented the trap drawings first which led to a lively and engaging discussion with the boys and
girls and set the stage for her introduction of the concern at hand, bullying. As a result, the girls
shared their concerns, which the boys addressed and even suggested new games based on
Hannah’s trap drawings. As Vasquez (2014) notes, “Hannah’s representations of boy traps were
very appealing to the boys, leading to the negotiation of new boundaries and the reinvention of
new ways of being on the monkey bars” (p. 56). Hannah’s use of art as a literacy and a research
tool allowed her to gather more information about the teacher and the class before directly taking
action on her concern.
Vasquez continually revisits Hannah’s skillful use of art to demonstrate her ways of
confronting issues of significance to her. She compares Hannah’s practices to those of
researchers engaged in practitioner-driven research (p. 56). On one hand, this highlights the
sophistication of Hannah’s practices; on the other it legitimizes Hannah’s practices by
comparison with professional adult research practices, similar to Murray’s (2017) research. This
seems to suggest that Hannah’s practices cannot be considered as research in their own right.
The findings of these research projects emphasize how young people are not only
employing diverse social practices across spaces, but they are also drawing on these practices to
promote justice for themselves and their communities. These studies point to the responsibility of
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researchers to document young people’s literacies and the creative ways young people problem
solve and promote innovative paths forward. Through acknowledging, valuing, and sharing
young people’s literacies in multiple ways with educators and researchers, studies can take
seriously the issues that young people raise and contribute to changing narratives about young
people, their families, and their communities.
Conclusion
This review of literature provides insights and raises questions about research with
children and research focused on children’s literacies. In addition, the review reveals areas in
need of investigation and avenues for future research. While YPAR is a burgeoning field and
participatory research with children has become increasingly prevalent since the emergence of
the field of childhood studies, there remain few PAR studies with children, in particular children
in elementary school (Shamrova & Cummings, 2017). PAR with children can bring together
participatory approaches to working alongside children with a focus on transformative learning
and social action.
More traditional approaches to research with children position them as participants,
enacting a predefined and linear research agenda centered around a focus area as defined by the
adult researcher. Children are seen as researchers-to-be, emphasizing the need for instruction
around methods in order to engage with them in research. Children’s voices within such studies
and findings are assumed to be true and authentic representations. These approaches to research
with children promote universalized notions of children and childhood that ignore or diminish
sociocultural and political contexts and the intersectional identities of children.
In contrast, PAR with children begins with recognizing and centering the insider
knowledge of children, their lived experiences, and ways of being. Researchers can then build a
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foundation of relationships with children, establishing trust and mutual understanding of the
nature of the research project. This takes time and must be continually revisited (Mirra, Garcia,
& Morell, 2016). As studies such as Gallagher and Gallagher (2008) and Spyrou (2011) have
noted, these relationships are shaped in the context of power dynamics, which requires both
interrogation of how power shapes the study as well as how to address issues of power. This can
be done through researchers continually reflecting on conceptions of children and childhoods,
revisiting child assent, and creating feedback loops between researchers and children and among
children. Children are recognized as capable of taking active roles within the research process,
with intersectional identities that shape their perspectives and approaches. As children assert
their agency, they participate in ways not imagined and change the process as it unfolds. This
makes the research process unpredictable (Gallagher & Gallagher, 2008) and demands a flexible
approach, negotiated with child researchers along the way. In terms of findings, they can be seen
not as ends, but rather a means, as “launching pads” for ideas and strategies that foster social
change (Cammarota & Fine, 2008, p. 6) and can be shared in multiple ways for a variety of
audiences (Campano, Ghiso, & Welch, 2016; Shamrova & Cummings, 2017).
Research within the field of literacy highlights the diverse social practices that young
people employ as they navigate multiple contexts. There remains a need for further participatory
research with children within literacy to continue to push against the prevailing skills view of
literacy within schools and society (Calderón Lopez & Thériault, 2014). An aspect of this skills
view is the narrow and prescriptive manner in which research has and continues to be defined
within literacy standards and instruction. In reflecting on her work with young people, Pahl
(2019) raises the question, “If literacy was closer to the lived experiences of young people, what
would it look like?” (p. 35). This question can be expanded to include research as it relates to
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children’s literacies – if research was closer to the lived experiences of children, what would it
look like?
Based on the literature reviewed in this chapter, it is clear that there is a need to examine
children’s research practices directly for insights into how children investigate their worlds,
without justification through comparison with adult practices. Questions remain about how
children enact literacies of research across spaces. If we begin with acknowledging children as
researchers, what can we learn through examining their social practices across school, home,
community, and online spaces? This dissertation study sought to employ a PAR methodology to
explore these questions around children’s approaches to research. The next chapter looks further
at the methodology being taking up that bridges participatory research with children and research
in literacy to explore children’s literacies of research.
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Chapter III
METHODOLOGY
Overview of the Research Design
Taking a participatory approach, this study explored how children engage in inquiries to
learn more about topics of interest. The research strove to build from the knowledges and
experiences of children, with children’s research practices both being the focus of the study as
well as methods for our collective inquiry. Qualitative data was produced from multiple sources
including: recording of co-researching sessions; semi-structured interviews and informal
conversations with children, teachers, and administrators; artifact and document collection;
participant observation; and field notes and reflective journals. Through this study, I sought to
answer the following questions:
How do nine- and ten-year-old children in a participatory research group engage with
opportunities to follow their own lines of inquiry?
•

What themes do they investigate and how?

•

What literacy and research practices do they draw on, resist, remix and/or
transform and how?

•

How do adults interact with children around child-led research?

This chapter discusses the methodology, methods for data collection, and data analysis process
that were employed to address these questions.
Methodology
Participatory Research with Children
This study employed a participatory approach to research with children bringing together
elements of participatory research with children and YPAR. Participatory research with children,
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rooted in the field of childhood studies, focuses on child-centered methods and practices that are
inclusive and participatory (Barker & Weller, 2003) and “which resonate with children’s own
concerns and routines” (Christensen & James, 2000, p. 7). Participatory research with children
promotes the view of children as knowledge holders and producers, “with knowledge claims that
compete with adult understanding on the grounds of race, class, gender, sexual identity, and age”
(Malewski, 2005, p. 217). Children’s perspectives and life experiences are the focus of this
research and how these can influence theory and practice (Diez Soto & Swadener, 2005). This
approach assumes childhood is not universal and children’s intersectional identities shape their
ways of knowing and being. I selected this approach to researching alongside children in order to
learn about the ways they see the world and make meaning. In addition, children’s ways of being
within research may differ from adults and it is in exploring this difference that the notion of
research can be opened up. Children’s perspectives and ways of being in the study included
assumptions, biases, and opposing views. These needed to be acknowledged and reflected on. As
Campano, Ghiso, and Welch (2016) suggest, I invited differences of opinion in our research
group meetings, creating space for those children who may have felt apprehensive about
speaking up (p. 120). The children and I reflected together on how these differences in opinion,
as well as assumptions about each other and the world, shaped the study and influenced both the
research process and findings.
This study adopted a PAR epistemology, which “assumes knowledge is rooted in social
relations and most powerful when produced collaboratively through action” (Fine et al., 2003, p.
173). Building on previous PAR and YPAR studies, I worked alongside nine- and ten-year old
children as co-researchers and together we explored how children investigated topics of research.
These practices were the foundation from which the group developed a collaborative inquiry that
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focused on issues that mattered to the children. Campano, Ghiso, and Welch (2016) talk of an
“ongoing creative alchemy” (p. 122) between the interests and resources of the university
researchers and the co-researchers. It is through the bringing together of all our knowledges,
perspectives, and wonderings that this study took shape.
As Gallagher (2008) notes, it is not necessarily the methods in and of themselves that
makes the research participatory, but rather the “social relations involved in the co-production of
knowledge” (Gallagher, 2008 as cited in Horgan, 2017, p. 247). Relationships are central,
negotiated, and subject to analysis within participatory research with young people, including
child-adult, child-child, and adult-adult relationships. One of my research interests and questions
considers how adults interact with children around child-led research. Studies have noted the
time it takes to develop relationships with young people (Mirra, Garcia & Morell, 2016) and I
designed the study to take place across an entire school, which allowed the children and I to get
to know each other, establishing relationships and developing trust. As researchers such as
Horgan (2017) and Mirra, Garcia, and Morell (2016) recommend, participatory research with
young people “should be located within a framework of intergenerational dialogue” (p. 247) and
much of the beginning work of this study focused on open dialogue, getting to know one another,
and sharing of ideas.
The participatory approach not only began from children’s lived experiences and the
knowledges that they brought as co-researchers, but children were also included in all aspects of
the research process from question development to data collection to analysis and sharing of
findings. In this way, multiple perspectives were both acknowledged and encouraged. The study
began with children’s understandings of research. In order to recognize and address the power
dynamics among children, among children and adults, and within the institutional space of
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school, reflective conversations were an ongoing aspect of the study. In addition, the child coresearchers and I together considered such things as how to approach decision-making and
whose voices are included and excluded within our group and within the broader school
community (Langhout, Kohfeldt, & Ellison, 2011).
In addition to intergenerational dialogue and creating space for diverse perspectives and
interpretations, YPAR methodologies emphasize the need for studies to inspire action of some
sort towards equity and justice for the youth, their families, and their communities (Cammarota
& Fine, 2008; Mirra, Garcia, & Morell, 2016). This may be addressing policies or availability of
resources within the community (Burke, Greene, & McKenna, 2017), instructional practices
within schools (McIntyre, 2000) or policies and practices of the academy (Cahill, 2007a). This
study sought to address action on two levels. First, by beginning with and centering the literacies
of research of children, the study hoped to expand the definition of research with implications for
how research is conceptualized and taught about in literacy classrooms as well as in the
academy. In addition, this study sought action based on the findings of our collective inquiry into
issues that matter to children. These issues shifted over the course of the study with the onset of
the COVID-19 pandemic and the group explored the needs of children during these uncertain
times.
Research Design
Research Context
Given the focus of this study on children’s literacies of research the following criteria
were used for selecting a research site: 1. A school with a focus on student-led research and
curricular opportunities for children to engage in research; 2. A diverse student population
including students of color and speakers of languages other than English whose literacy practices
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have been historically marginalized or overlooked (Ghiso, 2016; González, 2016; Lizárraga &
Gutiérrez, 2018) and whose insider knowledge of their communities and understanding of
injustice can inform inquiries around issues of significance to them (Cammarota & Fine, 2008).
The research site selected met the outlined criteria. The study took place in a public
elementary magnet school in a small city in the northeastern United States enrolling
approximately 520 pre-Kindergarten through grade five students. The magnet school is an
International Baccalaureate World School following the International Baccalaureate Primary
Years Program and IB philosophy that includes a “powerful emphasis on inquiry” (International
Baccalaureate Organization, 2014). Inquiry is defined as a student-centered approach that views
students as “agents in their own learning” (International Baccalaureate Organization, 2014). The
curriculum follows inquiry-based units that support children’s exploration of transdisciplinary
themes such as “Where We Are in Place and Time” and “How the World Works.” Based on
these themes, teachers develop a “programme of inquiries – investigations into important ideas,
identified by the schools” (International Baccalaureate Organization, 2014). A culminating
aspect of the school’s IB philosophy and inquiry-based curriculum is fifth-grade students’
exhibition project, during which children engage in a collaborative inquiry about “real life issues
or problems” (International Baccalaureate Organization, 2014). Children work together in groups
or by classes to investigate issues within a larger theme identified by teachers.
In terms of diverse student population, the school is majority non-White students with
White students making up less than a third of the population. The student population is
approximately 40% Latinx, 29% White, 14% Asian, 11% Black or African American, 6% two or
more races and less than one percent Pacific Islander and American Indian. Approximately forty
percent of students receive free and reduced lunch, six percent of students are identified as
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English Language Learners, and eight percent of students have Individualized Education Plans.
This study built on the school’s inquiry focus, creating a space for child-generated investigations
into issues that matter to their lives.
The specific context of a study impacts relationship building and shapes all aspects of the
research process (Richards, Clark, & Boggis, 2015). Based in an understanding of childhood as a
social construction, participatory studies have focused on environments familiar to children
(Richards, Clark, & Boggis, 2015). This study took place within school, a setting familiar to the
children and a shared space for children who come from many different communities.
Researchers have also raised concerns about these institutional settings that have discourses and
norms in place that dictate who can participate and to what extent (Kohfeldt et al., 2011).
Children are regulated in specific ways that impact participation, such as feeling pressure from
teachers or administrators to consent to participate in research (Richards, Clark, & Boggis,
2015). In order to address this, child assent was continually revisited throughout the project to
ensure children had a choice whether or not they wanted to continue to participate. In addition,
we collectively considered the space we created together, such as establishing community
agreements, exploring how to arrange furniture, and if and how to include things like music and
movement.
Participant Recruitment and Selection
I recruited eight nine- and ten-year-old children using a purposeful sampling method
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). This population was selected because of upper-elementary students’
knowledge of and familiarity with the school community. In addition, as outlined in district and
national literacy standards, fifth-grade students are expected to conduct in-depth investigations.
This study focused on fourth-grade students to explore this process in advance, centering
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children’s literacies of research and emphasizing selection of topics of significance to them. I
worked closely with the school administrator and classroom teachers to recruit a small group of
children representative of the diverse school population (in terms of race, socioeconomic status,
gender, languages spoken) who were interested in engaging in research with me.
Selection Criteria
I employed the following selection criteria as guidelines to recruit appropriate
participants for this study. The criteria are as follows:
1. Fourth-grade students attending the elementary IB magnet school.
2. Children who reflect the larger school community in terms of race, socioeconomics,
gender, and languages spoken.
Gaining Access and Finding Participants
In order to begin to recruit participants, I met with the school administrator and
classroom teachers to share details about the study and my selection criteria. When I shared the
project with the school administrator, he was very responsive, noting that the school was hoping
to expand opportunities for enrichment. They were currently conducting a school audit
concerning the racial demographics of children referred to the gifted and talented program. He
noted how he saw the project as an opportunity for a more diverse group of children to have
access to a space of child-led inquiry. I had hoped to hold the research group as an after-school
program, inviting all fourth graders to participate. However, the administrator recommended
against this, as the school had several after-school opportunities already in place for children that
he felt would compete with the research group. He also raised concerns about transportation
issues and how these might limit which children could participate. Ultimately, it was decided that
the group would meet during the school day for one hour once a week.
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Classroom teachers had questions concerning the literacy skills necessary to participate
and I informed them that there were no prerequisite skills needed. The classroom teachers and
administrator then recommended children for the study based on the criteria. Researchers have
raised concerns with the reliance on schools to select participants, noting how this can result in
the selection of certain children, “those deemed to be articulate and ‘good’ representatives, being
selected while others excluded” (Horgan, 2017, p. 248). This process of participant recruitment
and selection was one of negotiation. I was able to locate a site that matched what I was looking
for in terms of an inquiry focus and that supported my selection criteria, of a diverse group of
fourth-grade students who were representative of the school population, with a focus on children
from historically marginalized groups and those who would otherwise not have access to a space
for small group inquiry. At the same time, I was a visitor at the school and recognized the need
to respect their policies and practices, which included holding the group during the school day
and relying on administrator and teacher recommendation of children, which did not match the
open recruitment that I desired. This navigation among competing roles and interests will be
discussed further within the researcher positionality section of this chapter.
I reached out to the families of the identified children with information about the study as
well as sharing about the study with potential child participants. As Waller and Bitou (2011)
warn, due to the difference in power between adult researchers and children, children may feel
pressured to participate and their consent may not be authentic (Waller & Bitou, 2011). In
contexts such as school when children’s subordinate role to teachers and administrators is well
defined, they may not feel that they have a choice about participating. I followed the suggestions
of several studies and viewed child assent as an ongoing process throughout the research process,
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continually revisiting it with children to ensure they knew what they were agreeing to at each
phase and wished to continue (Barker & Weller, 2003; Einarsdóttir, 2007).
Participants
Eight children were selected to participate in the study, five girls and three boys. The
chart below describes each participant, including their pseudonym, both how they described
themselves as well as racial demographic data. As discussed in the limitations section of this
chapter, representations of the child participants cannot be seen as accurate or true, they are an
amalgamation of how the children chose to present themselves in our group, how they saw and
heard each other, how their words and actions were captured within the artifacts of our research,
and how I interpreted their contributions. It may be more accurate to present them as characters
in the story of our group that came to be as a result of all of these factors.
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Table 1
Child Co-Researchers
Child
Pseudonym
Bella

Children’s Self-Description of Identities
Girly girl, loves shopping and make up, loves food, her
family, and Starbucks, Puerto Rican

Racial/Ethnic
Demographics
Latinx

Billie

Loves writing and reading, her family, her cat, food
(chocolate, hot Cheetos, pizza, spicy)

Latinx

Cristina

Smart, singer, danceful, shy, quiet, amazing, kind, caring,
loving to family, listener, awesome, wants to learn Spanish,
Puerto Rican

Latinx

Michael

Likes to cook, eat (pickles, tacos), play basketball, soccer,
football, roller skate, play outside, read non-fiction, likes
dogs

Panda

Smart, loving to family, loves food (sushi, candy), dogs,
loves to skateboard, worrier

Latinx

PanPan

Likes art, food, dance, amazing, loud, weird, cute, small,
fashionable

White

Sienna

Loves science experiments, piano/cello, watching tv,
spending time outdoors, adventures, likes dogs, the color
cyan and to eat Kaliyah; Indian, South African, Polynesian,
and Iranian

Asian

Loves to take things apart, how things work, YouTube,
Legos

White

West Indian

The child co-researchers were included in the selection of pseudonyms. I explained what
pseudonyms were and why there were needed for purposes of sharing our findings with an
audience broader than the school community. The children were excited to select names for
themselves and for half of the group the selection process was easy. Panda immediately selected
her name based on her favorite animal. PanPan also loved pandas and so created a different, but
related pseudonym. Bella had always liked the name she chose, and Sienna selected her name
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based on one of her favorite colors, burnt sienna. Navigating selecting a name was a little more
difficult for the other children due to the constraints of confidentiality and potential audience
perceptions (as defined by me).

first selected poop emoji (

) for his name, finding it funny

and relevant to children, along with the other group members. We then talked about how these
names would represent the children and their words. I suggested that if children used names like
poop emoji then some of the readers of our work together (and I was mostly referring to adults)
might not take their perspectives seriously. He then decided to use the first two letters of his
name and I explained that, for confidentiality reasons, this was too close to his actual name and
could expose his identity. He finally settled on

.

A few of the children selected pseudonyms that I ultimately felt I had to change because
they were too close to their actual names and could be used to possibly identify them. Michael
selected a nickname that his friends and family call him. I explained to him how it was close to
and based on his actual name, but he disagreed, saying that it was different and wanting to stick
with it. At the time, given how strongly he felt, we did not discuss it further and I had hoped to
circle back to the conversation with him. However, he was unable to continue with the group
when we transitioned to a virtual space due to the COVID-19 emergency school closure and I
was unable to connect with him about the name. I decided to instead select the name of one of
his favorite musical artists, Michael Jackson, whose songs he added to our playlist. Similarly,
Cristina’s name was selected for the artist (Cristina Perri) whose song she had chosen for the
playlist and explained how it was linked to a significant event that had occurred recently in her
family. Billie originally selected a name that was related to the meaning of her name, but very
different than her actual name. Upon reflection and in the writing of this dissertation, I
reconsidered this name as I was worried it too was an identifier. Therefore, I changed her name
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to her favorite musical artist, one that she talked about many times and had suggested several
songs from for the playlist, Billie Eilish.
This process of selection of pseudonyms raises questions that resonated throughout our
time together. From a critical childhoods’ perspective, I felt it was important for children to be
able to select the pseudonyms that would represent them and their contributions. However, the
confidentiality required through the IRB for children’s protection, as well as my own adult
perceptions around what might be appropriate, constrained children’s choices and, in some cases,
resulted in me selecting a name. These tensions reflect broader ongoing issues within the group,
such as how we negotiated our roles and our diverse and sometimes contested perspectives, and
the representations of children within a publication such as this dissertation, written by me for an
adult academic audience.
Researcher as Visitor: Navigating Multiple Roles and Identities
This research is in part inspired by my experiences as a mother of two children, aged
eight and eleven, and their literacies of research. My son enjoys playing video games and
employs many research strategies when he enters into a new game, such as wandering around the
world talking to characters and watching other players, talking with friends and family members
who have played the game, Googling about the game, and watching YouTube videos of other
people playing the game. All of these inform if, how, and to what extent he engages with the
game. My daughter loves to make slime and employs similar techniques to my son, Googling
recipes, watching YouTube videos, and talking with friends about which ingredients work best.
She also experiments with different materials while investigating the process of making different
types of slime (e.g., stretchy, fluffy). Once a batch of slime is made, she explores what the slime
can do: how far can it stretch? Can it make a bubble? Does it bounce? Does it stick to things?
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These observations and curiosities come from a distinct and limited perspective, that of a
White, middle-class woman, mother, and doctoral student. These research practices I have
noticed are a small slice of a myriad of child literacies of research. Several authors have noted
how a researcher’s own lived experiences, constructions of childhood, and perceptions about
children’s competence impact the nature of participation and interpretation of research (Clark,
2005; Jipson & Jipson, 2005; Waller & Bitou, 2011). My own experiences and memories of
being nine and ten as well as those as a parent in most ways reflect the dominant narrative in the
U.S., operating from a position of power and privilege. In many ways, my experiences differed
from the ways of knowing and being of the children with whom I worked. I needed to
continually reflect on this throughout the research process, noticing when my assumptions were
challenged and being open to multiple possibilities and interpretations.
When we first began working together, the children wanted to know who I was and my
role within the school. I tried to explain that I was not really a teacher nor a parent at their
school. Panda then aptly stated, “You are a visitor” (Research Group Transcript, 10/17/19). I was
a visitor to the school, to the technology education classroom in which we met, and to the
children’s lives. As a visitor to these different spaces, I had competing responsibilities. First, I
was responsible to the children who had agreed to share their time and knowledge with me.
Together we developed norms for how we would be together (e. g., have fun, be you, be a friend,
be safe, be a good listener, and don’t be rude). Within the school and the classroom in which we
worked, I hoped to create a space together. Children advocated for their needs and these helped
to shape our time together, such as asking for space for sharing. I was flexible with how children
interacted with each other and movement within the space, not requiring them to raise their
hands and allowing children to get up and move around. We created a group playlist that we
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listened to during many of our sessions and which evolved across our time together. In addition,
in response to children’s requests, time was devoted to playing games at the end of each session.
Working within a school and as a former educator, I felt the expectation to respect the
school policies and practices, such as having children walk in the hallways to and from our group
and keep their voices low so as not to interrupt other classes. Within the classroom of another
teacher, I was aware of how we used the space, returning tables and chairs to their original
positions after our group, monitoring what children touched and how we used materials such as
the white board. While the teacher was present during our group, I found myself surveilling the
children more, asking them to lower their voices, talk one at a time, limiting their movement and
turning down or off our playlist.
I reflected throughout our time together on process versus product. From the IRB process
to communication with administration, classroom teachers and families, I was required and felt a
need to describe the potential outcomes of my work with the children. Staying true to the
participatory nature of the study and my commitment to center children and their research
practices, I foregrounded process, building in flexibility and recognizing, as many researchers
have suggested, that research with children is unpredictable and messy, rather than a straight path
(Gallagher & Gallagher, 2008; Yoon & Templeton, 2019). When I followed the children’s lead,
we as a group were able “to wander into more exciting spaces of possibility” (Yoon &
Templeton, 2019, p. 80). For example, the children advocated and created space for sharing,
which was integral to understanding how they learned about and explored their worlds.
Throughout this study, I navigated my role as a visitor, continually reflecting on my
responsibilities to these different stakeholders as I designed research group sessions, analyzed
data alongside children and by myself, and in the writing of this dissertation.
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As Gallagher and Gallagher (2008) suggest research is a “process of muddling through,
sometimes feeing lost and out of place, asking stupid questions, being corrected and having our
preconceptions destroyed” (p. 512). It was critical within the process of this study to recognize
the commitments, values, assumptions, and biases I bring to the work, to acknowledge how
much is outside of my knowing, and to welcome the multiple perspectives and insights of the
children.
Data Production
This study engaged a diverse group of nine- and ten-year old children as co-researchers,
involving them during all phases of the research study: developing questions, collecting and
analyzing data, and sharing findings. The research strove to center children’s literacies of
research, using these as the foundation for a collective inquiry about issues that matter to the
group. Data produced through audio recordings of sessions with children and child-generated
artifacts served as the basis for critical reflection on the concept of research, child research
practices, and the affordances, challenges, and potential supports for child-led research. Semistructured interviews and informal conversations with the building administrator, classroom
teachers, and school staff addressed the roles adults play, both supportive and obstructive, in the
process of child-led research and in the implications of their findings. The data for this
participatory study was drawn from research group sessions, field notes and reflective journaling,
artifacts and documents, and semi-structured interviews and informal conversations.
Taking a participatory approach and engaging children as co-researchers meant that the
methods evolved and shifted across the study, drawing on children’s knowledges and ways of
approaching research. As Gillett-Swan and Sargeant (2018) discuss, flexibility is a key element
of a research approach that can help address power differences, allowing for data in multiple
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formats and inviting children to respond in ways that are comfortable and familiar to them (p.
13). Waller and Bitou (2011) suggest taking leads from children and the importance of
considering how and to what extent children invite the researcher in, invent methods with them,
share in the research process and even suggest new approaches to the research (p. 17). As
described in the data production and analysis process, the process in many ways was organic,
shifting with the needs of the group and the sociocultural contexts.
Research Group Sessions
The eight child co-researchers and I met weekly for one hour during the school day,
beginning in October of 2019 and continuing through March of 2020 for a total of 18 sessions.
These sessions were audio recorded and transcribed. At the end of the second week in March
2020, the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic hit, first closing schools and then transitioning
learning to online. Our group was paused for several weeks in response and I communicated with
district central office, the school administrator, classroom teachers and families regarding the
possibility of continuing in a digital space. Five of the eight children were able to continue with
the study: Bella, Billie, Cristina, PanPan and Sienna. We met once a week for an hour for six
additional weeks. The impacts of the pandemic on schooling, the children’s lives, and the study
are discussed further in Chapter V.
Our work was guided by the following questions I presented to the group: What topics or
issues matter to you and/or do you know a lot about? How do you go about exploring and
learning more about these? I purposely did not frame these questions using the terms inquiry or
research as these have particular and narrow meanings within a school space, as discussed in
Chapter I. The research process and activities were negotiated throughout our time together and
our work moved back and forth between data collection and analysis.
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Decision Making Processes
Decision making played a central role in the group sessions. Decisions were being made
throughout - who would share, how they would share, how we would capture what they were
sharing, what games we would play, what to do next session, etc. Children were included in all
of these decisions and I reflected on the significance of how these decisions were made. Building
on the work of Langhout, Kohfeldt, and Ellison (2011), I introduced decision making models to
the children (e.g., authoritarian, direct democracy, random choice) and we discussed the
affordances and challenges of each. Children were drawn to different models, such as random
choice as it was most fair or direct democracy because everyone had a say or delegation because
those “behaving” would be selected. We experimented with different models throughout the
group, making explicit how we were making decisions and for what purposes.
Movement and Playfulness
While I began the first few sessions with ice breakers of a more academic nature such as
riddles or group problem solving exercises, I realized two things as the group progressed. First
was the significance of incorporating movement. There is a lot of sitting in elementary
classrooms as children engage in minilessons on the carpet or work individually or in small
groups at their desks or tables. Children entered our space ready to move, which they displayed
through such things as wheeling chairs around and getting up to check things out. Second, as
studies such as Malewski (2005) and Campano, Ngo, Low, and Jacobs (2016) suggest, was the
importance of playfulness in research with children. After reflecting on these two ideas, as well
as a commitment to have children design aspects of the research group sessions, I asked pairs of
children to create games we could play during the sessions. This generated excitement among the
group members. Each session, children entered our space asking what game we would be playing
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and when. Children proposed familiar games, such as musical chairs and word link (a word
association game) as well as making up new games. These games infused our work together with
play and movement as well as helping to create a space more aligned with children’s way of
being.
Design of Group Sessions
There were several different ways we engaged as a research group to explore children’s
literacies of research. The first three foregrounded children’s individual research practices across
home, school, community, and digital spaces. Many participatory studies with children draw on
and build from Clark and Moss’s (2001) Mosaic approach. This “multi-method model” was
developed to center young children’s strengths and to harness “young children’s creativity and
physical engagement with their world” (Clark, 2004, p. 144). The Mosaic approach comprises
various methods including: photography, guided tours, map making, interviews, and
observations (Clark, 2004). We drew on several of these multimodal methods during our
research group sessions. This work began with child co-researchers being asked to identify an
area of interest or expertise that they were willing to share with others. I divided the children into
groups of three and they rotated among the roles of expert, interviewer, and journalist. The
interviewer asked the expert questions about his or her topic of interest and how he or she
learned more about it. The experts shared how, where, and with whom they explored issues that
mattered to them. The journalists recorded big ideas and take aways from the conversation in
words and/or pictures, also asking questions of the expert. The children rotated through the roles
and then shared out what they had learned with the full group through an interactive gallery
walk.
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Following this exploration, each child was given approximately half a session to share indepth about an issue of significance to them and how they learn more. Children were encouraged
to bring in artifacts to support their presentations to the group (e. g., photographs, toys, writing,
instruments). During these presentations, the group asked questions that elicited further
reflection and information regarding the presenting child’s approaches to research. After each
presentation, I led the group in reflective discussions considering what the children had learned
about methods of exploring topics and how these compared or contrasted with other children’s
methods. Built into our work together, and in response to the suggestions of the child coresearchers, was time for open sharing at the beginning of our sessions and time to play games at
the end of sessions.
After each child had a chance to individually share with the group, the children were
invited to make collages that showcased all of the ways they explored and learned about topics.
This follows suggestions of participatory studies with children that promote creative and
interactive methodologies (Horgan, 2017). This was a collective process, with children working
together and exchanging ideas while collaging. Children shared collages with the group and their
process for representing their approaches to researching. As a group, we then laid out and
considered ideas across collages. During this time of exploring children’s literacies of research, I
took leads from the children, incorporating their suggestions for new approaches to research,
especially those emerging from their literacies of research (Waller & Bitou, 2001, p. 17). For
example, both Michael and Cristina talked about crafting as central to their ways of learning and
we made space within the group to craft together. In addition,

discussed how he explores

through taking things apart and learning how they work, and we engaged in this process while
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collecting data around how children learned about musical instruments. Children put together,
took apart, and explored the various pieces of instruments in efforts to learn more about them.
The group then shifted to examine children’s ways of exploring specifically across school
spaces. The children together mapped the spaces they identified as significant in the school and
how they explored and learned within these spaces, such as the classroom, the hallway, the music
room, the art room, the gym, and the cafeteria. They did this through collaborative drawing of
the spaces, narrating as they created a representation of locations. Powell (2016) describes the
process of mapping as dynamic, multimodal, multisensory and embodied, bringing together
people, activities, sensations, and experiences. Children also mapped their ways of exploring on
the playground through the narration of activities as they engaged in them, drawing with chalk
on the blacktop, and the movement of their bodies through the space.
In moving towards a collective inquiry drawing on the children’s literacies of research,
we began by considering identity. We engaged in a read aloud of Sophia Valdez, Future Prez by
Andrea Beaty (2019) and I led the group in a discussion of Sophia’s identity, how this related to
what was important to her and what she chose to take action on within her community. Children
were then invited to create identity webs, reflecting on how they describe themselves, the many
factors that shape who they are, and what aspects they foreground (Ahmed, 2018). Inspired by
the work of Ahmed (2018), children then developed personal newsfeeds, identifying what was
happening in their worlds and considering how their identity shapes what they pay attention to
(p. 78). These explorations were to serve as the foundation for thinking together about potential
issues the group could investigate and take action on.
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Shifts in Response to the Pandemic
Both the exploration of learning across school spaces and the identification of potential
issues for collective research were interrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic. When the first wave
of the COVID-19 pandemic hit the United States, our study came to a halt in mid-March as
schools were suddenly closed and then transitioned to emergency remote education. We left off
on the brink of identifying and beginning a collaborative inquiry drawing on children’s practices.
When we came back together several weeks later, we could not simply pick up where we left off
as the world, school, and our research space as we knew it were in flux. The pandemic impacted
families in disparate ways and while several children continued with the group, others did not.
Some children were able to participate regularly, while others sporadically, and internet and
technological issues disrupted our conversations. We needed to reconnect as a group and, as
children shared what they missed and what they needed in these uncertain and volatile times, I
shifted the research process to respond to these realities.
While the district and school needed to focus on basic needs, access to technology, and
continued learning, we had the flexibility to focus on the social interactions that children
emphasized they were missing. Children shared their perspectives on the pandemic, happenings
at home, and writing. They exchanged ideas of how to stay connected with friends and family
and I built time into sessions for collaborative play. We explored the dissonances between public
discourse around children’s needs during the pandemic and the children’s lived experiences. This
was the foundation of our collaborative inquiry, deconstructing and redesigning narratives of
childhood in the pandemic. Though not what I had expected beginning this study nor where we
as a group had planned on moving, our time together shifted to match the mandated
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circumstances of gathering virtually and was shaped in response to the needs of the child coresearchers.
Artifacts and Documents
The artifacts and documents for this study were collected from the children themselves,
the school and district, and the IB website. The children generated many artifacts across our time
together. These began with the questions they wrote as interviewers, the responses they recorded
as journalists and post-its with comments and questions to each other, all generated through
interviewing each other about interests and expertise. Children created collages using markers,
colored pencils, glitter glue, yarn, and photographs they had taken to represent how they
explored topics of interest. They also crafted many different artifacts during the sessions, using
both materials I had provided as well as those brought in by children. These artifacts included
squishies, spinning tops, and fortune tells (cootie catchers). As mentioned above, the group
collaboratively drew a map of spaces within the school and how they learned in these locations.
Children also created identity webs to consider how they define themselves. As Clark (2011)
notes “drawing is not just seeing; it is touching, hearing, smelling, and embodying one’s way
though…the places one visits in the course of a day, a year, or a lifetime” (Clark, 2011 as cited in
Powell, 2016, p. 403). These artifacts provide windows into the broader sociopolitical context of
the study as well as how materiality and affect were entangled with child responses (e.g., the
school building, classroom, curriculum, emotions).
During each child’s sharing of the issue that mattered to them and how they go about
researching it, one or two children took photographs recording any objects the child had brought
with them and how they chose to share them. As Luttrell (2010) suggests, children’s
photography can communicate a “wealth of information and affect” and “can introduce content
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and topics that might otherwise be overlooked or poorly understood from an adult viewpoint” (p.
225). The photographs were used as inspiration for collages as well as conversations around
children’s literacies of research. In our work together in a virtual space, children created memes
that reflected their perspectives about the pandemic. All of these child-generated artifacts
informed the findings about children’s literacies of research and the kinds of issues that mattered
to the children in the group.
To better contextualize the study, I also gathered documents relating to the fourth-grade
literacy curriculum and instructional approaches to research across the curriculum. These
documents included information about the inquiry approach from the school website and the IB
program website. In addition, remote learning plans were collected, and state and national
literacy standards and grade level expectations were reviewed. These data provided insights into
how research practices are conceptualized and taught about.
Semi-Structured Interviews
The interviews that were conducted as part of this study come together with the learnings
from the research group sessions and artifact review to help explore the story of child-led
research at this IB elementary magnet school. As Seidman (1991) describes, “at the root of indepth interviewing is an interest in understanding the experience of other people and the meaning
they make of that experience” (p. 3). Interviews are a dialogical process and informant and
interviewer form an “interactional relationship” where both are “engaged in ongoing process of
meaning making” (Kvale, 1996 as cited in Brenner, 2006, p. 357). During our research group
sessions children conducted interviews of me and of each other. Drawing on this approach to
interviews, both informal and semi-structured interviews with children were integrated into the
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research group sessions. These interviews explored in more depth children’s research practices
as well as their reflections and insights as co-researchers and regarding the research process.
The second set of interviews that I conducted as part of this study focused on adults in the
school community, specifically the classroom teachers and the building administrator.
Participatory studies with children have noted the significant role adult gatekeepers play both in
shaping the research and on outcomes of the study. These gatekeepers influence access to
participation in research, exploration of certain topics, and the direction of the research
(Richards, Clark, & Boggis, 2015). As Roberts (2000) writes, “listening to children, hearing
children, and acting on what children say are three very different activities” (p. 238). These
interviews provided insights into how the adults think about child-led research, how they support
and/or constrain this research, and how they listen or conceptualize listening and acting upon
child ideas. I facilitated one semi-structured, in-depth interview with the classrooms teachers and
administrator that lasted approximately 30 to 45 minutes. The interviews were audio-recorded
and transcribed. Informal conversations and e-mails with participating adults were ongoing
throughout the data collection process, which supplemented the interview data and the data
produced from the research group sessions.
Field Notes and Reflective Journaling
After each research group session, my observations and reflections were recorded as field
notes, documenting who attended, what activities we engaged in and how they went, insights
about children’s research practices, and ideas for future sessions. Studies have highlighted that
researchers own lived experiences, constructions of childhood, and perceptions about children’s
competence impact the nature of participation and their interpretation of research (Clark, 2005;
Jipson & Jipson, 2005; Waller & Bitou, 2011). I documented my assumptions, biases,
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experiences, and perceptions of childhood and the children in the study through reflective
journaling.
A key element of this research study was collective reflection with participants on the
process, including: what was working, what was not, what could be changed, what questions
were raised, what tensions surfaced, and how our positionalities impacted the research. This was
done as part of the research group sessions. Researchers engaged in participatory methods with
children argue that inclusive methodologies themselves, such as photography and mapping, do
not necessarily equate to participatory research, rather researchers need to be critically reflective
of the methods that they choose (Gallagher & Gallagher, 2008; Horgan, 2017; Spyrou, 2011). In
recent studies, power is seen as dynamic and relational, questioning a “dichotomous view of
power” in which the researcher holds the power while the child is powerless (Holland, Renold,
Ross, & Hillman, 2010, p. 363). These studies seek to examine how power shapes relationships
and the research process. Horgan (2017) suggests that while power differences in research with
children cannot be eliminated, researchers can acknowledge and work towards addressing them.
In order to think critically about these power differences, the children and I took time to pause
and reflect during the research group sessions on our respective roles as co-researchers and how
the process was unfolding.
Organizing Data and Data Analysis
Organizing Data
I organized the qualitative data for this study into four categories: research group session
transcripts, fieldnotes and reflective journals, documents and artifacts (including child-generated
artifacts and curricular documents), and interview transcripts. I employed several strategies to
manage all of these pieces of data. First, I created digital folders for each research group session
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which housed my planning for the session, my field note for that date, the research group
transcript, photographs of artifacts the children generated, and photographs taken by the children.
I then created a table of contents to index all of these items, which listed the date of each
research group session, the child co-researchers who attended, the activities we engaged in, and
the artifacts generated. Child-generated artifacts were labeled with the child pseudonym and date
of production. Interview transcripts were organized in a separate digital folder and organized by
date and person interviewed. Curricular documents were sorted by where they originated, such as
classroom, district, and publisher.
Data Analysis
Just as the research design and data collection process were organic and flexible, so was
the data analysis for this qualitative research study. The process was iterative, moving back and
forth between data collection and analysis, rather than being linear (Luttrell, 2010, p. 8). This
included several layers of analysis. The first was what Cahill (2007b) describes as “an organic
form of participatory analysis” that involved the children and me engaging in a “collaborative
and construction process of reflection” (p. 183). Together as a group we participated in ongoing
reflection on children’s sharing of how they learn about topics of interest, noting both what came
together and also what stood apart. This began with an examination of what children shared in
their expert interviews. We engaged in a gallery walk to view and interact with the recordings of
the journalists. The children and I reflected on what we read, interacted with and analyzed these
findings by adding sticky notes with responses and ideas. We then came together to share our
analysis with each other in a group discussion. This reflective discussion was continued
throughout the individual children’s sharing of their expertise with the group and all of us
discussing what we heard, including connections and dissonances among children’s approaches.
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While we collectively analyzed the data in this way, I individually examined research
group transcripts and child-generated photographs to create a found poem (Prendergast, 2006). I
brought together themes and big ideas that we had discussed as well as any additional findings in
stanzas of a poem and then shared this back to the group. The children gave feedback, noting
which sections resonated and which did not with their own interpretations and suggested
changes. I then revised and revisited this poem after the group created collages. This bringing
together ideas across texts in creative ways was an ongoing process within the data analysis.
Collages created by children were both data production and analysis. In the process of
designing the collages, children integrated all that they had learned about how they and the other
group members explore a topic in a visual representation. Making collages was “another way of
paying careful and systematic attention” to the details of the photographs children had taken as
well as all of their sharing and our reflective conversations (Luttrell, 2020, p. 255). As discussed,
these collages were collaborative creations, with children sharing ideas and supporting each
other to synthesize ways of knowing and representing across the group. Following the creation of
the collages, the group again engaged in reflective discussion, asking each other questions and
sharing differences in opinion over approaches to research. Part of this participatory data analysis
was the recognition of and negotiation among multiple perspectives. Following Cahill’s (2007b)
suggestions, the children and I actively listened to one another, comparing perspectives and
checking in with each other to clarify interpretations (p. 185). The goal of the research was to
generate findings that reflected the diverse and possibly contested viewpoints of the group.
Through reviewing multiple sources of data including research group transcripts, artifacts
children created and shared with the group, and notes and photographs taken during
presentations, we noted themes around children’s literacies of research (Corbin & Strauss, 2014)
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and explored the “subtle and significant ‘differences’” within themes (Bhavnani, 1994 as cited in
Cahill, 2007b, p. 187).
While we were engaging in collective data analysis, I was also engaged in my own
analysis outside of the group that drew on multimodal tools and focused on children’s meaning
making with different semiotic resources (Jewitt, Bezemer, & O’Halloran, 2016, p.3). I attended
to many of these resources through examining the audio recordings of the group, the photographs
taken by the children, the collages, identity webs, and maps of the school spaces they created. I
analyzed not only the content of any one resource, but also the movement of ideas among
resources (Kress, 1997 as cited in Campano, Ngo, Low, & Jacobs, 2016). I revised the found
poem based on child suggestions and then examined the movement of ideas across the poem,
collages, research group transcripts, and group playlist through the creation of a multimodal
rendering of the poem.
Thinking creatively with the data in this way allowed me to experience it in new ways
and for new ideas to surface. I again shared the multimodal poem back with the group, eliciting
responses and reflections. In looking at ideas across the multimodal texts produced with the
children, I created descriptive portraits of the child co-researchers, drawing data from the
transcripts, collages, photographs and identity webs. Included in this analysis was the listening to
the group playlist and how the texts of the songs themselves informed understandings and
interpretations. It was important to include sound in this way into the analysis of children’s
literacies of research as sound shapes both our contexts and our identities (van Leeuwen, 1999 as
cited in Wargo, 2019) and can be useful in communicating our experiences and amplifying new
ways of knowing (Wargo, 2019). To this end, the group playlist is incorporated into this
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dissertation and offered to the reader as a resource with which to interact in the creation of your
own understanding of this study and its findings.
Figure 1
Spotify Code Link to Group Playlist

The analysis of the child-generated memes also drew on multimodal methods,
specifically Rose’s (2016) visual analysis focusing on four sites “at which the meanings of an
image are made: the site(s) of production of an image; the site of the image itself, the site(s) of its
circulation and the sites(s) where it is seen by various audiences” (pp. 24-25). The analysis of the
memes focused on the site of the image itself, the site of production, and the sites of circulation
and audiencing were considered together as they overlap and inform each other. I also
considered the social modality that Rose (2016) suggests cuts across all of these sites and refers
to “the range of economic, social and political relations, institutions and practices that surround
an image and through which it is seen and used” (p. 26). The images the children created are
layered as they draw on photos from the internet, which have their own sites of production and
circulation. These layers were analyzed and the narrative that was created through their coming
together is discussed in Chapter V.
Themes and learnings from all of these data sources were put in conversation with each
other to considering the ways children employ their literacies of research. In addition, these
conversations illuminated discrepancies and “openings for wonder” (MacLure, 2013). As Cahill
(2007b) emphasizes, there is a commitment in participatory data analysis to produce
counterstories, that challenge dominant narratives and what is considered natural or normal (p.
187). These counterstories are evident in the children’s ways of resisting, discussed in chapters
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four and five. This aspect of analysis was significant to this study as it seeks to expand notions of
research through exploring children’s literacies of research.
Validity and Trustworthiness
In this critical, participatory, and qualitative study with children I focus on generating
insights and ensuring the trustworthiness and validity of our findings not on their generalizability
(Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). As Cahill (2007b) describes, participatory data analysis “assumes
there is no singular or universal truth, and instead emphasizes the power of an intersectional
analysis that takes difference into account” (p. 181). We needed to continually revisit how to
invite, engage with, and represent multiple and diverging perspectives so as not to ‘tidy up’
children’s “messy lives” (Cahill, 2007b, p. 187). This began with establishing group norms that
allow for disagreement and creating space for divergent views to be expressed. These were
revisited during collaborative data analysis, not seeking consensus, but rather inquiring into how
each of us was making sense of the data.
Moss (Moss et al., 2009) discusses how trustworthy research emphasizes local meaning
and outlines the historical, philosophical, and sociopolitical contexts that influence the study.
Our collective inquiry, which foregrounded children’s sense making, stressed local meaning and
took into account the broader contexts within which the study was taking place (i.e., the COVID19 pandemic). As González (2016) emphasizes, “literacy research should insist on the
importance of context, history, and particularity” (p. 87). Beginning with both children’s own
research practices and aspects of their lives and community that they care about increases the
relevance of the research to both child co-researchers and educators (Snow, 2015). In addition,
through presentation of findings to stakeholders, specifically the administrator, curriculum
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coordinator, and IB coordinator, the utility of the research is enhanced, putting the findings into
practice to make change (Snow, 2015).
Limitations
A limitation of this study is in the representation of children’s voices, including opinions,
insights, findings, and analysis. As Spyrou (2011) warns, we need to resist “equating children’s
voices with their truth” (p. 158). When we as researchers “jump in and out of children’s worlds”
to do research, we may be misrepresenting the complexity, messy, multilayered nature of their
voices (Spyrou, 2011, p. 357). While all efforts were made to use children’s words as they spoke
them and children’s multimodal representations as they created them, my interpretations of them
influenced the presentation of them in terms of what was included or excluded and how they are
arranged. As mentioned, the child participants as they are presented in this dissertation are one
perspective on who the children are, based on how they represented themselves in our work
together and my interpretations. Given the requirements of this doctoral dissertation, the findings
are presented more in my own researcher voice and writing than they would be when shared in
other venues, such as the children’s presentations to each other or child presentations to school
staff or family members. The manuscript of this dissertation is only one representation of the
findings of the group.
The findings of the study regarding children’s literacies of research were limited by the
context of the study and the school space within which we came together. Children talked about
exploring issues across spaces, such as at home, in the grocery store, on the playground and on
the internet. While children were able to share this with the group verbally, we had limited
opportunities to traverse spaces to experience how children learned at home or with friends.
When we met virtually, some children were able to demonstrate how they navigated in online
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spaces, sharing screens, google topics, and taking us to internet sites. Through technology, we
entered homes which allowed some children to showcase their learning in this space. If I was
able to follow children across spaces and experience their researching in action within these
contexts and alongside friends and family, other data and findings may have been produced.
Drawing on more ethnographic methods and taking a longitudinal approach over a longer
duration of time may have provided further and/or different insights about children’s literacies of
research.
The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic had consequences for this study as well. The
group was about to transition towards deciding on a topic for a collective inquiry when we were
forced to take a break. Only five of the original eight children were able to continue when we
transitioned to meeting in a virtual space and only two children were able to participate in all
sessions. While I am unsure exactly why some children could not participate and others only
sporadically, the pandemic and its impacts on health, jobs, access to technology and internet all
figured into these realities. This disruption shifted not only who could participate but also the
focus of the group, to reconnecting and discussing the needs of children in times of pandemic.
The perspectives of the children who could not continue are missing from our findings around
children’s needs during the pandemic, even though these may have been especially relevant to
the group’s inquiries and actions. All of these limitations leave space for future studies, which
will be discussed in Chapter VI.
Presentation of Findings
The findings of our collective inquiry are presented across two chapters. Chapter IV
discusses how our group came together and how the children and I negotiated the focus and
direction of our work together. The themes identified throughout the study regarding children’s
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literacies of research are also detailed. Chapter V describes the findings of the group from our
work together during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic when we shifted to coming
together in a virtual space. This chapter includes a discussion of the group’s inquiry into
children’s needs during this time. The final chapter details the connections among ideas from
Chapters IV and V and discusses implications for literacy classrooms and instruction, for future
participatory research with children, and for the academy.
Our findings were also shared with the school community in several ways. I had planned
to have children share the findings of their collective inquiry with the school community in a
manner of their choosing. However, when our research was disrupted and then shifted due to the
pandemic, the nature of the collective inquiry and subsequent findings changed. I had hoped
children might be able to join a meeting of the fourth-grade team of teachers to share insights
into their literacies of research and means of connecting during the pandemic. However, this
proved quite difficult due to the demands of emergency schooling on teachers and families. I was
able to meet virtually with the administrator and share findings and implications of the study
with him, focusing on children’s literacies of research and how to center these in the literacy
classroom and curriculum. In addition, based on the strategies and recommendations of the
children, I compiled a list of ways that children can connect during remote and hybrid learning
(see Appendix B). I shared this with the administrator, the school curriculum specialist, and the
IB coordinator at the school as a resource for teachers at the school.
Playfulness is proposed in research with children as a counter to a search for truth and
certainty. Malewski (2005) argues that the “playful discourse” of children should be embraced in
research (p. 219). This means centering children’s voices even when they do not follow the
research process as imagined by adults or answer our research questions. Habashi (2005)
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emphasizes how findings from research about children are most often not written by children and
therefore lack child insights. Following these suggestions and the participatory nature of this
study, children’s views are integrated throughout the presentation of findings. This will include
when children’s insights and interpretations differed from my own. It is my hope that through
these collaborative approaches to data production and analysis that allowed for multiple
understandings and interpretations, children’s complex perspectives and experiences can be
explored.
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Chapter IV
CHILDREN’S LITERACIES OF RESEARCH
This chapter explores the findings of the study related to children’s literacies of research.
Two vignettes from the research group are shared to demonstrate how children’s literacies of
research live in the moment and to situate the analysis within the space of our work together.
Through these vignettes and the discussion that follows, opportunities and challenges inherent in
the research process are brought to light. These glimpses into the group highlight key aspects of
the children’s literacies of research, which will be discussed in more depth throughout the
chapter.
Who Wants to Try the Clarinet? (And Remember, Walk in the Hallway)
It was a crisp autumn day, one week before Thanksgiving and our seventh meeting as a
research group. The school was holding conferences all week, which meant shortened school
days. The prior week, I had shared with the children how we would not meet for two weeks, due
to the shortened days and then Thanksgiving. They did not want to go that long without meeting
and suggested we could still meet this week, just for half the time. I told the children I would
check with their teachers, who had agreed, asking that the children come with their bags and
that I dismiss them to go home from the group. Panda had volunteered to share her cello with
the group but had forgotten to bring it to school that morning. PanPan excitedly suggested he
could share his clarinet as he had it with him. As he prepared to share, Mrs. Bevers, the school
IB coordinator poked her head in the door and asked,
“Who was running up the stairs from the library? That was not very safe. Whoever was
running, I would like to talk with you in the hallway…

was that you? I did not want to

embarrass you. I know you are excited to come, but you cannot run like that.”
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Billie admitted that she was with him too and both children joined Mrs. Bevers in the
hallway to talk. As they spoke, I asked the children in the room to stop wheeling around in their
chairs and we chatted for a few minutes about Thanksgiving before

and Billie came back.

PanPan then began his sharing of the clarinet, starting with wetting his reed.
PanPan: First, you put this reed in your mouth.
: Yuck! Gross.
Kara: How’s it taste? You like the way it tastes?
PanPan: Mm-hmm.
: Really, what does it taste like?
PanPan: Wood.
Panda: I like the taste of wood.
: Wait, so if it is wood, if there is a splinter, what happens if it gets into your
tongue?
Panda: There shouldn’t be no splinters.
PanPan: They’re not really splinters, there just little cracks.
: But, I mean it could be dangerous if you got one in your tongue. I mean if you
got that whole thing stuck in your tongue.
PanPan: You would not get a whole reed stuck in your tongue.
Kara: So, how do you know how to play?
PanPan: My teacher taught me. The first day…the first day he was just like, we are not
going to play, we are just going to like set it up.
: Yeah, same thing! We used uh two weeks, one day each week and we practiced
put it in and then we only played one note at the end of the week.
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Billie: We just started playing.
Panda: We have to just go like this.
Kara: Well, you do not have put your instruments together, right?
Billie: And we have to take our, we have to rosin our thing.
PanPan: I think the way the reed works is that when you blow in it, it goes in between the
reed. So, it’s like the sound like vibrates inside the reed.
PanPan played us a couple of songs and Cristina and Panda discussed how one of the
very low notes sounded like when Squidward from Sponge Bob plays his clarinet. Children took
turns holding the clarinet and comparing it with their own instruments. Cristina and Billie took
pictures of PanPan’s clarinet with my phone. Then PanPan showed us all how to play a few of
notes and explained how the clarinet worked as children asked questions about the different
parts, such as: where does the spit build up? and what happens when you play it with no fingers?
Next, PanPan organized how children could try out the clarinet (using different reeds) and the
order of turns.
PanPan: Raise your hand if you want to try.
Cristina: How about rock, paper, scissors?
Kara: Sienna and Panda want to try it, what should we use for our decision making –
random choice or voting?
Panda: Get the popcorn!
PanPan: Ok, popcorn, we are calling this popcorn! (he goes to get a popcorn container
we had used to pull names from last session)
As PanPan organized the reeds and selected names for the order of turns, Cristina asked
to share a comic that she had created at recess with the group. She explained it was about a
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selfish girl who decided to run away from home.

also asked to share and showed the group

several coins he had including “a 2019 penny, the latest 2015 dime, and a 2017 nickel.”
Children took turns trying to play the clarinet with PanPan helping them and giving tips. As they
packed up to go home, I reminded the group about what Mrs. Bevers had shared, “I know you
can walk here and walk back responsibly.” Then Panda shared gum she had in her backpack
with everyone.
Sienna: Don’t spit it out.
Kara: Do not, do not, do not spit it out anywhere.
Panda: No, don’t! Not until you get home, ‘cause then the teachers are going to kill me.
We thanked PanPan for sharing and I let him know he was welcome to share something else as
this was not his planned time. I wished them all a happy Thanksgiving and Sienna and Cristina
shook my hand and Panda gave me a hug on the way out the door.
This excerpt illustrates a typical meeting of the research group. The group met once a
week for an hour in the technology education classroom of the school, beginning in October and
continuing through mid-March. At that point, due the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
group was paused for several weeks and then reconvened in a virtual space for six additional
weeks from the end of April through the end of the school year in June. The research process
was guided by the following questions that I presented to the group: What topics or issues matter
to you and/or do you know a lot about? How do you go about exploring and learning more about
these? I purposely did not use the terms research or literacy in framing our work together given
the narrow definitions associated with these terms in school spaces, as discussed in Chapter I. I
came to each session with an outline of activities for the group, which on this day included
Panda’s sharing of her cello, revisiting how the group could share some of what we were
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learning with families and their classes, and ending with time for a game. My outline almost
always shifted with suggestions from the group, the directions that activities led us in, and
unforeseen circumstances, such as Panda forgetting her cello or changes in our meeting room or
the amount of time we had together. As many researchers have discussed, flexibility is an
integral part of researching with young people (Cahill, 2007b; Calderón Lopez & Thériault,
2014; Gallagher & Gallagher, 2008).
The children and I negotiated how we engaged together throughout the research process.
For example, I had planned that we would take two weeks off due to conferences and
Thanksgiving, but the children advocated to meet during the shortened day and, after clearing it
with the classroom teachers, we were able to. When Panda left her cello at home, PanPan jumped
right in, willing to share his clarinet that he had with him and so we as a group learned with him
instead during this session. While I was the overall facilitator of the group, children took turns
leading the group when it was their turn to share. Here PanPan both volunteered to share his
clarinet and also took the lead organizing who would get to try it out and how. In addition,
beginning during this session with Cristina and

, children advocated for time to share objects

and stories with the group. This impromptu sharing developed into dedicated sharing time at the
beginning of each session, which both fostered connections and relationships among group
members and provided insights into children’s ways of exploring their worlds.
Part of this negotiation of the research process was how the group made decisions. A few
weeks before this session, we had discussed various decision-making models and how we would
try them out. While some children leaned towards random choice as the “most fair,” other
children advocated for direct democracy. Here, Panda and PanPan used random choice, or what
they called “popcorn” for the plastic popcorn container we had used to pull names from the week
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before. Though there were many opportunities for children to be a part of the decision making
during the sessions, I was the adult facilitator of the group and made decisions throughout
without input from the children, such as the overarching research design for the group and the
outline of weekly activities, as well as session logistics like when it was time to move on to
another activity. As much as I designed the process to be collaborative and invited the children to
be co-researchers, in reality this was my research project with the goal of producing a
dissertation. Our work together can be better described as “pockets of participation” (Franks,
2011), with children taking the lead in some areas while I structured the larger agenda for the
group.
Tensions between process and product arose within the context of the school space. As
illustrated here, though we were fortunate to have a classroom space just for the group, school
staff came in and out from time to time. This was true for the technology education teacher,
whose classroom we were using, and administrators at the school. While they were not involved
directly in the activities of the group, their presence was a kind of surveillance, which manifested
in the monitoring of child behavior, such as Mrs. Bevers speaking to Billie and

about

running, and perceived pressures by me about outcomes and products of the group. In my field
notes following this session and the presence of Mrs. Bevers, I wondered, “What are we doing?
Is it enough?” (Field Note, 11/21/19). I reflected on this throughout the research process, as it
shifted and deviated from my original thoughts of how the process would unfold. Was how we
were engaging and what we were doing enough – for my dissertation, for the school, for the
children and families?
I felt the very real pressure to produce findings for my dissertation and to focus group
time on the ways children explore and learn about their worlds. This led to me monitoring the
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children in the study and sometimes questioning actions I felt deviated from this focus. At the
same time, the children pushed back against these expectations and demanded time and space for
their own ways of being and doing, which I came to realize were central both to the participatory
process and to learning about children’s literacies of research. For example, several weeks later,
once all of the children had shared individually, children were creating collages to showcase all
of the ways they explored topics that mattered to them.
Bella: PanPan let’s make ours about Cardi B.
PanPan: Ok, ok, I am really good at drawing Cardi B!
Bella: Ok, you draw and I write.
Kara: (over PanPan and Bella) So, remember it is really about…Who can tell me what
the big question is?
Bella: How I learn. I learn from Cardi B.
Kara: A story, telling a story for the other kids about how you learn.
(Research Group Transcript, 2/6/20)
Here I immediately assume that, while PanPan and Bella want to draw Cardi B, this is not really
addressing my question of how they learn and explore topics that matter to them. Yoon and
Templeton (2019) describe the difficulties of listening to and being responsive to children’s ways
of being within a research project as researchers may be “listening to their own desires for
children and childhoods” as well as their own agenda and neoliberal pressures to publish (p. 81).
I was focused on children’s literacies of research, the way I had begun to conceptualize them,
and my ideas about what they were or were not, whether or not I was fully aware that I was
doing so. During the collage creation, I went back to PanPan and Bella a few times to again
question how their designing of Cardi B related to their ways of investigating. It was not until
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after this session when I listened to the transcript of the group and heard them discussing all they
knew about her and how they discovered this (e.g., Instagram, listening to songs, talking with
family members) that I realized that the topic of Cardi B and their process of collaging her were
intrinsically a part of how they investigated. This reflective process allowed me to take a step
back and enter into the children’s sharing about the collages from a space of wonder, asking
questions to learn more – you both know so much about Cardi B, how did you learn all of these
things? Where? With whom? I had to let go of what I thought a collage as a text might look like
or show and reflect on how I was listening to and interpreting children’s actions and words. The
process of children’s authoring of their collages, the shredding of yarn, the Googling of anime
eyes, the exchange of ideas and anecdotes, was intrinsically linked with their literacies of
research. This shift in perspective led to deeper understanding of children’s practices, as will be
discussed throughout this chapter.
I reflected during this study on how to position myself, as I was not a teacher or parent at
the school, and how I was positioned by the children. “I am not their teacher, not their mom or
friend – who am I? Who do I want to be? Who do they want me to be?” (Field Note, 10/17/19).
In this excerpt, for example, I am influenced by the presence of Mrs. Bevers and in some ways
align myself with school rules and expectations, asking children to stop moving their chairs and
reminding them to walk in the hallways at the end. At the same time, I allow Panda to share her
gum with the group, knowing that this was probably not allowed in school. Panda also does not
include me as one of the “teachers” who would kill her for having gum. As she suggested at the
beginning of our time together, I was a visitor. I was a visitor who was a former educator and
sometimes fell into that role and who was also a mother of two children of similar ages. Through
this connection, the children in the group and the group itself became a part of my life. I
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consulted with my own children about activities that could be engaging and asked them
questions about topics the children brought up. I was familiar with several items that children
shared, such as Beyblades and squishies (soft, smushy toys), as my own children played with
them and shared about my children with the group. At the same time, given differences in
interests and identities, there were other topics, such as Cardi B, that I was unfamiliar with and
learned about and shared with my own children.
These reflections, navigations, and negotiations were ongoing throughout the research
process as the children and I learned with and from each other. They influenced how we engaged
together as a group and impacted the findings of this study about children’s literacies of research.
Let’s Make Squishies!
It was early January, our first session back together after winter break and at the
midpoint of our time together as a group. During the weekly check-in, Cristina, who described
herself as an expert in drawing, was eager to share her homemade squishy with the group. She
had crafted it out of paper, tape, and plastic wrap. The squishy was in the shape of Pusheen the
cat, which she had drawn in detail using her new colored pencils. When asked how she knew
how to make a squishy, she said she and her sister “just made it up” and noted how she liked to
fill them with Saran wrap, but her sister preferred crumpled paper. The other children were
impressed both with her drawing skills and her ideas about making squishies. At the end of her
share, she quietly asked, “Maybe we could make them next time?” The group excitedly agreed
and with Cristina’s guidance, we put together a list of the materials we needed. The next session
began with Cristina walking the group through the steps of making a squishy. Children shared
ideas with each other about which shapes to make their squishies as well as techniques for filling
and sealing them. Billie and Cristina discussed one of the favorite YouTubers, Moriah Elizabeth,
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and her videos devoted to decorating and baking squishies. Children were excited to go home
and share their creations with family members as well as to make more squishies with siblings
and friends.
Throughout our time together, children shared the many ways they explored topics that
mattered to them. In the sessions described above, Cristina demonstrated both what she knew
and how she investigated about squishies, a popular toy made from different types of soft and
smushy materials. Cristina gathered information about them from the squishies she owned,
engaging with squishes as a text through feeling their different textures, squeezing them and
observing as they reformed. She drew on her digital literacies, navigating YouTube to watch
videos about various types of squishies and how to give broken or old squishies a makeover. She
experimented with making them alongside her sister, talking about ideas and trying them out,
collaboratively producing new texts in the form of squishies. She shared her insights with the
group, exchanging thoughts with other children also interested in squishies.
This example highlights characteristics of the children’s literacies of research that came
to light through the work of the research group. The discussion of these practices brings together
the insights of the child co-researchers, my interpretations, and connections with the literature.
Across the sessions, I came to see multiple literacy practices that children took up in their
pursuits. Children’s practices were playful; they experimented with ideas such as Cristina did
with squishies. Whether it was while gaming, investigating how things work, or creating things
with the materials at hand, children talked of “messing around” (as Billie put it) when exploring,
both while engaging with texts and in the production of new texts. Similar to how Cristina
worked alongside her sister to craft, children in the study demonstrated the importance of
relational research. They discussed how being with family, friends, and each other supported
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them as they investigated issues. Children’s explorations were tied to their gendered, racialized,
and intersectional identities as well as identities tied to their interests and talents. Cristina, who
identified as a Latina artist, expressed herself through the production of texts, such as the
creation of Pusheen the cat. Children’s literacies of research were dynamic and intertextual with
practices mingling and transforming as they explored across multiple spaces and multimodal
texts. Cristina read and gathered information from texts such as toys, YouTube videos,
conversations, and crafts. The texts children engaged with moved beyond print-based
representations and were situated within sociocultural, political, and economic landscapes. They
positioned children as readers in particular ways, and conveyed messages imbued with specific
power arrangements (Carrington, 2003). Finally, children employed these practices in resistant
ways that contested school policies and practices and advocated for space within the research
study for their needs, such as time for sharing objects of significance like squishies.
Literacy standards and curriculum continue to present research in ossified ways, as a
universal process moving from asking questions to gathering and analyzing data to presenting
findings. At the same time, participatory studies with young people often begin with instruction
in research methods, assimilating young people into a limited range of pre-defined approaches
(Kim, 2019) and dismissing the practices they bring with them. In contrast, this study invited
children as co-researchers to investigate together how children enact research. In this way, the
children were recognized as researchers and the study situated research as a lived process within
the contexts of children’s lives, not as a set of expert practices to be learned, nor something
contained within a classroom space. The children and I considered how children employ social
practices to find out more about a topic or issue (e.g., How do they explore topics? Where do
they look? What texts do they read and produce? What resources and materials do they draw on?
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With whom do they investigate?). The study examined how children enact literacies of research
as they navigate within and across spaces, such as home, community, digital and classroom
(Leander, Phillips, & Taylor, 2010; Moje, 2015). The research design emphasized building a
definition of research “from within” and the significance of understanding what research is about
from the children engaged in it (Stevens, 2010 as cited in Keifert & Stevens, 2019, p. 243). This
study centered children’s experiences exploring in multimodal ways how children learned about
topics that mattered to them.
Working from academic common-sense conceptions of research (Appadurai, 2006),
adults trained as researchers, can be quick to dismiss children’s practices as not really research. I
invite you the reader to enter the pages of this chapter with wonder and curiosity, “with an
attitude of not knowing and wanting to find out” more about how children enact research – how,
where, and with whom (Gallas, 1995, p. 9). The social practices that the children engaged in to
explore topics of interests are both literacy and research. These practices need to be recognized
and valued as they have implications for literacy educators and researchers.
These characteristics of children’s literacies of research will be explored in more depth in
the sections that follow, examining how these children take up, remix, and transform practices
through dynamic and intertextual approaches. Children were able to demonstrate these literacies
of research in new ways when the group transitioned to a virtual space due to school closures
during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic and these will be introduced in this chapter and
elaborated on in Chapter V.
Playful: “Messing Around” in Research
Five of the eight children described exploring things by just trying them out and seeing
what happened, what Billie called “messing around.” There were two approaches to this type of
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inquiring. The first involved experimenting, whether that was in figuring out a video game, how
an appliance worked, or investigating chemical reactions. Michael, Billie, and Cristina shared
that they learned how to play Minecraft partially by trial and error. For example, Cristina talked
about experimenting with making houses out of grass and dirt when she first began playing.

,

who described his fascination with “how everything works,” similarly took such an experimental
approach.
Kara: And how do you know, how did you, how do you know how to take ‘em apart?
: I mean, you know. Sometimes I just screw it and then the fun time I just smash it
on the driveway. It will just break apart eventually.
Panda: That sounds fun.
: It does! That’s, that’s what I did with the toaster. I smashed it in the driveway
and I like hammered it with a brick. And then it finally broke apart.
(Research Group transcript, 2/27/20)
He was excited to smash the toaster to see what would happen and to see what was inside. In this
way, he read the text of the toaster through Similarly, in her basement laboratory with “stairs that
lead to nowhere,” Sienna, who loves science and hopes to be an astronaut, investigated chemical
reactions, combining different materials to see what would happen, noting how fun it was to mix
things together. The children read these texts, whether a video game, toaster, or chemical
reaction, through engaging with them, trying things out and noticing what happened.
A related but slightly different approach to messing around was crafting. Children in the
group drew on what they knew about topics, through previous explorations of texts around them,
to produce new texts through the process of crafting. For example, Michael played with
Beyblades (a toy similar to a spinning top) and watched anime shows about them. Building from
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these texts, he shared how he made his own Beyblades at home and he also demonstrated
crafting one out of the materials available in the group. He used the bottom of a mechanical
pencil and a pipe cleaner to create a Beyblade and show us how it spun. As described, Cristina,
based on her exploration of her own squishies and watching of YouTube videos, created a
homemade squishy that she shared with the group, noting how she and her sister “just made it
up,” using paper, tape, and plastic wrap.
These “messing around” approaches were playful, and the children talked excitedly about
what they had tried and the fun they had while experimenting. Like

, they talked faster,

louder and with more emphasis as they described these moments of experimenting and
discovery. This echoes Jaber and Hammer’s (2016) discussion of the central role of affect in
inquiry. Gallas (2000) talks of this “joy and wonder” as children explore their worlds and several
studies with children have described how they similarly entered into inquiries from a playful,
curious, or puzzled stance (Keifert & Stevens, 2019; Murray, 2017). For the majority of children
in the study, they “messed around” because it was an enjoyable way to learn more about the
topic at hand.
Relational: Researching Alongside Others
Exploring with Friends and Family
All of the children mentioned family members as key to their learning. In several
instances they turned to family members for guidance when beginning something new. For
example, Cristina’s sister and stepbrother gave her tips and suggestions when she first began
playing Minecraft, showing her how to make sturdier houses out of wood. Panda learned
drawing techniques from her dad who used to be an artist and

’s dad showed him how to use

tools to take things apart. Sienna consulted with her father and gathered information from him
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about the chemical reactions occurring in the experiments she tried out, “He is a mathematician
and knows a lot about science…My dad is like a living computer!” (Research Group Transcript,
11/14/19).
Children also shared the significance of experiencing things alongside family members.
Panda described how she enjoyed cooking with her mom,
Me and my mom what we do is, we do these things called Pop-n-cookin’. It’s fun. It’s
like in um, there’s a shop in the square … and all you have to use is just powder and
water and it makes delicious things. (Research Group Transcript, 1/16/20)
Both PanPan and Bella talked about listening to music with their fathers and learning about
musical artists from them. Based on the children’s identities and interests, these investigations
took on different meanings. For PanPan, who identified as White and talked about his love of
pandas, dance, and pop culture, this was an important means of exploring artists and their lives.
Bella, who described herself as Puerto Rican and a girly girl, noted the significance of listening
to Spanish music with her father, including Puerto Rican artists, such as Luis Fonsi, and Latinx
rappers, such as Cardi B, both of whom center their multilingualism, singing in Spanish and
English. These bilingual texts echoed Bella’s own language practices and engaging with them
alongside her father who shares and models these practices shaped her understanding and
experience of the songs.
Children discussed exploring topics with friends. Michael played Beyblades with peers,
both teaching new players and learning alongside more experienced players, exchanging battle
tips and noting similarities and differences among their beys.
Sienna mentioned how she was there when

and Sienna were friends and

smashed the toaster. Together they investigated

what happened and tried things out, such as pretending to surf on parts of the broken toaster.
Billie described how she and her friends shared their squishies with each other, testing out their
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textures and naming them together. In all of these instances, the children emphasized the
significance of being with others in research, exploring together and learning from each other,
building understanding of the topic together.
Collaborative Crafting
(Playlist suggestion, COPYCAT by Billie Eilish)
During our time together in the research group children demonstrated how they learned
with and from each other. One of the ways we reflected on and analyzed children’s literacies of
research was through the creation of collages. Each child designed a collage to show how they
learned about topics of interest.
Figure 2
Panda’s and Billie’s Collages

Panda’s Collage

Billie’s Collage

Children’s sharing and remixing of ideas is clear in Billie and Panda’s collages. During
one session, Panda drew on her digital literacies to Google anime eyes and both girls used the
search results as inspiration for their creation of eyes. They talked and shared tips about drawing
anime eyes as they worked. While Billie followed Panda’s lead on the shape and shading of the
eyes, she added glitter to the pupils and chose a different style and color for the mouth. The
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shape centered in Panda’s collage represents the clouds she looks at for inspiration. Billie
similarly centered a shape of yarn, but hers is more of an oval and she used different colored
yarn to outline it. They also both used layers of colored construction paper. Billie first used this
to emphasize the “Yasss” at the top of her collage. Panda borrowed this technique and adapted it
as a way to cover up and remake pieces of her collage.
Figure 3
Bella’s and PanPan’s Collages

Bella’s Collage

PanPan’s Collage

Images of Cardi B made with colored pencil and layers of glitter glue are centered in the
collages of PanPan and Bella.
PanPan: We gotta put glitter all over it. Because Cardi B (they notice the glitter glue)
PanPan and Bella: Loves glitter!
Bella: She loves diamonds and stuff, so we have to put diamonds.
PanPan: I have to draw.
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Bella: And she loves crayons. Her daughter loves crayons…Should I do her with bangs?
short hair, long hair? She wears wigs so like I don’t know.
Panda: She wears a lot of wigs.
Bella: I know, so like which one should I choose?
Billie: What are you doing? You should choose a bubble gum pink one becausePanPan: Should Cardi B be like an anime girl?
Panda: Yeah. (Research Group Transcript, 2/27/20)
PanPan and Bella talked about Cardi B while creating, including her fashion sense - her earrings,
wigs, nail art, and the types of clothes she might wear. Each took care creating her hair with
PanPan using lines of silver glitter glue and Bella layering strips of pink yarn atop gold glitter
glue. Panda and Billie chimed in as well sharing their knowledge about Cardi B and suggestions
for the collage. At the same time, PanPan borrowed Panda’s and Billie’s idea of anime eyes,
asking if he should make his Cardi B an anime girl.
This collaborative crafting also illustrates the central role of identity in children’s
literacies of research. Bella, Panda, and Billie all identify as Latina and throughout the sessions,
shared their interests specifically in Latina musical artists, such as Cardi B (who identifies as
Afro-Latina), Shakira, and Jennifer Lopez. They listened to and learned about these women
because of their shared Latinx identity. The girls sang along in Spanish to their lyrics and
discussed the women’s fashion choices and their personal lives.
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Figure 4
Sienna’s Collage

Sienna’s collage (center) sits at the nexus of Michael’s and

’s, with whom she sat

while creating hers, and Billie and Panda’s. In constructing a multimodal text representing her
literacies of research, Sienna remixed ideas from both pairs. Sienna began like Billie and Panda
with a cloud-like shape outlined in yarn and glitter glue that she said was going to represent her
interest in space, but she changed her mind and added a photo to it. Her use of photos was
similar to Michael’s and

’s collages in how photos take up the majority of space. In addition,

Sienna utilizes sentences and her own drawings in pencil and marker to describe her literacies of
research.
In authoring these multimodal texts, children made style and organizational choices,
selecting specific materials to represent their thinking (e.g., photos, glitter glue, yarn) and
considering the placement of text and images in the collage and how different modes worked
together to share their perspectives. As they were creating, children talked with each other about
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what they would include in the collage and what materials they would use. They asked each
other for ideas and looked at each other’s collages for inspiration. In the process of crafting
children took up, remixed, and transformed each other’s practices.
Another example of collaborative crafting is Michael’s and

’s construction of

spinning tops. After finishing an activity early, the boys decided to create tops out of the Legos I
had brought to the group. They shared past experiences making tops and Beyblades with Legos
as well as tips and tricks of how to make them spin, spin faster and remain spinning for longer.
Michael: Legos, ooh, this one looks good.
: Oh my gosh! I need the universal joint. It’s so cool. Look we can just do
this…This, this’ll work.
Kara: That one, yeah, I thought that one might.
: Literally amazing, but I want to show you this.
Michael: Aww, I was gonna take that one!
: If I do this…
Michael: It’s not gonna work, it’s gonna be off balance.
: I know.
Michael: Oh, that’s perfect! Look…Ms. Gavin…Ms. Gavin
(spinning his top made with a flower Lego)
Kara: Oh nice! That one’s really good.
: Wow, that’s amazing. Wow…
Kara: That one’s really good.
: Oh wow, it’s a flower.
Kara: Oh, it’s a flower? I thought the flower might spin but I wasn’t sure.
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Michael: It’s a pointy tip. (Research Group Transcript, 12/12/19)
Together the boys messed around with different Lego pieces. Michael drew on his experience
with Beyblades and how weight, size, and type of tip impacted spin to both create his own and to
give advice to

.

used his knowledge of how things work and different Lego parts to

design his tops. As they created, they utilized content-specific vocabulary, such as universal
joint, off balance, and pointy tip. They shared insights, remixing ideas and materials as they
collaboratively created different types of tops, testing them out and battling them.
This collaborative approach to crafting reflects the participatory ways the children
approached research, borrowing, and remixing practices. Literat and Glaveanu (2018) describe
this distributive approach to creativity as a “social, dialogical, and cultural process” that takes
place “between people, or between people and objects, and across time” (p. 895). Children
described investigating from and alongside friends and family members, such as learning how to
play a videogame or listening to a new song, and at the same time messing around with materials
and in digital spaces.

’s literacies of research illustrate this interactive process among people,

objects, and time. He listened to stories of how his dad used to take apart toys and objects when
he was little, worked alongside his dad to dismantle motors, tinkered with taking apart his own
toys, and watched videos of how things work on YouTube.

integrated ideas across all of

these texts when trying things out himself such as smashing a toaster on the driveway to see what
would happen and what was inside.
This creative research process parallels how studies have described the ethos of the
digital landscapes that play a central role in children’s exploration of topics (Jenkins, 2006;
Literat & Glaveanu, 2018). Jenkins et al. (2006) discuss the participatory culture of new media
technologies where individuals come together around shared interests and collaborative creative
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endeavors. This culture is created through the availability of new technological tools that allow
for participatory activities, the popularity of do-it-yourself media production, and “an economic
environment encouraging the production and circulation of media across platforms” (Jenkins,
2006 as cited in Literat & Glaveanu, 2018, pp. 893-894). Bruns (2008) describes how users
become “produser,” both producers and consumers of content simultaneously. In a similar
manner, children’s literacy practices are highly participatory and distributive, trying out and
transforming practices they have learned with people and objects and across time.
Dynamic: Colliding and Transforming
Children’s literacies of research were dynamic, changing and moving with the different
topics they investigated, the people they researched alongside, the texts that they engaged with
and produced, the spaces in which they explored, and the materials with which they interacted.
All of these pieces come together in different ways for different children and produce
understandings unique to the specific child and his or her sociocultural context. The dynamic
nature of this process will be examined more closely through the example of how Michael, a boy
of West Indian descent who loves sports and animals, explored his interest in Beyblades. “My
aunt gave me one and then when I tried it, I don’t know why, I just really loved it. It was just so
cool, and it spins, and it makes like different colors” (Research Group Transcript, 12/12/19).
Michael noted how he played Beyblades with his cousin and with friends at recess and outside of
school, both teaching those new to Beyblades and battling experienced players. In addition,
Michael watched Netflix anime series about Beyblades where he learned more about
tournaments and different techniques for battling. On YouTube, he experienced real life battles,
such as tournaments in Japan. He also read about different types of Beyblades for purchase as
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well as arenas for battling on Amazon. Michael drew on his knowledge of weight, size, and tip
construction from different Beyblades when designing his own out of Legos and other materials.
As is illustrated in this description and the map in Figure 4, Michael’s exploration of
Beyblades was not a systematic process flowing from a focused question to data collection and
analysis to presentation of findings. He learned through many different avenues in no certain
order and without a specific question in mind. All of these experiences are centered around
Beyblades and helped him to learn more about them. Michael drew on this constellation of
practices to learn more about Beyblades. In some cases, he was searching for specific
information about them, such as looking for different types on Amazon or gathering ideas about
battle techniques from watching tournaments. Other practices he employed to be entertained,
such as watching Netflix shows, or to engage in play, such as battling with friends. As shown in
Figure 4, there are multiple paths and sideways connections within his literacies of research.
There is not a singular path throughout these areas and one path does not take precedence over
another. He revisits many of these paths frequently during his exploration of Beyblades. These
practices may shift and morph depending on the topic that Michael is learning about, as they are
shaped by past experiences, encounters with texts, available resources, his intersectional
identities, and the spaces he navigates including social, cultural and political contexts.
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Figure 5
Michael’s Literacies of Research
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Playing with friends
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own
Tournaments
Legos

Mechanial
pencil and
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Gift from Aunt
Playing with cousin

Watching people battle

Tournaments
in Japan

As Michael investigates Beyblades, he navigates across multiple spaces and engages with
multimodal texts, each with their own ways of seeing, knowing, and thinking about the world
(Moje, 2015). For example, the anime television series he watches about Beyblades draw on
ways of knowing from the Japanese magna genre and from the animated anime genre, infusing
this particular style of representation with specific vocabulary and situations unique to
Beyblades. On Amazon, Michael enters a commercial marketplace with a myriad of suggested
Beyblade products to purchase, with advertising for best sellers, limited deals and free shipping
and links to watch the anime series. While researching and playing with different types of beys,
Michael utilizes vocabulary and concepts from physics, such as how fast versus how long a
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Beyblade spins and how this relates to how heavy it is and the construction of both the top and
the tip of the Beyblade. Thinking of Beyblades themselves as a text, Michael draws on his
understanding of how these texts are constructed when both assembling beys to battle his friends
and when designing his own Beyblades and spinning tops out of the materials at hand.
Literacies of Research as Beyblades
When first considering how to represent the children’s literacies of research, I mapped
them similar to Figure 4 in a two-dimensional and static representation. While this displays the
many pathways to research that children take, it does not embody the dynamic nature of
literacies of research with all of the practices in motion, interacting and influencing each other.
This visual, quite literally, falls flat in demonstrating how children explore topics of interest. In
order to capture movement as well as the way practices are transformed, I draw on the concept of
Beyblades from Michael.
Beyblades were first created in Japan by Takara Tomy in 1999 and are based on beigoma,
which were a popular children’s toy similar to a spinning top dating back to the seventeenth
century. Originally made from spiral seashells filled with sand and melted lead and later from
cast iron, players would spin them with cords and try to knock their opponents out of a ring
(Web Japan, 2001). Beyblades are constructed of three main parts: the energy layer (top), which
comes in contact with other beys; the forge disk (middle), which impacts the weight and
movement of the bey; and the performance tip (bottom), which comes in contact with the
stadium and impacts speed and stamina (Curious and Geeks, 2019). There are four main types of
Beyblades: attack, stamina, defense, and balance. The layers come apart and the toys are
designed to be interchangeable so players can create beys with different properties to meet their
battle needs. Players battle their beys inside a plastic stadium and earn points by outspinning
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their opponent, knocking their opponent out of stadium, or bursting their opponent’s bey.
Beyblades were released alongside a manga series created to promote them, Bakuten Shoot
Beyblade, which then became an anime tv series. Since their rise in popularity, numerous types
of Beyblades have been released as well as further manga and anime series based on the toys.
Hasbro partnered with Takama Tomy to bring Beyblades to the United States and the toys have
remained popular (Fandom, n.d.).
The construction of Beyblades and how they interact with each other within the stadium
is a more apt representation of children’s literacies of research. Each pathway has several
components, like a Beyblade, that spin together as the child explores the topic using that
pathway. Often, several pathways are engaged at the same time, interacting with each other and
together creating knowledge about the issue under examination. Sometimes, these pathways
collide and remix, creating new pathways to learning similar to beys bursting and players
remixing layers to create new beys. Figure 5 links to a multimodal exploration of Michael’s
literacies of research drawing on this analogy.
Figure 5
QR Code Link to Multimodal Representation

Michael’s literacies of research are made up of pieces that spin together as he investigates
Beyblades. For example, he searches on Amazon, which helps him learn more about the types of
Beyblades and stadiums as well as to purchase new beys he can try out with friends and family.
When this learning on Amazon collides with what he understands from batting with friends, both
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teaching new players and playing with more experienced players, these pathways bump, burst,
and are remixed in how Michael crafts his own Beyblades. In this way, Michael’s accessing of
online platforms, relational research with family and friends, and messing around with Beyblades
come together in his crafting of his own Beyblades, experimenting with materials and the
concepts of speed, weight, and balance.
Children’s literacies of research are intrinsically tied to their identities and are enacted
within and influenced by the sociocultural contexts that they navigate. For Michael, this was a
gendered landscape. As Carrington (2003) discusses, “when the consumer goods are directed
specifically at young children, they demonstrate the construction and imposition of a particular
version of childhood” (p. 87). The texts Michael encountered conveyed particular ways of being
and acting as a boy. Advertisements around Beyblades, the original manga series, and the anime
series all center boys, specifically boys who appear White. Within the group, the two children
most knowledgeable about Beyblades and who had watched the anime series were both boys,
Michael and PanPan. This gendered marketing is also evident in the vocabulary used within the
game, which revolve around combat, such as battling, attack, and defense with the goal of
defeating your opponent’s Beyblades. Unlike print-based texts in school spaces, these texts of
Beyblades with which Michael was engaging spoke directly to him and were rooted in the here
and now (Carrington, 2003), presenting both particular ways of enacting gender and of being a
consumer. Amazon suggested buying a related toy or watching one of the anime series while
YouTubers recommended try out a certain strategy to launch a bey into the arena.
It is significant that Michael’s research is focused on a toy, a text often not seen as
legitimate within the literacy classroom. In the specific context of this study, Beyblades had been
banned from the school and I needed to check with Michael’s teacher to make sure she would
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approve him bringing them in for the group. Toys, the television shows about them, and Amazon
are not usually seen as credible sources for research papers and projects. However, for Michael
these texts played a central role in his research process and the vast amount of knowledge he
gathered from them is evident in his sharing about, playing with, and building of Beyblades.
Michael employed numerous and sophisticated ways to explore a topic that mattered to him,
reading, watching, discussing, and constructing his own models. Michael’s literacies of research
contradict the persistent deficit narratives around the literacy practices of boys of color (cf.,
Delpit, 2012; Howard, 2010; Ladson-Billings, 2016). Centering topics of significance to
children, valuing the ways in which children explore, and recognizing these as complex
processes that draw on literacy practices, in particular for children of color and children
marginalized due to their intersectional identities, can promote more inclusive and equitable
spaces within literacy classrooms.
As argued by previous participatory studies with youth and children (Cammarota & Fine,
2008; Irizarry, 2011), who conducts research matters and young people bring important
perspectives to the research process given their intersectional identities, in particular the unique
understandings of justice and equity of young people from historically marginalized and
oppressed groups. As young people learn research methods, they are able to enact them in
different ways for “critical and youth-driven purposes” (Mirra, Garcia, & Morell, 2016, p. 78).
The findings of this study suggest that in addition to who conducts the research, how that
research is conducted matters. If instead of assuming young people must first be taught research
methods, we begin with the recognition that young people, like Michael, already engage in
research practices, we create space for diverse ways of approaching the process. As
demonstrated through Michael’s literacies of research, these practices can be dynamic and
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nomadic, diverging from the ways research continues to be conceptualized in literacy
curriculum. These literacies of research can lead to discoveries that children did not even know
existed at beginning. It is not that children do not stick to a topic or stay focused, rather that the
constellation of ideas that comes from this type of research extends beyond the bounds of a
single question.
Intertextual: Drawing on Multiple and Multimodal Texts
As illustrated through Michael’s investigation of Beyblades, children experienced
multiple texts as they learned about a topic. Text here is employed in a broad sense including
video games, songs, television shows, and conversations with family and friends. As Carrington
(2003) describes the types of texts in children’s lives are increasingly “multi-modal (rather than
printed), intertextual (rather than isolated or bounded) and politically charged (rather than
rendering childhood as an ideological or commercial ‘neutral zone’” (p. 95). Children’s literacies
of research in this study were likewise intertextual, gathering information across multiple and
multimodal texts from books and magazines to YouTube videos to playing games and listening
to music with friends and family. It is through the engagement with all of these different texts
that a collection of ideas is brought together, which produced a child’s understanding of a topic.
Accessing Online Platforms
When asked how they explore areas of interest, many children were quick to note online
platforms, including Google, YouTube, Instagram, Netflix, and Amazon. Billie discussed how
she uses Google when she needs help with her homework and her dad is not available. Sienna
enthusiastically claimed that, “Google is the best thing!” and shared how she Googles
experiments like the one she shared with us in the group, which used vinegar and baking soda to
inflate a balloon. PanPan also talked of using Google to look up information about celebrities
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that interested him as well as images and videos, such as point-of-view (POV) videos of roller
coaster rides.
Seven of the eight children utilized YouTube to learn more about issues and topics that
mattered to them. Though accessing the same platform, the children differed in how they utilized
the platform and the type of information for which they were looking. Michael,
went to YouTube for how-to videos.

, and Sienna

who shared his love of taking things apart emphasized

that “I learned most of my stuff from YouTube” and asked rhetorically, “Who could not live
without YouTube here?” (Research Group Transcript, 2/27/20). He noted that Google does not
help him as much as YouTube. He described how he watched many YouTube videos of people
taking apart objects, especially ones he was not allowed to investigate at home like a car, a
computer, and a lawn mower. He was clear that he did not like YouTube Kids, “They do not
have the actual into-it stuff. They have all the kid-friendly cartoons. I don’t want the kid-friendly
stuff. I want the into-it stuff!” (Research Group Transcript, 2/13/20). Sienna discussed how she
used YouTube as well as Google to find videos about experiments. Michael accessed YouTube
to watch videogame play throughs, specifically for Minecraft, to learn more about the games
including tips and tricks. He shared how when he first began playing Minecraft, he was not sure
what to do and he followed the instructions of one video in order to craft an axe and to begin
building.
Cristina and Billie shared a love of squishies and they both used YouTube to watch
videos relating to them. The girls followed the channel of Moriah Elizabeth, a YouTuber who
identifies as Latina and White and collects and redesigns squishies, what she calls squishy
makeovers.
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Billie: Moriah Elizabeth. She decorates squishies. She decorates a whole bunch of
things.
Bella: Oh my god, I know her!
Billie: She does this series where she like umCristina: Squishy roasting!
Billie: But that’s when she decorates her squishies and stuff.
Cristina: She does baking too!
Billie: Yeah, she bakes her own. So, she’ll take squishies that she already decorated Cristina: She takes squishies that are old. (Research Group Transcript, 1/23/20)
Billie and Cristina discussed watching her videos to view different types of squishies, for ideas
on how to make and redecorate them, and as entertainment focused around squishies. They
shared how they specifically enjoyed Moriah Elizabeth’s videos. Billie and Cristina, both of
whom identify as Latina connected with individuals on YouTube who shared their racial and
cultural backgrounds. These connections with children’s intersectional identities mattered both to
which topics were significant to children and how they went about exploring them. In addition,
Moriah Elizabeth is a young woman and, like the texts involving Beyblades, her videos convey
messages about particular constructions of gender, how to talk, act, and dress as a girl (e.g.,
facial expressions and styles of hair and make-up) and what topics are popular (e.g., squishies
and slime).
In addition to searching how-to videos and learning how to redesign squishies, several
children noted YouTube as a space to follow YouTube celebrities. Bella and PanPan shared how
they had in the past followed YouTubers, such as the Sharers, to learn more about their lives
through their reality-tv-like channels. Billie, Panda, and Michael enjoy watching videos from
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AzzyLand and SSSniperWolf as they react to other users’ videos and images (e.g., worst fails).
Billie emphasized how, “SSSniperWolf has millions of subscribers! Millions of people view her
videos!” (Research Group Transcript, 2/27/20). These videos were enjoyed for their humor and
their connection with videos from other social media platforms, such as TikTok. All of these
YouTube texts are highly relational (Carrington, 2003). They engage the viewer directly, guiding
the audience through steps of taking something apart or bringing the viewer along on their latest
adventure.
There was not unanimous agreement in the group about the usefulness of YouTube.
Panda was the only child who did not mention YouTube as a key site for exploring about topics
that interested her. In fact, in response to

’s question about who could live without it, Panda

replied, “I can live without YouTube. I lived without it since I was seven” (Research Group
Transcript, 2/27/20).

expressed surprise at this, given the importance he placed on the

platform, and he shared how he had been using it since the age of four. Billie agreed, noting how
she has, “always had access to YouTube.”
Similar to following celebrities on YouTube, Bella shared how she used her mom’s
Instagram account to follow Cardi B, one of her favorite musicians. In a discussion with PanPan
over who was her “biggest fan,” she noted liking pictures of Cardi’s daughter, Kulture, on
Instagram, and how cute she was as well as how she watched videos of Cardi’s nail artist.
Both Michael and PanPan accessed Netflix to learn more about Beyblades. They
discussed watching Netflix anime series during which they learned fan vocabulary around the
game, as well different battle techniques. The focus of these animated series was on battling
Beyblades and this led both boys to watch real-life battles on YouTube comparing and
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contrasting information across these texts. Michael shared how from these sources he learned
new ways to release the bey into the arena.
Engaging with Texts in School
All of the children in the group mentioned learning from teachers, specifically how to
play instruments from their band and orchestra teachers. Five of the eight children were just
beginning to play an instrument while three had been playing an instrument for several years
through the school. They described how the teachers taught them how to hold, assemble, and
finger the instruments as well as how to read sheet music. In addition to instruments, during
several of the research group sessions, children discussed the book, Long Walk to Water, that the
entire fourth grade was reading and the activities they had participated in related to the book.
They shared what they had learned about Sudan, its history, natural resources, and conflicts over
religion and language.
emphasized that, unlike YouTube, he did not learn much in school, “I only use the
basics from school.” Sienna was the only child to include school and classes in her collage about
ways she explores and learns about the world. However, during a small group discussion sharing
her collage with

and Michael, which was recorded while I was working with other children,

she whispered, “I don’t really learn from school…I don’t really learn from school.” This brings
to light the influence of my presence, as an adult co-researcher, and the school space in which
the collages were created. Sienna may have interpreted these as practices that were expected to
be included. Conversely, her whispered comment closely followed

’s statement that he only

learns the basics in school and could be reflective of her desire to agree with a friend.
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Engaging with Texts through Lived Experiences
Beyond reading books in school, a few children mentioned how they also engage with
books outside of school. Sienna reads about space as she wants to become an astronaut. Billie
enjoys realistic fiction and uses the books she reads as inspiration for her own writing. PanPan is
very interested in pop culture, specifically musical artists, and shared how he reads US Magazine
while waiting in line to check out at the grocery store in order to learn more about the artists he
enjoys and their lives. “They always have pictures of Cardi B. Always, I swear. And you can
never not find pictures of Cardi B” (Research Group Transcript, 2/27/20).
Billie and Panda discussed how they draw on inspiration from their lived experiences and
the natural world to inform their creative pursuits. Panda enjoys art and talked about looking at
the clouds for ideas of what to draw. Billie shared her love of writing realistic fiction and
described her writing process to the group, “I take something that could happen. That is terrible.
And something probably happened to a real person. And then, and then I take stuff from my life
and I put it into the story and then I start getting ideas” (Research Group Transcript, 11/14/19).
She drew on situations and circumstances in her own life to inform the characters, settings, and
plot lines in her realistic fiction stories.
As illustrated through these examples, children drew from a variety of different kinds of
texts as they explored topics of interest. This contrasts children’s experiences in literacy
classrooms, where they work with a limited number and type of texts, the majority of which are
print based (Moje, 2015). Children’s intertextual and multimodal research process creates a
dynamic web of connections among a variety of texts, some of which are often not considered
official or valid texts within an academic space (e.g., video games and toys). This is more closely
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aligned to research practices in the field, laboratories, and archives where multimodal texts and
representations play a central role (Moje, 2015).
Resistant: Advocating for Needs and Taking Action
Children in the study employed these playful, relational, dynamic, and intertextual
practices during our time together to resist school policies and practices, dominant narratives,
and my own research agenda. They advocated for their needs and took action to create spaces
where they could be met. These acts are similar to what Pahl (2019) describes as young people’s
civic engagement in informal settings or “micropolitical contexts” that demonstrate young
people’s “in the moment ways of knowing and being” (p. 22). Drawing on their literacies of
research, children in the group acted together to critique the status quo of schooling.
Challenging School Policies and Practices
Trying Out Musical Instruments
Children in the group demonstrated several ways that they resisted and subverted the
practices and policies of the school space in which we worked together. Several children brought
instruments to share with the group, like PanPan, describing how they learned from the band and
orchestra teachers at the school, their music books, and from trying things out on the instruments.
The other children in the group were very interested in exploring their peers’ instruments and
time was dedicated to letting peers try out the instrument. Children showed each other how to put
together, hold, and play the instruments. During these sessions, several children expressed their
frustration with the process of teacher selection of musical instruments for band and orchestra.
Children were able to suggest instruments they might be interested in playing, but teachers made
the ultimate selection, and several children were disappointed with the one they were assigned.
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PanPan: I was like, ooh, can I play clarinet?
Panda: He got, he let you choose?!?
PanPan: No! You know you can change right?
Billie: Yeah, I traded with Ceci.
Panda: What did she get?
Billie: She got cello and I got violin, but we traded if we really wanted to.
: You can trade?!?
Panda (softly): You could have traded with me, I wanted violin.
Cristina: You know, you can switch, right?
Panda: No, you can’t.
Billie: Yeah, you can’t switch anymore.
Kara: Did he give you some choices? You had some choices, right?
Panda: My top one was viola
: Well, I heard in fifth grade you can switch, so in fifth grade, I am actually gonna
do the trumpet because the trombone is waaaay too heavy.
Panda: Wait, we get to switch in fifth grade?
: Yeah, you do.
Panda: I don’t want to do cello. I really don’t. I don’t like it. I like high sounds.
(Research Group Transcript, 11/21/19)
The group contested school policies around instruments through the collaborative
exploration of each other’s instruments, trying out the ones they might like to play and teaching
each other what was both fun and challenging about playing them. Children exchanged advice on
how to subvert the selection process to obtain a desired instrument, whether through trading or
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switching at the beginning of the next grade. As a result of these discussions and explorations, a
few children noted how they will advocate to play a different instrument in the upcoming school
year.
Curating Our Playlist
(Playlist suggestion, I Like It by Cardi B)
An ongoing discussion throughout the year was whether certain songs and musical artists
could be added to the group playlist based on what was deemed “appropriate” within a school
space.
PanPan: Cardi B is bad.
Bella: A bad influence.
Panda: Don’t say that ‘bout Cardi!
Bella: No, for kids. She’s a bad influence. (Research Group Transcript, 2/6/20)
As Yoon (2021) describes, popular culture is “often forbidden in classrooms, seen as amoral
(Henward, 2015), disruptive to the official goals of school (Dyson, 2013)” (p. 8). The children’s
debate around songs both echoed and resisted these negative assumptions. Here, PanPan’s and
Bella’s comments echo the dominant narrative around the inappropriateness of Cardi B and her
music, reifying the “existing hegemonic discourses” about women of color, rap music, and
sexuality (Paris & Alim, 2014, p. 93), while Panda pushes back against this, defending Cardi B.
It is critical to note how children both maintained and resisted these dominant narratives. The
children’s discussions centered around the use of explicit language, though sometimes content
was also mentioned.
PanPan: Did you add I Like It?
Kara:

I can’t because of the internet here. I can’t.
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Panda: You have to do non-explicit
PanPan: Yeah, I know. Miss Gavin, you have to do non-explicit if you’re going to add
Like it Like that.
Bella: Yeah, you have to.
Kara:

Yeah, I will do radio edit.

Bella: Don’t do Kidz Bop, don’t do Kidz Bop, it’s terrible!
PanPan: I like Kidz Bop!
Bella: No, not Kidz Bop I Like it Like that! It’s like in high pitched voice, ‘I like it like
that.’
Panda: It changes like all the words. (Research Group Transcript, 1/16/20)
While children labeled some songs “inappropriate” for our playlist given the school
space, they discussed their love of these songs, listening to them outside of school, and how they
employed literacies of research to learn more about the artists and their music. PanPan and Bella
frequently talked about Cardi B and her music comparing which songs they liked and why. We
had several conversations such as the previous one about whether any of her songs could be
added to the playlist and which versions. As mentioned, Bella learned about Cardi B from her
dad, who listens to a lot of Spanish rappers. She suggested we could play songs that were explicit
only in Spanish as “no one would understand them anyway.” This comment illustrates her
recognition of the English dominant school space and a creative means of both interrupting and
subverting this. It is evident in these discussions between Panda and Bella, both of whom
identify as Latina, that they recognize, at times reinforce and at other times contest, the negative
perceptions of Latina musical artists. This will be explored further in the following section of this
chapter.
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Asserting Language Practices
Children also resisted Dominant Academic English (DAE, Paris, 2009) through
employing translanguaging and code switching while sharing about how they inquired into issues
that mattered to them. Both Bella and Panda frequently used Spanish words and expressions
when talking in the group. In addition to learning Spanish through listening to songs with her
dad, Bella shared how she travels with her extended family, bringing in a photo of her family on
a vacation. She described who was in the picture, “my abuela and abuelo, my tío and tía, my
primos” (Research group transcript, 10/31/19). Michael interrupted when she began, stating, “I
don’t speak Spanish.” Bella did not respond to his comment and kept sharing, translanguaging
between Spanish and English. Even when reminded of the English-only norms of the school
space, Bella asserted her bilingual and bicultural identities through her translanguaging,
emphasizing the importance of this to her and how she explores issues that matter to her.
Not only did Panda and Bella both draw on their skills in Spanish, they also regularly
code switched between DAE and African American English (AAE). The frequency and fluency
with which they did this demonstrates their deep knowledge of language structures and practices.
These hybrid practices, drawing on DAE, AAE, and Spanish demonstrate what Paris and Alim
describe as youth’s “linguistically and culturally dexterous way of being” that demonstrate the
“complex and fluid relationships among race, culture, and language” (p. 91). Similar to Hugo in
González and Martínez Briseño’s (2016) study, these girls sought out, created, and navigated
multilingual and multicultural spaces to investigate issues and people that mattered to them.
At the same time, Bella was aware for whom this code switching was not a disruption to
school norms, but rather cultural appropriation. When PanPan, a White boy, engaged in this
practice to imitate Cardi B, she called him on it.
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PanPan: And so, Cardi B, you know always has these diamonds (switching his register
and tone) – she got that drip, drip, you know.
(Laughter from some children.)
Bella:

Don’t talk like that PanPan - (in a high pitch voice) ‘you got that drip, drip, you
know.’ (Research group transcript, 2/27/20)

Through this action, she reminded PanPan of the inappropriateness as a white boy to code switch
in this way. As a Latina, she was teaching him about cultural appropriation and the significant
differences between singing along to Cardi B as a young Latina and as a young White boy. For
her, code switching and translanguaging were used intentionally to disrupt the academic Englishonly space of school, to assert her intersectional identities, and to connect with other Latinx
children.
Contesting Dominant Narratives
(Playlist suggestion, Hips Don’t Lie by Shakira)
These conversations of appropriateness extended beyond policies within school spaces
with children questioning dominant narratives about celebrities that they followed and with
whom they identified. For example, Panda and Bella discussed the Superbowl halftime
performances by Shakira, Jennifer Lopez, and Jennifer Lopez’s daughter, Emme. While
discussing how much they enjoyed the performances and their disbelief in how old Shakira and
JLo are, they also pushed against some of the critiques of the show.
Panda: Do you see how Shakira and Jennifer Lopez did on theBella: Yes! Oh my god, love them...Wait and then those others were like, (in a high
pitched voice) ‘It sucks, like eww! Kids, close your eyes. What is this?!?’
Panda laughing.
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Billie: I watched it.
Bella: I know, so did I…
Panda: I love Shakira.
Bella: I know, I love Shakira.
Panda: I cannot believe she is 42, she does not look like it.
Bella: No.
Panda: And Jennifer Lopez does not even look 50.
Bella: I know.
Panda: 51, I think.
Bella: She doesn’t even look like that old. I mean she looks like she’s like
Panda: 30.
Bella: 40.
Kara: Her daughter was on it.
Bella: Yeah, she was singing! JLo’s daughter was singing!
Kara: Yeah, she was the one who was singing, the girl who was singing.
Panda: Her dress, her like outfit was so cute. I’m likeBella: Like, I ain’t even got those good clothes and I’m like.
(Research Group Transcript, 2/13/20)
Bella calls out those fans who criticized the performance and the girls, through their
glowing reviews and praise for the show, resist negative discourses about women of color,
specifically Latina women and their sexuality. This conversation highlights the significance to
these young Latinas of an all-Latinx performance at the Superbowl in Miami, headlined by
powerful and successful Latinas. It was important that the Superbowl, which is epitomized as an
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all-American sporting event, highlighted these Latinx performers who sang and rapped in
English and Spanish. This demonstrated the power of bilingualism and spoke to the central role
of the Latinx community in the United States. In particular, Bella emphasizes how JLo’s
daughter, who is a Puerto Rican girl not much older than herself, sang at the event.
In learning with children about topics that matter to them, I was made to confront and
reflect on my own assumptions and biases based in dominant narratives. I was included within
the fans that the girls called out about their reactions to the Superbowl half-time performance.
Their discussion caused me to reflect and rethink my initial reactions, which from my White,
feminist perspective was catering to the male Superbowl audience. However, Bella and Panda
highlighted how that is a very narrow and racialized perspective and discussed how Shakira, JLo,
and Emme assert their Latina identities. These Latina performers raised their powerful voices to
demonstrate their strength and creative genius as well as to comment on political issues, such as
the holding of Latinx youth in immigration detention centers. This disruption of my assumptions
was similarly true with discussions of Cardi B, about whom I knew little at the beginning of the
group and whom I mistakenly referred to as a singer, which Bella was quick to correct to a
rapper. I began listening to her music looking for songs we could add to the group playlist, at the
request of PanPan and Bella. I reacted strongly at first, cringing at the language used and
embarrassed by her use of sexuality in her fashion and performance. I was forced to reckon with
my White, Irish Catholic racialized and gendered biases, questioning what was behind these
reactions and learning more about Cardi B, her story, her music, and her fans. I read about Cardi
B, watched interviews with her, and listened to her music.
Through this self-reflexive process alongside learning from the children about what they
admired about Cardi B and her music pushed me to shift and grow as a researcher and as an
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individual. Cardi B represented more than a celebrity to the children, as an Afro-Latina rapper
and mother with a story of resilience and success. This process led me to more complex
understanding of the significance of topics children investigate and how they go about exploring
them.
Choosing Not to Engage
Several times over the course of the year children chose not to engage in activities I
suggested, staying silent when questions were asked, pivoting to discuss different topics, or
engaging in activities other than the one proposed. As Spyrou (2011) suggests, “what the child
does not respond to, omits or ignores – the silent and unsayable – might tell us more about the
child’s (voice and) perspective than what she actually verbalizes” (Spyrou, 2011, p. 157). For
example, when children first began sharing with the group how they explored topics of interest, I
passed out reflection sheets where children could write or draw about what they heard of how
their peers investigated. While a few children recorded ideas, the majority did not. A couple of
children left the page blank; Sienna filled the page with her own name, and

made it into a

paper airplane. At the same time, all of the children were engaged while their peers shared,
asking questions, and participating in the reflective discussions afterwards, noting what they had
heard about how different children explored topics. This demonstrates that it was not that they
did not have or want to share ideas, but rather that the practice of writing their reflections in a
more formalized way did not resonate with them. These are instances of children resisting adult
attempts to colonize their time with activities that do not reflect their ways of engaging.
These silences and refusals caused me to reflect on my research design and the types of
activities we were engaging in. I had framed the process in my mind as linear and systematic,
similar to how it continues to be conceptualized in literacy curriculum. However, as the children
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reminded me time and again, this is not the only way to examine a topic. Their analysis and
reflection were built into conversations and happened and unfolded in an ongoing and dynamic
manner, much like their literacies of research, across our time together.
Advocating for Child Interests
While children refused participation in some activities, they also took the initiative to
shape our time together, advocating for activities that were both engaging to them and aligned
with the work of the group. One example of this is the development of informal sharing time.
Sharing began as simple verbal check-in, such as “How was your week?” I thought of it as a way
to build relationships and as a way to reconnect when coming together each week. I envisioned
sharing as a necessary, yet not central, aspect of our time together and worried when too much
time was spent on it. In this way, I framed it as time that was not doing the work of the project,
as “unproductive.” However, the children advocated for this as an essential aspect of the work.
This is similar to what Yoon and Templeton (2019) emphasize, that “what seems insignificant to
us is critical to understanding children’s constructions of self” and their “emerging identities,
interests, and actions” (p. 58). Every week a few children would independently bring photos,
drawings, toys, books and other objects of significance, asking for time to present them to the
group. In these presentations, children not only connected around shared interests but also
demonstrated their literacies of research.
Billie: This is Mr. Mousey. He’s soft, you can pass him.
(someone smushes Mr. Mousey)
: No!
Billie: That’s so mean. Don’t smush his face.
: I like how he has two colored ears, that’s just cute. One purple and one pink.
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Billie: Don’t smush his face, I told you not to.
Kara: You know there are giant ones of those.
Billie: Yeah, I was going to get one.
Michael: Jessica has one.
Kara: My daughter has one. Someone gave it to her.
Billie: Don’t squish his face…Yeah, give him food. And this is Mr. Cloud, Zoe name him
and…. you can squish that one’s face….
Sienna: Nom, nom, nom, nom, nom. (pretending to feed Mr. Mousey)
(Research Group Transcript 3/5/20)
This exchange is typical of the sharing that took place at the beginning of the group
sessions with Billie introducing her squishy toy, Mr. Mousey, to the group. Squishies were a
popular topic and many children brought in different types for the group to see and touch over
the course of several weeks. These children were immersed in squishies, bringing them to school
in backpacks, keeping them in desks, and sharing them at recess. As mentioned, Cristina and
Billie watched the YouTube channel of Moriah Elizabeth who dedicated videos to squishies
(e.g., squishing them, describing them, and even cutting them open to reveal what is inside).
Cristina brought her own homemade squishy to share and the group eagerly asked her to teach us
how to make one. Cristina was one of the more reserved members of the group. However, the
space children created for sharing produced Cristina as a leader. She taught us how to stuff, tape,
and decorate squishies and she shared how she created squishies by trying things out. All of
these research practices were brought to light when time and space were made for squishies.
Though none of the children spoke of squishies in the facilitated discussions around how
they investigate topics of interest, nor included them in collages, it is clear when examining these
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excerpts of sharing that squishies reveal much about children’s ways of exploring. Through
engaging with squishies as a text, the smushing of different squishies, the conversations about
them, watching videos about them, and making of them, the children examined and came to
understand squishies.
Through creating this space for sharing, the children not only provided insights into their
literacies of research, they also highlighted the significant role relationships play in these
practices. As discussed previously, children learned with and from family members. In these
sharing sessions they also revealed how they explored with each other. They discussed their own
experiences with the object or topic shared and offered different points of view or advice to each
other. The importance the children placed on sharing time emphasizes the central role socializing
plays in their learning. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter V.
Literacies of Research in Online Spaces
The research group transitioned to a virtual space in the wake of the first wave of the
COVID-19 pandemic in the United States and the subsequent emergency closure of schools. We
came together using Google Meets, the platform children were using for remote learning. The
district provided devices for all children who did not have one at home as well as worked with
families regarding internet access. There were many challenges at the onset of the virus and in
this beginning stage of remote learning. The impacts of this shift on schooling and the group will
be elaborated on in Chapter V. The following discussion will highlight what this transitioned
opened up in terms of understanding and experiencing children’s literacies of research.
For the first 10 or so minutes, it was just PanPan and I was feeling really unsure about
what to do. Do I keep going with just him? Do I shorten the group? He did not mind at all
and said, “Let’s talk about roller coasters again!” and proceeded to share about the roller
coasters he has been on and ones he wants to go on. He shared his screen and googled the
coasters and showed us pictures. He talked about watching a POV (video like you are on
the coaster) and how the drop did not look so bad. (Field Note, 5/29/20)
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This excerpt demonstrates the opportunities the digital space created for children to showcase
their literacies of research. Over the course of two sessions during the beginning sharing time,
PanPan talked about his love of roller coasters, both the ones he has been on and the ones he is
excited to try out. As he talked, he asked to share his screen where he drew on his digital
literacies to Google images of the coasters he was discussing. PanPan shared how he had
watched POV (point-of-view) videos of some of the coasters. As he showed images of the roller
coasters he was interested in trying, he talked of watching them while at amusement parks,
noting their speed, the length of ride, and the different elements (e.g., upside down flips, number
of drops, etc.). PanPan discussed what he had learned from his older brother and dad after they
rode coasters he was not yet tall enough to experience. He also took us to websites where players
can build their own virtual rollercoasters and “ride” them, as well as to sites advertising coasters
being built and the virtual renderings of what the rides will be like.
Similar to the sharing of squishies, this time spent discussing roller coasters at first
seemed to me to the side of the research activities I had planned and the focus of the group.
However, when listening to the recording of the group and writing my field note, I was once
again made aware of this sharing process as central to the research project. I reflected, “In
reviewing the transcript, I realize how much he was sharing here – navigating digital platforms to
find information, observing at amusement parks, experiencing the rides himself. This emphasizes
again the significance of the sharing time in learning more about how the kids explore the world”
(Field Note 5/29/2020). PanPan was demonstrating in real time how he learned about and
explored roller coasters, drawing on his savviness with Google, his lived experiences of riding
coasters, the inside information from his family, and the videos posted from other roller coaster
enthusiasts. He integrated information across all of these numerous and varied texts. In addition,
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he excitedly brought up roller coasters again a second time as he had learned that the teaching
assistant joining the virtual group shared a love of roller coasters. He wanted to be together with
her in this exploration, asking her questions about coasters she had been on and comparing ideas
about the ones they had both ridden. He was investigating with and alongside her about a
common topic of interest.
Meeting together virtually also took us inside children’s homes where they introduced
family members and pets, as well as showing us objects and spaces that were important to them.
Billie joined us from her bedroom, which was filled with art supplies and paintings she had
created. While she enjoyed creating her collage and identity web during the in-person sessions,
she had not shared her interest in art with the group. Being in her room with materials at hand,
Billie was able to showcase her exploring outside of school and her artistic skills for the group.
Kara: Billie, are you giving us a tutorial on how to do this?
Billie: I guess, yeah. So take that lump of clay.
Kara: Yep.
Billie: Then roll into a ball and then you take it and you like put your thumb in the
middle where you want the hole to be.
Kara: Yes.
Billie: Like this (showing the camera). And then I just put how big I want the hole. I
use like a thin like thing to do the outside to make it look like there’s sticks. I
flatten the bottom with my table. Um and then I take and you wanna roughin’ it
up. That is what I am doing right now (showing camera). And I don’t want this
part to be perfectly smooth…This is what it will look like (showing the camera).
(Research Group Transcript, 6/12/20)
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Similar to PanPan, the virtual space allowed Billie to demonstrate her crafting in real
time. Billie drew on the YouTube tutorials and the ways of talking and acting in these texts when
she taught and interacted with us virtually. She addressed the camera directly as she crafted,
narrating what she was doing and stopping to show the camera several times. Not only did she
walk us through how she creates with clay, but she also showed us several of her paintings and
discussed the different techniques she experiments with, such as taping off sections of a canvas
and later pulling off the tape to create lines. Similar to Michael, Billie navigated across spaces
and cultures in her artistic endeavors. She drew on methods and tools she had learned about and
used in art class, such as adding texture to the clay with a tool. In addition, she shared how she
seeks feedback from family members on her pieces and these suggestions inform new pieces.
Billie’s art was also influenced by the YouTubers she watches, such as Moriah Elizabeth and her
techniques for crafting as well as her ways of explaining her work to her audience. Billie took up
and remixed what she learned across these spaces as she engaged in creating her art.
These examples highlight how coming together virtually created space to experience
literacies of research in real time, riding roller coasters with PanPan and watching Billie craft
with clay. In addition, the virtual space provided insights into other topics of interest and ways of
exploring that did not come up within school but were naturally a part of children’s spaces at
home.
Conclusion
Children’s literacies of research were central to this study and, in considering these
findings, it is important to reflect on the limitations and affordances of employing this frame.
While hoping to broaden conceptions of research through this study, I entered into this work with
an idea of literacies of research. These are my words, not the children’s and they are informed by
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the literature and my own thinking and framing for my dissertation. While I did not use these
terms with the children, instead asking how they “explored” topics or “learned more” about
issues, this framing shaped how I engaged with the children, how I interpreted their sharing,
what I hoped to find, and how I presented these findings. Through working alongside the
children and the practices they both shared and engaged in, this frame was complicated,
expanded, and further defined. However, coming to the study with a frame, no matter how broad
or flexible, meant that I in all likelihood excluded some of the children’s practices. In addition,
my positionalities as an adult visitor to the school and a middle-class White woman impacted
both what I noticed and what the children were willing to share with me.
The findings of this study are significant as they result from work alongside child coresearchers, seeking their perspectives on how they enact social practices in the service of
learning more about issues that matter to them. These practices were children’s ways of
following their curiosity to find out more. This study centers childhoods and the findings are
rooted in children’s practices and ways of being. The results do not seek to be legitimated in
comparison with adult research practices or research as it has already been defined. What was
learned through this study regarding children’s literacies of research matters for connecting
literacy instruction with their lives and shifting notions of research in schools and research
projects closer to how it is enacted by children across spaces. Bringing together the concepts of
literacies and research in work alongside children with diverse intersectional identities creates
space to recognize and value practices that have not historically been considered as either
literacy or research. In order to shift away from skills-based views of literacy and to push against
deficit narratives that position children as adults in the making and children from non-dominant
groups as lacking literacy practices, we can recognize the literacies of research children engage
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in and bring with them to classrooms and studies. Valuing these practices as assets, educators
and researchers can center them in their work, building from them and making connections with
curriculum, instruction, and methods.
The following chapter discusses the significance of creating space for children’s
perspectives and practices during times of uncertainty, such as the COVID-19 pandemic.
Educators and researchers can learn from children’s ways of being and innovative practices in
response to challenging circumstances.
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Chapter V
RESISTING PANDEMIC ISOLATION AND REWRITING CHILDHOODS
Coronavirus Joins the Group
As the group continued to examine children’s approaches to exploring topics,
murmurings of the pandemic began, though not a central topic of discussion as it had not yet
directly impacted the community and the children. At the end of February, as we prepared for
children to share their collages, Bella asked to clean her area with a wipe.
Bella: No one touch my surface. I am disinfecting. No one touch! This is my area, ok?
Michael: This is my area.
Bella: No one touch this. I am disinfecting because I don’t want to get sick.
Michael: No, can I have a wipe thing?
Kara: Uh, when you’re done, yeah, you can.
Bella: I don’t want to get coronavirus, so.
: The coronavirus is in China!
Lots of children: No!
Bella: No, it’s not.
PanPan: It’s in Italy.
Kara: It’s in a lot of places.
Bella: It’s in Boston! So, I am taking precautions! No germs, no germs.
: Germies!
(Research Group Transcript, 2/27/20)
Two weeks later, on March 12, the pandemic was spreading at a rapid pace worldwide and the
technology education teacher told me “things were changing by the minute” with regards to the
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district plans. The group met for the last time in person that day. Later that afternoon, I received
notice that schools would be closed at the end of the following day for at least two weeks as the
district, state, and nation assessed the situation.
In this time of global pandemic, there has been much adult discourse around what
children need both academically and at home, emphasizing structure and continuous skill
practice across content areas. This is similar to notions of research within literacy classrooms
that promote universal standards developed by adults. Missing from these discussions and
recommendations are the perspectives of the children themselves. This chapter explores the ways
in which the children in the research group responded to the isolating circumstances of the
COVID-19 pandemic through creating and repurposing digital platforms to connect with friends
and classmates, resisting adult discourses and restrictions, and sharing their unique points of
view through the creation of memes.
As I write this we are still in the midst of the pandemic with each state, district, and
school attempting different approaches to meet the needs of children and families based on everchanging data and recommendations. All of the public and political discussion of, suggestions
for, and criticism of education shine light on the larger sociopolitical and historical issues of our
nation that involve but go far beyond education. As spotlighted now, but has always been true,
education cannot be the “great equalizer,” as this institution was created by and sits within a
racist and inequitable society. We cannot task our underpaid and undervalued teachers and
administrators with fixing housing, healthcare, access to food, and the myriad of systems that
impact education. So, as the following pages may read as critique, they are directed at the system
of education as it has and continues to function and not at the numerous educators who have
worked long and hard under incredibly challenging circumstances to provide children and
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families with support during this time. We are all, myself included, part of this imperfect and
inequitable system and it is my hope that this analysis may contribute to a critical reflection on
how we can work together towards change.
Transitioning to an Online Space
When the schools closed, the district, like others across the state and the nation,
prioritized providing nutritional services to children and families who needed them, establishing
grab-and-go meals in several locations. Following this, the district pooled technology resources
from all the schools and began distributing devices to all children who needed one as well as
working with families around internet access. After a week break from school, the district
transitioned to online learning, with communications expressing hope, along with most districts
across the nation, that this was a short-term initiative.
As the children in the study transitioned to online learning, the research group followed
suit. We paused for several weeks as the district, school, and classroom teachers navigated
remote learning and as I worked with central office and the school administrator to determine if
and how the research group could continue. I reached out to families and invited all the children
to continue in a virtual space. Only five of the eight children were able to join the virtual group.
PanPan and Sienna attended sessions consistently while Cristina, Bella, and Billie joined
sporadically. Therefore, the findings in this chapter reflect the perspectives of these children at a
time early in the global pandemic during what the district would later refer to as “emergency
schooling.” I was not able to connect with the three other children nor their families. This may
have been due to the challenging and sometimes severe impacts of COVID-19 on families, such
as family members’ health status, caregivers’ working schedules and/or job security, and
children’s access to technology and/or the internet. The lived experiences of these children and
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the issues salient to them during the first wave of the pandemic and emergency remote education
are missing from the study.
The group began again at the end of April and I worked with families and classroom
teachers to find a time that was convenient for all of the children who were able to participate
and did not disrupt their remote learning. The district required a staff member to be present and
we were joined by one of the Teaching Assistants at the school. Most of the children were
familiar with her as she had been a long-term substitute art teacher at the school the year before.
She provided access to the district digital platform through creating weekly invitations to Google
meets and she attended all online sessions. I invited her to join the discussions and activities as
she felt comfortable, in particular during the open sharing time, and the children sometimes
invited her in as well, asking her questions or her opinion. While organizing the meeting
logistics, she did not position herself as a teacher in other ways. She did not enforce school rules
nor refer children to learning expectations, differing from interactions with school staff when the
group was held in the building. The children, the teaching assistant and I met weekly for an hour
for six weeks until the end of the school year in June.
The next section highlights public discussions around children’s needs during the
pandemic, both in and out of school, and how these were rooted in developmental discourses of
childhood. The shift to emergency remote education throughout the nation and within the school
district in this study are detailed as well as the impacts on curriculum, instruction, and
engagement of children in learning.
Discourses of Childhood and Schooling
The prevalence of publications by and conversations among adults around what children
needed both in and out of school during the first wave of the pandemic in the United States
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illustrated the persistence of developmental discourses of childhood. These discussions reflect
the power relations between adults and children in our society with children occupying
“subordinate and marginal positions vis-à-vis adults” (Christensen & James, 2000, p. 6). This
marginalization is further exacerbated when children’s intersectional identities are considered,
such as race, socioeconomic status, gender, and sexual orientation. As Mayall (2000) describes,
“Children’s daily lives and thus childhood as an institution are structured by adult views of how
those lives should be lived and of what childhood is” (p. 120). These adult views were prominent
during the early months of the pandemic with an emphasis on protecting children through
structure and routine, both in school and at home, and continuing to prepare them for the adults
they would become.
With the emergency closure of schools and mandated social distancing, there were many
conversations being had around what children needed during these tumultuous times. Popular
press articles noted how caregivers were faced with the challenge of “how to keep their kids
from bouncing off the walls or melting into blobs in front of glowing screens,
while also avoiding backslide and learning loss” (Fetters, March 16, 2020). Parenting and
childhood experts emphasized maintaining routine and limiting screen time (Cornfield, 2020;
Good Morning America, 2020). These publications are based in the assumptions that adults
know what is best for children and, that in these uncertain times, children need structure to
continue to develop and to prevent any academic or behavioral regression. These discussions
suggest how adults, as the authorities, are the ones who must take action to meet these needs as
children are still in the process of becoming.
Similar conversations were occurring around schooling and remote learning. With the
rapid onset of the pandemic, schools and districts throughout the country were challenged to
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transition rapidly to emergency remote education (Hodges et al., 2020), a rare, if ever used
practice in most places. This happened immediately in some locations and over the course of
several weeks in others. This unprecedented shift in educational practices highlighted the
persistent inequities in school funding and family economic resources. Districts with many
technological resources, staff with expertise who could support others, and that served families
with access to devices and internet made the move more easily. However, districts and schools
lacking such resources and those serving families who did not have access to technology and/or
consistent internet faced many more barriers to continuing the school year. The impacts of this
emergency schooling situation, like the impacts of the COVID-19 virus itself, were felt most
severely in communities of color whose schools continue to be under resourced and whose
caregivers are more likely to work outside the home in service industries (Kuhfeld et al., 2020;
Thomas et al., 2020; Vargas & Sanchez, 2020).
Curriculum during the beginning stages of emergency remote learning also varied greatly
from teachers scrambling to develop daily and weekly assignments that could be completed
independently by children to districts developing standardized grade-level plans to be
implemented across all schools. In addition to these disparities in resources and implementation
plans, as a parent of an eight- and eleven-year-old, I witnessed the unique challenges that remote
learning presented for younger children. While all children felt the impact of separation from
peers during this time, this was especially true for elementary-aged children, many of whom lack
access to their own communication devices, social media, and personal e-mail accounts.
The forced closure of schools and subsequent shift to teaching and learning on digital
platforms brought to light questions about the purpose of schools. What is school essentially
about? What do children need from schools? If we strip school down, take away its walls and
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concrete materials, what is its purpose? States drafted guidelines around emergency schooling,
with some focusing on continued learning towards standards, while others emphasized
reinforcing skills already taught and providing enrichment (Reich et al., 2020). Schools and
districts developed new policies and practices aimed at meeting students’ academic and social
and emotional needs (Allensworth & Schwartz, 2020; Peterson et al., 2020). These guidelines
and practices were primarily aimed at mitigating the projected learning loss and negative impacts
on academic achievement caused by COVID-19 school closures (Kuhfeld et al., 2020, Reich et
al., 2020).
Beginning the second week into school closures, the district disseminated at-home
learning plans for elementary students by grade level to all families. These at-home learning
plans were developed by administrators at central office with all children at a grade level
expected to complete the same assignments. The goal, as described by the district, was to
continue towards learning goals and standards picking up where children had left off. The first
weeks focused on literacy, both reading and writing, and mathematics. The plans then developed
into a larger matrix that included all subjects: literacy (reading, writing, word study),
mathematics, science, social studies, physical education, music, visual arts, social and emotional
expression, world language, and ESOL supports. These were available on the district and school
websites. In addition, individual teachers e-mailed them to families, posted them to their Google
classroom pages and/or created check lists or assignments for children within Google classroom
that followed the matrices. Lessons were designed to be completed individually with some
sharing or discussion with a family member encouraged.
Part of the centralized development of these plans was to relieve teachers of the
responsibility of scrambling to find online resources and platforms to match the learning
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objectives, especially given the fact that many teachers are caregivers whether for children at
home, vulnerable partners or other family members. At the same time, this centralized creation
and dissemination of lesson plans for emergency remote learning undermined teacher autonomy
and the knowledge teachers had of their specific students and their needs. In particular for the
educators in the school with whom I worked, they noted how the focus on inquiry that is integral
to the school theme and encouraged in their classrooms was missing. As one teacher noted,
Obviously, I'm thankful for all that help and support and putting those lessons
together. It really is more of a - here's your information, do the activity, and it just loses
that whole like wonder about learning and how it, those general, those like those, those
uh natural questions that you have. So, it takes away a lot of like the discussion parts of
what inquiry is. (Interview Transcript, 6/2/20)
The school administrator similarly expressed how this design for emergency remote
learning did not match the instructional practices that they implemented on a regular basis at the
school. He discussed the need to improve the structure of online schooling going forward.
If we're going to do more of this, and we will even if it is not required as a school, we
will have to create structures that allow that small group interaction and, and even
individual interaction and engagement. (Interview Transcript, 6/25/20)
He alluded to the fact that schooling is more than the delivery of content. In order to improve the
remote learning experience, it is necessary to build on the instructional practices that have
proven effective in school that allow for child discussion and differentiate learning to meet
individual needs. The structure of emergency remote learning as it was implemented at the time
did not create space for these practices.
One issue that both teachers and children in my study raised was the difficulty of having
discussions during remote learning. First, given the nature of the plan and the fact that children
were most often learning asynchronously, discussion was very limited. As remote learning
progressed, teachers met individually with children once or twice a week, the full class once a
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week, and then began meeting with small groups once or twice a week. While children had
opportunities to talk during individual meetings, and some open discussions during small groups,
they had little time to contribute during full class meetings with twenty plus children in the
meeting and limited time together. As in all digital meeting platforms with multiple participants,
children were asked to mute themselves the majority of the time to prevent feedback and
background noise when the teacher or another classmate was talking. This along with technology
and internet issues causing time delays and glitches in audio and video presented challenges to
having discussions. As a teacher described,
It really does take away that, that really great discussion like these kids in general,
especially those kids that we have this year, they can get into just some very good
conversations and some very good, just, you know, connection, make connections and
they really do bounce well off each other. And I think with distance learning that whole
part of inquiry is just missing unfortunately. (Interview Transcript, 6/2/20)
In most instances, talk was limited to exchanges between the teacher and one child with little
space for open dialogue among children.
Children in the study shared their frustration with this and desire to have a space to talk
openly with classmates. Sienna discussed how at times he wanted to share during class but was
unable to due to technology issues, “Sometimes I am frozen or they cannot hear me and I want to
talk to them” (Research Group Transcript, 5/8/2020). Remote learning presented different
challenges to class participation and opportunities for children to be heard. Varied access to
updated technology and uninterrupted Wi-Fi created an inequitable context in which some
children had the chance to regularly participate while others experienced issues with accessing
meetings, meetings being dropped, and lag times in sound. In addition, within these highly
regulated online spaces, children were constantly being surveilled, with all discussions being
facilitated by the teacher. PanPan shared how, while socially distancing at home, he appreciated
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seeing his friends during online class. He expressed his desire for his teacher to set up a time
when “we could talk to our friends and the teacher would leave” (Research Group Transcript,
5/8/2020). There was not space for children to talk alone in small groups or partnerships nor time
for informal side conversations that children were used to having during break times and at lunch
and recess. The constraints of the digital platform and the emphasis on preparing children and
keeping up with standards, left children with few opportunities to socialize with each other. The
following section details the innovative ways the children found to sustain friendships and
connections with classmates in order to meet their needs and desires for socializing.
Responding to the Isolating Circumstances of COVID-19 and Remote Learning
(Playlist suggestion, Stressed Out by Twenty One Pilots)
These unprecedented times in education and society at large led to rapid and sweeping
changes to structures and practices in the everyday lives of children. When the group
reconvened, after an open discussion around how things were going for the children, we watched
several short videos to consider how children across the globe were experiencing the COVID-19
pandemic (it is important to note that the children in the videos were primarily from middle-class
families with access to technology to create a video and post it online). Many of these matched
the experiences shared by the group such as being bored and missing friends, playing with
siblings, getting outside, playing video games, doing homework, and Zooming with family and
friends. We discussed how despite such differences as language, culture, housing, and natural
environment, children globally were all feeling the impacts of COVID with the lack of school, or
solely remote learning, and the need to stay at home to socially distance. This led to an
exploration of the ways in which children in the group responded to these changes and the
resulting isolating circumstances. These included: drawing on digital practices to sustain
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friendships; advocating for space to connect within the research group; and resisting adult
directives and restrictions.
Being Together: The Significance of Socializing
In contrast to adult discussions that focused on routine and academic progress, the
children in the study emphasized the isolating impacts of both emergency remote learning and
social distancing and their need to connect with classmates and friends. These children brought
to light the importance of being and being together, suggesting that this was as critical as
meeting grade level expectations, or perhaps more, given the circumstances of the COVID-19
pandemic. This relates to the findings of Wendy Luttrell (2020) whose longitudinal work with
young people highlights the significance of “being-in-time” with others, noting how this aspect
of young people’s narratives position them to the side of the dominant, white, middle-class
narrative of productivity and future employability (p. 187). As emphasized in their literacies of
research, relationships were of central importance to the children in this study and how they
explored and learned. During our virtual research together, they shared over and over how they
missed seeing their friends and the creative ways they found to connect with them.
Sustaining Friendships Through Innovative Digital Practices
At a time when both the content-focused remote learning plans and the required social
distancing due to the pandemic prevented socializing as they had known it, the children in the
study found innovative ways to make space for being together. A few of these ways focused on
transforming remote learning and the district-provided digital platforms.
Study Groups. Sienna discussed how she created a study group with a friend and her
friend’s cousin, who were also in fourth grade.
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We do Google meet, and we go onto our subjects and the stuff that we don’t, like say
one person doesn’t understand a subject, if another person has already completed that and
they know they got it right, then they help the other person get that. (Research Group
Transcript, 5/15/20)
I inquired if this was a suggestion from her teacher and Sienna said no, that the three girls had
come up with the idea themselves. She shared that she found it helpful for both navigating
weekly assignments and connecting with friends. Sienna expressed how remote learning “feels
like so much work” and the creation of the digital study group supported her with completing the
lessons. In addition, working alongside others allowed for the connection she was missing from
attending school in person and in not being able to play with friends or visit family.
Repurposing the School Google Suite. PanPan and Billie both discussed how they
repurposed the school Google platform to connect with friends during this time. When children
enter fourth grade, they gain access to Gmail in addition to Google classroom and Google docs,
which they have used in previous grades. While children had mentioned e-mailing friends prior
to remote learning, they talked in detail of how they began to create chats to connect with
classmates and children across classes during remote learning. During one of the online group
sessions, Billie pulled up the “boys and girls chat” to show us some of the memes she found
funny and had shared with others. This was part of a thread of meme sharing among children,
some of which included commentary on the pandemic and others linked to popular celebrity
personalities. As she shared them with the group, other children chimed in that they had seen a
particular meme or knew the reference from popular culture or another social media platform.
The use of memes by children to respond to the circumstances of the pandemic and emergency
remote learning will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. Here the sharing of memes
through group chats illustrates one way children kept in touch with each other and shared laughs.
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PanPan who was used to taking the bus to school every day described how he was
missing his “bus friends” and decided to create a chat where he invited these children to share
what they were up to, jokes, and even political commentary.
PanPan: See, like people are talking to me right now.
Kara: They're typing you?
PanPan: And yeah, they're… like Carter on the bus, apparently, he has a YouTube
channel. So, he sent me
Kara: a link to that?
PanPan: Yeah…It’s a very successful chat actually.
Kara: Yeah. You just, you just invited people to your chat, and you guys just go
back and forth.
PanPan: Yeah, we just talk. There's not really anything to talk about, except there’s
like an issue going on, not exactly issue but like something that's going on.
Kara: Okay, why?
PanPan: We’ve had talks about some bad government leaders. One in particular, the
President of the United States right now. Um... yeah, we would have, and we
called them, uh, “Trump talks.” We would say things about, well, not exactly it
wasn't like that. It was just like, we're talking about. It's not like saying, Trump
is horrible.
Kara: Yeah, yeah.
PanPan: Not like. I mean he is, but not like mean.
Kara: Right, just, that was part of your conversation.
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PanPan: So, yeah, but we were like, oh, we would like name other people that could be
President. I remember we used to say Michelle Obama a lot. She
could definitely be the President.
Kara: She's pretty amazing. Um, what, why do you say it's a successful chat there's a lot
of people on it, or…?
PanPan: No, a lot of people talk on it. Sometimes I used to make chats and like
somebody says hi and then they stop talking and then like nobody else
talks, but then some of the chats I have everybody like talks on it and
yeah. (Research Group Transcript, 5/15/20)
This excerpt illustrates not only the real time ways PanPan was connecting with his bus friends,
with Carter sharing a link to his YouTube page as we were meeting as a research group, but also
the timely and sophisticated topics the children discussed in the chat. In this election year, during
their “Trump talks,” the children were assessing the performance of our current leader and
discussing possibilities for his replacement.
In addition, PanPan’s evaluation of the chat as “highly successful” demonstrates both his
knowledge about this social platform and his appreciation of this particular chat with his bus
friends continuously participating, keeping their conversation going and thereby the connections
among them strong. Given the circumstances of social distancing during this time of high rates of
infection and the lack of time to talk with peers and friends during class meetings and small
groups, these children proactively used the platforms available to create spaces to connect with
each other. They not only expressed the central importance of being with and in relation to others
at this time, they also took steps to make this happen, thinking creatively with each other and the
tools at hand.
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Padlet. Beyond spaces related to school and remote learning, children shared other ways
they came together with friends and family. These draw on their literacies of research,
highlighting their adeptness with digital platforms and their ability to think creatively or “mess
around” when confronted with a new situation, such as separation from friends and family during
the pandemic. PanPan’s discussed how one of his friends had created a Padlet and invited her
friends to join.
So, Kristin, she created it, and then her like her friend and then I'm friends with her
friend, too. So, my friends and then my best friend is on it, I think…Yeah, there’s like
this kind of a lot of people, even Kristin’s brother is on it…we kind of just like post
random things. And then there's some inside jokes that me and Kristin have to talk about
that. We like share random things like you can look up gifs. So, I do gifs some time and
then I, I write captions, I guess. (Research Group Transcript, 5/22/20)
This interactive space, similar to a virtual bulletin board, allowed children to create and comment
on posts including uploading photos and images from their device and the internet. PanPan was
excited to use this platform to share photos of his new dog with his friends.
Digital Conferencing Platforms. As the use of digital conferencing platforms, in
particular Zoom, increased exponentially during the Pandemic for both work and socializing, the
children likewise discussed how they utilized Zoom. Cristina discussed how she talked with
friends on Zoom when she had time and a device was available at home. Sienna expressed the
importance of keeping in touch with family across the globe describing the virtual birthday party
her family held for her grandmother who lived thousands of miles away in order to celebrate her
birthday. Children shared how much they missed seeing friends and family in person and how
they appreciated these opportunities to connect digitally.
Gaming Platforms. In addition, several children talked about gaming with friends on
multiplayer platforms. For example, Sienna met friends in ROBLOX, a suite of multiplayer
games that allows players to see and interact with others. She shared how she and her friends
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would Facetime while they played together. Other children gamed together using online game
sites and sharing screens while playing in video conferencing platforms.
Like all of us struggling to find ways to remain close to others during these isolating
times, children in this study turned to digital tools, both familiar and new, in various ways to be
in relation with others during this time. The continuous dialogue among children in the study
about missing friends and being with classmates in school and the ways in which they creatively
employed digital practices to sustain friendships shines light on the significance of socializing to
schooling. Despite being engaged with content across the subject areas in the at-home learning
plans, the children strongly expressed how this was not the solitary purpose of schooling. Being
with and among friends was an essential aspect of school and when this was taken away during
remote learning, they needed to and proactively created other ways to remain connected.
Advocating for Being Together in the Group
In many ways the shift of the group to meeting in a virtual space mirrored the small
group meetings children were having with their teachers. We used the same platform, Google
meets, and I, like the teacher, was the facilitator of the group. We experienced similar challenges
to those expressed by children about remote learning, such as disruptions in Wi-Fi service that
caused delay in sound and video and even caused some children to have to leave and re-enter the
meeting. Due to the smaller size of the group, with only five children continuing and often times
two to three children attending, I did not ask children to mute themselves. However, given the
video and sound delays, an open discussion was difficult to have and often I found myself telling
one child to talk while asking another child to wait until he or she stopped talking to chime in.
This resulted in more adult-directed conversations than had occurred at times in the group when
we met in-person. Given the difficulty of responding in real-time to others’ responses, children
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also made use of the chat feature in Google meets to note agreement, such as “me too” and to ask
questions while someone was talking.
Beyond sharing with me and each other how much they missed opportunities to hang out
and talk with friends, children in the group advocated for space during the virtual research
together to connect with one another. As discussed in Chapter IV, time to share objects and
exchange stories became an integral part of our time together. Children continued to demand
time and space for this when we met virtually, and this took on new forms in the digital space.
First, children asked to present writing they had completed as part of the at-home learning plan.
Children had created these pieces for class and shared them digitally with their teacher, but they
had not had an opportunity to share them with other children and receive feedback. During one
session, PanPan and Sienna shared the narrative pieces they had drafted and gave each other
feedback, asking clarifying questions.
PanPan: No, that, that was in the day, Sienna.
Sienna: Ahh.
PanPan: And the part with Bob, they were having a sleepover at the school like Dr. Seuss
always talks about…
Kara:

Oh, that was, the kids were sleeping over at the school?

PanPan: Yeah, I probably should have put that in.
Kara:

Well, see it’s good to read to people because you get questions, and you can
clarify that…Any other comments, Sienna, you have for PanPan?

Sienna: Mmm, not really. I guess I figured it out that she was sleeping at school. Why is
she is sleeping at school, though?
PanPan: They’re having a sleepover at school.
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Sienna: Okaaay… (Research Group Transcript, 6/5/20)
Sharing is an integral part of writer’s workshop at the school, with discussion and critical
feedback from peers encouraged. However, given the nature of digital learning, with limited
meeting time per week and twenty or more children, this exchange of ideas that happened daily
in pairs or small groups was not possible. Therefore, they asked for and appreciated the time to
read poems or short stories to the group and hear from others, both what they liked and questions
to further develop the pieces.
In addition, because children were in their homes with family members, pets, and their
belongings, natural opportunities to share these arose. For example, Cristina joined us from her
living room on the couch with her dog and her little brother sat down next to her. PanPan was
excited to see her dog and Cristina shared with us about him. After she shared, PanPan talked
about the new rescue dog his family had adopted and asked to share her with the group.
Kara:

Is that your dog?

Cristina: Yes.
PanPan: Aww!
Kara:

And you and PanPan get to see each other in class, right? You guys are in the
same class? So, you heard about PanPan’s new dog, right?

Cristina: Uh, no.
Kara:

You want to tell Cristina, PanPan?

PanPan:

So, I got a new dog named June. She’s really cute. Here, let me…wait one
sec…

Kara:

How old is your dog Cristina?

Cristina: She’s seven in dog years.
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PanPan: I have a Padlet and I have pictures of her on that. So, yeah. I’ll copy it and then
I’ll share it with you…I am going to present my screen so I can show Cristina.
Am I sharing?
Kara:

Yep, you are.

PanPan: This is her.
Cristina: Aww! (Research Group Transcript, 5/22/20)
PanPan then left to get his dog and his mom brought her over and PanPan fed her a treat
while he shared with us the story of picking her up and how she was getting along with the other
dog he had. These small exchanges may seem inconsequential, yet they are natural parts of
morning meeting or sharing time during an in-person school day. While teachers emphasized
community building during their once-a-week full class online meetings, given the time
constraints, children had limited opportunities to share. They advocated for space to discuss
these important happenings in their lives within the group. These stories helped to maintain the
connections and relationships among children at a time when they were physically isolated from
each other.
Finally, together the children and I negotiated how to continue to create a space for play
at the end of the group sessions. Based on the importance of this to the group when we met inperson, I built it into the design of the online group. Most of the games we had played in-person
involved movement and did not easily translate into the virtual space. I had to think creatively of
how we could play together and tried both online formats, such as Kahoot and picture reveal
games, and more traditional games like password. Some of these were more successful than
others given the need to navigate multiple tabs and glitches in Wi-Fi connectivity. Children also
came with suggestions such as playing online video games. In one of the last sessions, PanPan
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asked if Sienna and Billie knew the game Subway Surfer and talked about how he played with
his older brother online, comparing who could earn the most points. He then excitedly suggested
that we could play Subway Surfer at the end of the group. Each child took a turn sharing their
screen and the group watched him or her navigate the game.
PanPan: You hear it? Everyone mute. I’m gonna present.
Kara: Ok, we’ll watch you. You can teach people the tricks.
PanPan: So, he’s chases you. Oh, it’s glitching…
Kara: Yeah, probably because so much of us are on.
Sienna: How do you jump?
PanPan: You use the arrow keys. Sometimes you can hop on a hoverboard. Sometimes
you can use power ups toBillie: Oh, I just wiped out.
Sienna: Why does it want to know if I need a hoverboard?
Kara: PanPan, what does a hoverboard do?
PanPan: It makes you invincible. (Research Group Transcript, 6/5/20)
Children gave each other tips and cheered each other on, excited to see who got the farthest in
the game. The session extended beyond the one hour allocated as children requested more time
to play with each other.
These spaces of sharing and playing that were prioritized by children in the group again
speak to the central role of socializing in their lives in general and in schooling specifically.
These children resisted the isolating circumstances through innovatively using the digital tools at
hand to connect with each other. In this way they spoke back to the overarching emphasis on
content in the at-home learning plans and on their becoming during remote learning. The
children highlighted that their being and being with each other mattered. These everyday acts of
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resistance to the circumstances of COVID-19 and digital learning demonstrate the children’s
agency in the face of adversity. These practices should be taken into consideration as the
pandemic and remote learning continues. Educators and administrators need to look to children
and their creative means of socializing when considering how to support young people in these
uncertain times.
Resisting Adult Directives and Restrictions
(Playlist suggestion, Panini by Lil Nas X)
Given the dissonance between the messages in popular media about the importance of
structure for children at this time and the children’s emphasis on needing time to connect with
each other, as well as the ambivalence I was feeling as a parent between the obligations of work
and concerns over my own children’s technology time, I decided to create space within the group
to explore these conflicting ideas. I designed inquiry starters that invited the group to engage in
an examination around popular adult discourses. These activities took a critical literacy
approach, considering power and perspective. As Hillary Janks (2010) describes, this type of
analysis “seeks to uncover the social interests at work, to ascertain what is at stake in textual and
social practices. Who benefits? Who is disadvantaged? In short, it signals a focus on power” (p.
13). Using visual prompts including ambiguous images (e.g., the illusion known as “Rubin’s
Vase”), I led the group in an exploration of the concept of perspective including what impacts
our own perceptions. I also drew on a book the children had read earlier in the year and that they
had brought up several times during the group sessions, A Long Walk to Water (Park, 2010). The
story is told from two different perspectives and children discussed how these were informed by
the lived experiences and the intersectional identities of the narrators. In addition, we discussed
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that any text we read, visual or written, is created by someone from their own perspective and
takes into consideration the perspective of their potential audiences.
Next, together we analyzed several popular media texts focused on what children need
during the pandemic. Considering power and perspective, we examined how these texts were
created, who they were created by, and their intended audience. The following questions guided
the analysis:
•

Who created this? What is their perspective?

•

Who did they create this for? Who was their audience?

•

What is my perspective - do I agree or disagree with what they are saying?

The first two texts included recommendations from a parenting expert and contributor to Good
Morning America and an article from CNBC focused on caregivers working during COVID.
Children discussed how both of these articles were written for caregivers, not children, and they
expressed their disagreement with the authors’ suggestions, in particular the ones around limiting
screen time. They were quick to point out that due to remote learning, they were required to be
on screens to attend classes and complete their work.
As we talked about the specific guidelines the authors recommended around limiting
technology time, both PanPan and Sienna shared their differences of opinion with the texts.
While encouraging us to whisper so their parents would not hear the authors’ points, both
children discussed their strategies for extending the time they spent on technology for leisure
purposes.
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PanPan: (whispering) Can we be more quiet? Because my dad’s right here and he’s
gonna hear it and he’s gonna be like, “you have to earn screen time!”…So we
can’t, we have to…I am just going to turn down my sound (turning
the whole computer away from where his dad is working)
Kara: (laughing) So you don’t agree with that PanPan, is that your perspective?
PanPan: No.
Sienna: If I had a choice, I would get infinity screen time.
PanPan: No. He is always like “I’m gonna set a time limit” and then he forgets. So, we
play. He’s like, “you can play for an hour” and then we end up playing for like 5
hours.
Kara: Yeah, that happens in our house sometimes too. You get busy, especially now.
PanPan: I played from like 1-5 before.
Sienna whispering something
Kara: What did you say, Sienna?
Sienna: (whispering) I found a way out of my time limit. I finally found out there’s a
button there that says, “ignore your limit” and I found out how to use it.
Kara: Alright! (laughing) This is like the secrets of how to…
PanPan: We can talk about something different here but on the chat we talk about…
(Research Group Transcript, 5/15/20)
This was followed by a discussion of another strategy the children utilized to convince their
parents that they needed extra time, saying they needed to play “one more game” or to have “five
more minutes.” The children shared how they then strategically continued to say they are “not
quite done” and through these actions, they were able to stay on for more time.
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These acts of resistance to limits on screen time were ways in which children exerted
their agency at a time when adult dialogue about their best interests was taking center stage.
Through these actions, children were able to meet their needs and alleviate the boredom they
were experiencing more intensely as adults continued to work and they had less time in school
and limited to no time with friends. The covert discussions we had about these practices, with
whispered sharing about their strategies for evading limits, illustrate the prime importance of
technology use during the pandemic and the children’s need for time and space unsupervised by
adults.
Children similarly shared how they contested adult restrictions during remote learning.
They discussed how full class meetings were challenging with over 20 nine-and ten-year-olds on
the screen at a time. The difficulty of not being able to see everyone at once, even on grid view,
and the need to mute microphones due to feedback and background noise at homes, resulted in
limited class participation by any one child. Due to this, children noted the difficulties of
maintaining engagement in online classes. Sienna described how she shut off her camera during
some meetings, so she could “roll around and go on her flute” (Research Group Transcript,
5/8/20). Other children also talked about turning off their cameras as well as moving with their
devices around the house while in class. The children in the group employed these practices,
along with evading screen time limits, to both express their frustration with the isolating
circumstances that were thrust upon them and to meet their needs of connection, movement, and
entertainment.
Rewriting Childhoods: Critical Responses to Dominant Discourses
In order to respond to and push against the prominent narratives with which children
disagreed, the next step in our work together was the creation of texts that shared the children’s
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perspective on the pandemic. An aspect of the original design of this study was to have children
employ their literacies of research in a collective inquiry and to take action around an issue that
mattered to them. This was informed by a YPAR approach and the projects of other YPAR
studies. As alluded to in Chapter III, I continuously revisited the goals of the collaborative
research throughout the project and this idea of social action. At times, I was swept into the
discourse of becoming and notions of progress and outcomes for our work together. The children
interrupted this time and again to emphasize that being together, in the here and now not some
imagined future, was essential, central to the work, and that social action can take many shapes.
With the transition to researching in a virtual space, I needed to be flexible and
responsive to the shifting sociocultural context and the needs of the children. This meant letting
go of my preconceived notions of what social action could look like. As Janks (2010) reminds
us, critical literacy educators and researchers “help students to rewrite themselves and their local
situations by helping them to pose problems and to act, often in small ways, to make the world a
fairer place” (p. 19). These acts may be small, but they are not insignificant. Children in the
group took action through the creation of memes, speaking back to remote learning and the
conditions of COVID using a genre that resonated with them. Through these multimodal pieces,
children added their knowledges to the narrative around children’s needs during the pandemic.
Childish Memes: Designing Visual Texts as Social Action
The group focused on memes given children’s interests in and adeptness with social
media based on the exploration of their literacies of research. An Internet meme has been defined
as “a piece of culture, typically a joke, which gains influence through online transmission”
(Davison 2012, p. 122 cited in Wells, 2018, p. 241). In addition, memes were chosen because
they are often created in response to current sociocultural and political contexts and humor is
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central to their message (Börzsei, 2013 as cited in Wells, 2018, p. 241). I was able to find an
easy-to-use meme generator created by a teacher (https://meredithakers.com/2017/12/10/memegenerator/) that used Google Drawings, part of the Google suite to which children had access.
Children were able to use either the initial images I had uploaded or to pull images themselves
from the Internet and add their own text around them.
We began by discussing the meme genre and the elements that create effective memes.
These include selecting a problem or issue (often a current event or situation) and your target
audience; thinking about how to mock or poke fun at the issue using humor; and making sure the
image and the text work together and produce a meaning that is different from either one by
itself. I shared how memes are similar to inside jokes, directed at a particular group and an issue
of meaning to that group (Corbett, 2017; Garza, 2017). Effective memes limit the amount of text,
keeping it brief and simple, like a catch phrase. Using these elements, we deconstructed some
recent memes that the children had seen and were circulating regarding remote learning and the
pandemic. One featured a photo of Katniss from The Hunger Games with her bow and arrow and
the text, “When you leave your family to go buy groceries and toilet paper” (When You Leave
Your Family, 2020). Another illustrated a zoom meeting of a class with photos of a student, a
hamster, and a teacher and the text, “School in 2020” (2020). We discussed if they were funny or
relatable, to whom, and why.
After creating one together, children were given time to design their own memes, taking
into consideration the elements of memes we had discussed. Children created memes that
responded to the pandemic, digital learning, and what children needed from their own
perspectives. We then collaboratively examined the memes, their message and impact – did the
text and image work together? Was it funny? Was it like an inside joke? The following analysis
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focuses on two of the memes Sienna generated and draws on Rose’s (2016) framework for
critical visual methodology, considering the site of the image itself and the sites of production
and circulation, as outlined in Chapter III.
Figure 7
Sienna’s Memes

Sienna’s memes use close-up images of faces that reflect emotional reactions. Two of the
images are of young children, the one on the left is of a boy sitting on a couch or chair,
presumably at home and the one on the right is of a young girl sitting in a car with the straps of
her car seat visible. The photos are not professionally taken, rather they appear to be taken with a
smartphone or digital camera from a close distance most likely by a family member. The photo
all the way to the right was also taken from close distance of a woman (Cardi B) and appears to
be of professional quality (photo by Chris Allmeid). Sienna pairs these reaction photos with first
person active statements (I check; I continue). The meme on the left uses an ellipsis to create a
pause and build up to the viewing of the photo, which serves as the punch line of this meme. The
text here is all lower case except the first word in the statement and the photo takes up the
majority of space in the meme.
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In the second meme, she has broken up the text into a cause-and-effect structure,
beginning with the directions her mom gave her, then displaying the two photos and then how
she responded under the photos. The photos are also laid out to be read as before and after with
the photo on the left following the text at the top and reflecting Sienna’s reaction to her mom
asking her to stop playing ball. The photo on the right matches the text below which shows her
reaction when she breaks something. The text is written in all capital letters and takes up
approximately the same amount of space as the photos. The context in which these memes were
produced, and the tools used to create them, were outlined above in the discussion of the activity
during the research group.
Viral Childhood: Decontextualized and Ridiculous
Layered within and against these memes are the site of production and circulation of the
images they draw on (Rose, 2016). It is important to consider these sites and the narratives of
childhood produced within them as they inform the children’s selection of certain images and
contribute to their creation of memes, which add their perspectives alongside popular discourse
around childhoods during the pandemic. In many ways the sites of production and circulation of
these images demonstrate discourses of becoming and children as adults-in-the making that this
study was designed to disrupt. The images of the two children in Sienna’s memes are
representative of reaction memes that pair close-up images of faces making distinct expressions
(Know Your Meme, 2020). These images are not professional, taken by family members during
daily life, spontaneously capturing a moment. They are also screen captures from videos taken
by family members. These images are uploaded and publicly posted to social media sites by the
photographer. They are then shared, and other users of these sites download and utilize them to
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create memes. Both these images are examples of viral memes, Gavin and Side-Eye Chloe, and
result in thousands of images when searched.
Gavin Thomas is the nephew of Vine star, Nick Mastodon, who began sharing videos he
took with Gavin when Gavin was two years old. Gavin’s face has now been shared more than a
billion times (Schwartz, 2019). Gavin’s mom gave his uncle permission to spend time making
videos with him during their weekly visits and post them to Vine, an early video sharing
platform. “The format was simple: Mastodon would act and Gavin would react” (Schwartz,
2019). While the videos themselves attracted much attention, people then began to take
screenshots of Gavin’s face and turn them into reaction memes. These spread far and wide with
celebrities such as Olympic gold medalist Simone Biles and musician Katy Perry posting images
of Gavin to their Twitter feeds (Feldman, 2016). Now, at age nine, Gavin has his own agent and
has appeared on national and international television.
The image of Chloe was a screen shot from a video of two young girls being surprised by
their parents with a trip to Disneyland that went viral in 2013 (Know Your Meme, 2020). While
her sister screams and cries, Chloe first reacts with the now infamous face captured here. Similar
to Gavin, internet users took screen shots of her face and created memes that were shared and
recreated across the world. Users on Tumblr superimposed Chloe with her side-eying reaction
onto a range of iconic images, such as scenes from movies, album covers, and famous works of
art (Bellassai, 2013). Google used her meme for an advertising campaign in Brazil and Chloe’s
Instagram account, which is managed by her parents, now has over 700,000 followers (Gladwell,
2017).
These images are produced and distributed by adults, being recreated and redistributed by
other adults. The original images were captured as part of videos that were created in a space
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designed to elicit a reaction. In the case of Gavin, his uncle was continuously setting up
situations in which Gavin would react, such as placing a lizard on his head or taking his chips
and throwing them across the room. Catering to his fans, he designed these videos to capture
Gavin’s facial expressions. In terms of Chloe, her parents wanted to record their children’s
reaction to a momentous occasion, a surprise trip to Disneyland. In both cases, adults made the
decision to take the video seemingly without consent of the children and then posted it publicly,
again without the consent of the children. This is a common practice on social media with adults,
often family members, capturing photos and videos of children and sharing them with their
followers, whether their accounts are private with only friends being able to view posts or public
where anyone can access them. What does the viral status of these memes and the processes by
which they were created and shared reveal about children and childhoods?
This manner in which these images were produced and circulated are reflective of
adultism, a “term that describes children’s lower status in a social world that favours and
privileges adults” (Flasher, 1978, p. 517 as cited in Templeton & Moffett, 2019. p. 20). These
children’s likenesses were colonized and commodified by adults, being used in ways adults saw
fit, and, in some cases, literally sold to merchandisers and television producers. Adults, both
family members and those who copied and shared these images for the benefit of themselves and
others, exercised the power and privilege of their status when disregarding the children’s privacy
and the needs or desires of the children themselves. Given the children’s lower status, it was
assumed that their guardians could document their lives and distribute images of them and allow
others to do the same.
The use of children’s expressions as reaction memes further adds to the condescending
discourse around children. Templeton and Moffett (2019) describe this as a “Great Divide”
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between adult and children with only adults being seen as fully human (p. 30). This echoes the
developmental approach that has largely shaped both educational spaces and society, with
children conceived as in the process of becoming adults and less than. This perspective on
childhood is echoed in these reaction memes that focus on children making “funny faces” with
exaggerated expressions. Children are seen as silly to the point of being ridiculous with their
over-the-top reactions. They are meant to be laughed at and not to be taken seriously due to their
demonstrated uncontrollable emotions.
In the production of these child reaction memes, the specific lived experiences of the
children in the images are ignored in favor of a universalizing narrative of childhood as less than,
immature, and ridiculous. This overshadows the very real impact this practice of creating and
distributing children’s likenesses has on the children themselves and their families. In most cases
both the children and their guardians express conflicting feelings over the fame and subsequent
opportunities to make money, discussing the benefits and challenges of becoming a celebrity.
Sammy Griner, whose image as a baby holding sand became known as the “Success Kid,”
describes his ambivalent feelings about being known for his meme, “I mean, I’m already famous
and stuff, as you can see but I think I would rather be known for my art” (Tait, 2016). His mom
describes how he, at age 10, was beginning to feel some embarrassment about the photo and
frustration that people see him only as that, asking to take pictures with him in the pose. At the
same time, the success of his meme allowed his family to raise funds to help pay his father’s
hospital bills (Tait, 2016). Nick Mastodon, Gavin’s uncle, shared his honest uncertainty over
what Gavin will think about the videos in the future,
I don’t think he fully understands what that means, and I don’t think we do either.
What I’ve always kept in mind is what he will think in, like, 15 years. Will he be
grateful? Will he say I wish my uncle hadn’t have done that? I sometimes feel like we’ve
handed our kids a reality they didn’t sign up for. (Schwartz, 2019)
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All of these comments demonstrate how meme culture commodifies children, producing
childhood as humorous, to be watched for entertainment, and even rewritten while ignoring the
actual lived experiences of the children it venerates.
While the children are parodied in these snapshots of their lives, they are also used to
represent reactions to everyday situations that adults encounter. The visual images of children are
decontextualized, taken away from their original circumstances and recontextualized to fit the
context of the person producing the meme and/or the group for which they are creating the
meme. This assumes that adults understand children’s reactions and share their emotions. Is
feeling shy in front of a crush really the same way Gavin felt when his uncle placed a lizard on
top of his head? These reaction memes further the discourse that because adults were once
children, we can assume that our feelings and experiences map onto childhood in a generalized
way and in particular onto a specific child with his or her intersectional identities and
sociocultural context. The act of placing adult words alongside these images rewrites or perhaps
more accurately writes over the lives of these children.
Not only do adults put words in the mouths of these children, the memes themselves are
also named by the adults who create and circulate them. The memes of Gavin and Chloe, both
white, middle-class, American children are linked to their real names, with images of Chloe most
often referred to as “Side-Eye Chloe.” These labels are problematic in how they release the
names of minors to the public but at the same time they acknowledge the children as real and
existing outside of the meme itself. Other memes, most often those including children of color,
are named using derogatory and racist language, such as “Excited Black Kid” or “Skeptical
Third World Kid.” These are problematic in how they erase a specific child’s identity, ignoring
their lived experiences and how they describe themselves, instead grouping children using
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derogatory labels. These digital practices that adults continue to participate in produce childhood
as universal, ridiculous, and less than adulthood.
Restorying Childhoods in the Pandemic
As a group we were complicit in some of these practices as well, using images of these
children without their consent to create our own memes. The children and I participated in the
decontextualizing and recontextualizing of images of the children. For example, Sienna chose to
use images of White children to represent herself, even though she is a girl of color with lived
experiences that differ from Gavin or Chloe. However, the memes the children designed differed
in how they were created to push against the dominant narrative of children as less than and
immature. Children selected these images not because they perceived the children in the images
as less than, rather because they saw the images as representative of how they were feeling as
children in these unprecedented times. Similar to the children in the original images, children in
the group were reacting to the surprising and unlikely circumstances that were thrust upon them
by adults and the pandemic. They designed the memes for other children with the quality of an
inside joke for children. They were upset about the nature of digital schooling and the restrictions
to stay at home, apart from peers and friends. Through these redesigned texts with their active,
first person voices, the children demand to be seen and heard.
Instead of laughing at the ridiculousness of children overreacting to things, these memes
express the significance of recognizing and paying attention to the being of children, in the here
and now of the pandemic and its impacts. As the children had discussed in the group, they are
faced with the challenges of the pandemic in terms of social isolation and schooling being
interrupted. At the same time, they are not being asked for their opinions on how things are
going nor their ideas for how to address issues arising from these circumstances. The dominant
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adult discourse stresses routine and restrictions and claims that children, due to their lower status
in society, need to be protected and controlled during these unpredictable times. Using these
reaction memes flips that script, with children reclaiming their “ridiculous” or over-the top
reactions as justified and asserting their need to be listened to during these circumstances.
In Sienna’s second meme, alongside Chloe, there is an image of rapper Cardi B sticking
her tongue out at the camera (photo by Chris Allmeid). This again reflects the inside-joke nature
of memes, with Cardi B continually reappearing in the group. As discussed in Chapter IV, her
songs and images both represented for the children ideas around what was deemed
“inappropriate” for children in general and for school spaces more specifically. Here Sienna
employs Cardi B’s image to push against her mom’s restrictions on her playing ball inside. The
image she chose to represent her reaction to breaking something after being told not to play ball
is not one of surprise or of regret, but rather a playful or rebellious one, sticking her tongue out.
This echoes what children shared about the ways they subverted the rules and restrictions adults
had placed on them during these pandemic times, whether it was turning off their camera and
moving around during remote learning or finding ways around technology limits.
This image of Cardi B is also in conversation with a meme that PanPan created (see
Figure 4.6), which features a screen capture from a viral post in which Cardi B speaks to her fans
on Instagram about Coronavirus. As PanPan explained, “So there was this thing where she was
saying like, ‘Coronavirus!’ and she was saying ‘gettin’ real! It’s gettin’ real!’ It was really
funny” (Research Group Transcript 6/5/20). In the video PanPan references, Cardi B shared how
the virus is not a joke and her fears about how the pandemic was spreading and how real it was
starting to feel. At the end of the video, she states, “Coronavirus! Coronavirus! …I’m tellin’ you.
Shit is real. Shit is gettin’ real!” This sound bite was then turned into a song by DJ iMarkkeyz, a
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musician known for turning memes into music (Curto, 2020, March 19). The song also went
viral and was used in countless social media posts of people’s reactions to these new and
uncertain pandemic times.
PanPan drew on his knowledge of Cardi B and her Instagram video to redesign a meme
that presented his own feelings and reactions to the Coronavirus pandemic. He paired a still shot
from her Instagram video and the text, “Every Time I Feel a Cough Coming.” As he described
the meme, “So if somebody felt a cough, they might be thinking of that because Cardi B was
like, ‘Coronavirus!’” (Research Group Transcript, 6/5/20). The idea of thinking of Cardi B and
this sound bite was a way of both processing and finding humor in these crazy times. This meme
reflects the social and emotional toll the pandemic and its consequences were having on the
children. “Shit was gettin’ real” for them and these memes add the perspectives of children to the
discourse around how children are impacted and what they need.
For another meme, PanPan snapped a close-up photo of himself with the camera on his
computer, “I’m making a new one. Do you see it?” (Research Group Transcript, 6/5/20). He is
tilting his head to the side and scrunching up his nose and mouth. In this way, he inserted himself
into the meme genre, in conversation with these other child reaction memes, but using a photo
taken and posted by himself. He titled it, “when you have too much candy lol lol.” These uses of
active voice, upper case text, and selfies demand the attention of the reader as the children assert
their agency around their experiences. They are not passive recipients of circumstances in need
of adult care, rather they take action, such as playing ball in the house, eating too much candy,
and ignoring technology limits. Children have ideas about ways forward in these times and will
assert themselves and push against restrictions when they are not included in conversations. We
as adults need to see them (not use their likenesses to belittle them), ask them, listen to them, and
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work with them to address issues such as digital learning and how to navigate technology use
during these times of isolation.
Conclusion
These circumstances challenge researchers to be responsive and flexible in our projects in
order to support the children with whom we work, their families, communities, and the educators
that work with them. The findings across this study point to the critical importance of centering
children’s perspectives and practices. Just as the children explored topics employing approaches
that diverged from static notions of research, the ways in which children expressed and met their
needs during the pandemic push against dominant adult narratives that position children as less
than and in need of protection. This analysis of children’s perspectives and practices highlights
how children are asserting themselves, raises questions about the purposes of schooling, and
encourages reflective research practices.
Children’s Acts of Resistance
Due to the pervasive and popular belief that children are adults in the making with a
lower status in society, their acts of resistance are often overlooked or minimalized. While
children may not be leading protests in the streets or letter writing campaigns, these actions in
“micro-political contexts” (Pahl, 2019, p. 22) demonstrate how children are proactively taking
the initiative to meet their needs. These acts such as finding innovative ways to digitally connect
with friends, ignoring technology limits, and turning off cameras are strong statements by
children about what they need right now and how the pandemic and remote learning are
impacting them. At a time when public discourse by and for adults around what children need
and how to provide it is prevalent, it is important to recognize and value the knowledge and
experience of children.
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Purposes of Schooling
The children’s act of resistance in the study emphasized the central importance that
socializing plays for them in school. While the district emphasized standards and continuing
towards grade-level expectations, the children expressed again and again how they missed
seeing, talking, and playing with classmates and friends. Like the young people in Luttrell’s
(2020) study, the children in the group prioritized being-in-time with friends, providing support
to one another and having fun together. School was not school without the opportunities for
socializing. During these intense times of social isolation, the children creatively utilized the
digital tools and platforms available to come together, share jokes, discuss the pandemic and
national politics, and just be with each other. While K-12 schooling as an institution continues to
stress universal objectives, the experiences of these children and their actions demonstrate how
the purpose of schooling for them is not solely to become adults. Their being and being together
needs to play an integral role, especially during the pandemic when school as they knew it has
been upended.
Responsive and Reflexive Research
Researchers and members of higher education play a role in constructing childhoods
through the manner in which projects are designed with and about children and how findings are
shared. In many instances the choice for working with children of a certain age (e.g., four-yearolds) or an age range (e.g., tweens) is based on assumptions of what this age represents along a
linear timeline, even if the project seeks to challenge such developmental discourses. These
assumptions demonstrate how researchers’ lived experiences as children themselves and as
caregivers, educators, and as other roles in which they have worked with children influence
studies. This echoes scholars in childhood studies who suggest that researchers’ own lived
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experiences, constructions of childhood, and perceptions about children’s competence impact
participation and interpretation of findings (Clark, 2005; Waller & Bitou, 2011). Researchers
must reflect on how they are complicit in perpetuating dominant and universalizing narratives of
childhood and carefully consider the choices they make in our projects.
In order to resist reproducing a singular construction of childhood, researchers can work
alongside children and acknowledge and document the creative ways they problem solve and the
new tools, resources, and knowledges they generate. As Pacheco (2012), suggests through this
recognition, we can “continue to theorize what counts as learning” (p. 129), pushing against the
myopic focus on objectives and outcomes. At the same time, researchers can create space within
projects for children to rewrite and produce multiple childhoods. In the field of literacy
education, this can include drawing on the tools of critical literacy to deconstruct and reconstruct
texts that reflect the diverse lived experiences and intersectional identities of children. In these
pandemic times when fear and uncertainty have led to an emphasis on routine and restrictions for
children, researchers have the opportunity to stand in solidarity with children as they advocate
for their needs.
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Chapter VI
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to conduct research with children to investigate how they
explore and take action on their worlds and issues of significance to them. In many ways we
accomplished this goal. Within the group, individual children were given time and space to share
how they learned more about a topic they were interested in and/or felt expert about. Each child
walked us through the multiple ways and avenues through which they researched. Children then
created collages to represent their literacies of research and presented them to the group. The
group discussed and analyzed ideas about how children research across these activities. While
participants had time to showcase how they investigated issues that mattered to them, this was
primarily done through self-reflection and description, not actual engagement in their research
process. When the group transitioned to a virtual space, children briefly showcased literacies of
research in real time, such as PanPan’s internet searching and Billie’s crafting. Findings
regarding how children explored topics would have been enhanced if children’s research in
action across spaces could have been observed further, whether that be playing with squishies
with Billie and her friends, performing chemistry experiments with Sienna in her basement
laboratory, or listening to rap songs with Bella and her father.
The findings were limited by the school and virtual spaces in which we came together,
physically by not being able to traverse spaces, but also by the norms and practices of the school.
What and how the children shared may have been impacted by the intermittent presence of the
technology education teacher in her classroom and the teaching assistant in the virtual space and
what was deemed acceptable or appropriate topics of research in school spaces. The presence of
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school staff and the norms of the school in some ways countered my participatory approaches to
working with the children and desire to create a space for exploration together. At the same time,
my presence as an adult visitor, who did not know children well, may have limited what they
were willing to reveal about how they learned about topics. In addition, the nature of the
relationships among the children in the group, how well they knew each other, and the perceived
norms of their peer group (i.e., what was popular to play with, watch, etc.) also may have shaped
the findings of the group. As Bradbury-Jones and Taylor (2015) suggest, children’s voices and
participation may be “mediated by hierarchies of cool” (p. 169).
The second purpose of the study as designed was, after identifying children’s literacies of
research, to then employ these in a collective inquiry. I imagined, following the work of many
YPAR studies, brainstorming and together identifying an issue salient to the children’s lives.
Children would then design plans to investigate and take action on some aspect of this issue and
share findings with the school or broader community. These were my predetermined outcomes
for our work together and they were in part shaped by dominant developmental discourses of
childhood that position children as in the process of becoming future researchers. Through
framing the study in this way, I now realize how I was foregrounding outcomes, in some ways
standardizing or universalizing objectives of participatory action research with children. As
described in Chapters IV and V, I was forced to continually revisit and reflect on these
preconceived notions of progress and product. The children in the group reminded me time and
again that process was just as important as product. In contrast, they foregrounded being in the
here and now and with each other in this process of exploration. They advocated for time to be
together in research and as a result, the research process evolved, adapting to the both the needs
of the group and the sociocultural contexts in which we worked.
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Revisiting My Perceptions
While attempting to expand and complicate definitions of research, this study was
embedded within a dissertation. My own conceptions of and training in qualitative methods
influenced how I saw and interpreted children’s practices, recognizing them as research or not.
The discourses of research, literacy, and childhoods of which I have been a part impact how I
see, hear, and interpret children’s practices. As Yoon and Templeton (2019) suggest, researchers
may be listening more to themselves and their research projects than to what children are
actually sharing. As a result, I may have reinscribed dominant notions of research even as I
attempted to disrupt them.
My identities as a White, middle-class woman, former elementary teacher, and mother
both allowed me to recognize some of the children’s literacies of research and prevented me
from acknowledging others. For example, having a son a year younger than the children in the
study who shared an interest in Beyblades supported me in understanding the ways Michael
investigated them as my son had engaged in similar explorations. At the same time, these
connections may have limited how and what I recognized as ways Michael learned about
Beyblades. As mentioned, Bella and Panda called out and caused me to reflect on my
assumptions and biases regarding performances of Latina musical artists. These girls were
explicit about the significance of these women and the ways in which they connected with and
learned about them. However, there may be other ways of being and exploring that I was not
attune to, given that I do not share intersectional identities with most of the children in the group.
While I was able to reflect on and shift my perspective of sharing time to realize that how it was
central to learning about literacies of research, there may have been other opportunities within
the research process that I was not aware of and inadvertently ignored or shut down. Employing
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the frame of literacies of research, I sought to foreground children’s practices and recognize
them as literacy and research. At the same time, it may have inadvertently placed boundaries on
what I captured as children’s approaches to investigating. In all of these ways, the findings of the
group are limited by my own understandings and perceptions of research.
Centering Children’s Research Practices
As the children in the study demonstrated, they gather and integrate information from a
myriad of sources including print, digital, and audio texts as well as toys and games and
experiences with friends and family members. Centering children’s literacies of research creates
space to expand what counts and is included within literacy classrooms. This involves thinking
critically with children about the possibilities for topics of inquiry and sources of information as
well as the concepts of credibility and accuracy. As evident in the findings, children’s sources for
information depended on the topic of inquiry, the intersectional identities of the child, and the
spaces they navigated. For Michael, playing with friends and family members, searching on
Amazon, and watching anime series were all legitimate sources of information about Beyblades.
Definitions of credibility and accuracy can be thought of as flexible, depending on the topic and
the contexts children navigate to investigate. Even the idea of plagiarism can be critically
examined in light of this era of distributed creativity with children actively consuming and
producing texts together with others in digital spaces (Bruns, 2008).
The children in the study employed their literacies of research not only as means of
investigating issues that mattered to them but also as forms of resistance to school policies and
practices and to deficit narratives about childhood and the nondominant communities of which
they are a part. It is vital that these acts are recognized and taken seriously in classrooms.
Children in the group expressed their needs and collectively found and shared creative ways to
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meet these, such as trying out each other’s instruments and suggesting ways to subvert the
teacher selection process through trading instruments. Members of the group contested ideas of
children as less knowledgeable or capable than adults and in need of protection. They expressed
the significance of socializing during pandemic times and developed a variety of ways to stay
connected with friends and family. Children employed their literacies of research to advocate for
justice and equity, such as classrooms where multilingualism and translanguaging are integral
aspects. Therefore, the centering of children’s literacies of research in curriculum and classrooms
can promote more equitable learning environments.
Supporting Children as They Traverse Spaces
The relational, dynamic, and intertextual nature of children’s literacies of research means
that children draw ideas and construct knowledge across multiple spaces, each with its own ways
of thinking and acting. As Moje (2015) emphasizes, young people traverse multiple cultures
every day and some of these are highly specialized (p. 253). The children in the study discussed
learning from Google, YouTube, and Instagram, from narrative and informational texts, and
from friends and family. Some of these spaces were rooted in a specific discipline, such as the
science books Sienna read, the how-to videos on science experiments she watched and the
discussions with her father the mathematician who “knows a lot about science.” These
disciplines or cultures have “specialized linguistic codes, technical vocabularies and discourse
practices” (Moje, 2015, p. 257) and particular kinds of literacy practices are required to become a
member of these discourse community (Moje, 2015). Educators can support young people in
both becoming members of these disciplines and in navigating across them. This involves
explicitly teaching children about how members think, act, and communicate with each other
(Moje, 2015). In the elementary classroom, this means moving beyond instruction in how to read
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informational science and social studies texts within literacy, to engaging children in how
mathematicians, scientists, and historians engage in research – how they frame issues, how they
problem solve, how they construct arguments and discuss issues, etc.
In addition, some of the spaces children navigate draw on multiple disciplines and others
might not be thought of as within any particular discipline. For example, the reaction videos
several children watched on YouTube (hosts reacting to videos that other users posted, such as
“epic fails”) all shared ways of presenting content, talking about it, and asking users to interact
with it. These videos and channels, while a regular part of how these children explored their
worlds, are not normally recognized as legitimate texts within school contexts. Just as it is
important for children to learn about how scientists think and communicate in order for them to
become a part of this disciplinary discourse community, the same is true for this type of
YouTube community. If children are going to be active prosumers (Bruns, 2008) in these spaces,
they need to learn about and critically reflect on the culture of these spaces. In our increasingly
technological world, more and more young people have access to personal devices, Internet
platforms, and social media. However, just because they have access, does not mean they know
how to navigate and participate in these spaces (Jimerson, 2020). While internet safety and
politeness conventions are often taught in relation to digital communication, these more
sophisticated ways of creating and interacting with content are not a part of school curriculum.
Instruction around these practices may involve children mentoring each other, older youth
mentoring children, and partnering with other members of the school and larger community who
are skilled in these areas to work with children.
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Foregrounding Being Together
The children in the study emphasized the significance of researching with and alongside
others including friends, family members, and each other. They learned from cooking with their
moms, listening to music with their dads, and playing Beyblades and crafting with friends. Their
literacies of research were oriented more toward collective than individual experiences and ways
of being. Like the digital spaces most of the children navigated, their ways of knowing were
participatory with knowledge and creativity distributed across people, space and time (Literat &
Glaveanu, 2018). Through all of these relationships, discussions and interactions, children
remixed and recreated knowledge regarding topics they cared about. These collaborative
approaches contrast with the predominantly individual orientation towards research in literacy
curriculum and classrooms where children conduct short individual research projects on a topic,
gathering relevant information from print and digital sources relevant sources (National
Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010).
These echo dominant White, middle-class norms of “competitive individualism” (LadsonBillings, 2009, p. 74) and the merit-based narrative on which schooling in the United States is
built. These individual approaches to research in the elementary literacy classroom need to be
reimagined, moving away from individual and isolated (one-off) research projects. Centering and
building from children’s literacies of research can re-orient classroom research towards the
relational and intertextual practices children already employ. This communal and collaborative
approach is a fundamental aspect of culturally responsive teaching and learning (LadsonBillings, 2009).
Being and connecting with others was expressed as one of the greatest needs of the
children in the group during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. While schools scrambled
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to put into place emergency remote learning, focusing on grade-level standards and objectives,
children in the group emphasized time and again how much they missed seeing and talking with
their friends and classmates. Adult discourse at the time, both in and out of school spaces,
focused on keeping children safe through maintaining routine and structure (Cornfield, 2020;
Good Morning America, 2020). There has and continues to be much discussion about the social
and emotional well-being of children during these pandemic times with a necessary focus on
physical health and nutrition, trauma of illness and loss, and anxiety around all of the changes in
routine, schooling, and society in general (Cornfield, April 16, 2020; Fetters, March 16, 2020;
Good Morning America, 2020). The children in the study added to this conversation, noting the
significance of staying connected with other children especially during the months of emergency
schooling and remote learning.
During remote learning, when all learning was online, children in the study desired a
space, as PanPan suggested, where “we could talk to our friends and the teacher would leave”
(Research Group Transcript, 5/8/20). They were missing informal times to talk and play with
friends, such as lunch, recess, and short breaks during the day. In online school platforms, such
as Google Meets, children’s communication is highly regulated and surveilled, with one child
talking at a time, often called on by the teacher, and they address the entire group. All
conversations, whether oral or in the chat, are public in nature with all participants and the
teacher able to hear or read them. Children in the study were hoping for a kind of virtual recess
where they could talk openly and even virtually play with friends and classmates. Educators and
caregivers can learn from the creative means by which the children sustained friendships and
fostered relationships during these challenging times.
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Responding to Changing Contexts
As it disrupted all aspects of life as we knew it, the COVID-19 pandemic interrupted our
time together and shifted the nature of the group in several ways. This included changing who
had access to and could participate regularly in the meetings. Given all of the impacts of the
pandemic on the children in the group, including emergency remote learning and the pause we
had to take from meeting together, we could not simply pick up from where we left off. We
needed to begin by reconnecting, and I designed the initial sessions to focus on checking in with
each other, learning how children were doing and if they needed any supports for remote
learning from each other, myself or the teaching assistant who joined us. Our discussions
crystalized ideas of connections and the importance of socializing that children had brought up
throughout out time together. We explored the similarities and differences among what the
children in the group were sharing as needs, what other children in the nation and around the
globe were experiencing, and the dominant public discourse in the U. S. regarding what children
needed during the pandemic.
This process shifted my notions of action, expanding the forms it may take. While before
COVID, children had begun suggesting areas of interest for our collaborative inquiry, such as
trash in local parks and beaches, these topics now seemed both not as pressing and extremely
difficult to address given the mandated social isolation. In order to continue to center children’s
perspectives in the work and take action based on issues that mattered to them, the project shifted
to questioning and countering dominant narratives of children in need of protection and
surveillance. Children in the group added their own perspectives on child needs and experiences
during the pandemic through the creation of memes, a platform for sharing that resonated with
them. In addition, the shift to working within a virtual space during the first wave of the
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pandemic allowed for children to showcase their literacies of research in real time, such as
sharing screens and searching online platforms. Coming together digitally allowed us to
experience children’s practices in different spaces, such online as well as at home. These
challenging times afforded opportunities for expanding understanding of how children research,
where and in what ways, as well as reflecting critically on what action can be during uncertain
and changing social contexts.
Implications
The findings of this study have implications for literacy curriculum and instruction,
participatory research with children, and researchers in the academy. This research has shed light
on the significance of the dynamic nature of children’s learning across contexts and the
continued disconnect between literacy instruction and children’s lived experiences. Adults, both
educators and researchers, have much to learn from children and the multiple and varied ways
they investigate and take action on their worlds. It is critical to consider children’s literacies of
research across theory, method, and practice as we work with young people to create more
accessible and equitable spaces for learning.
Literacy Curriculum and Instruction
Following Children’s Leads
While literacy standards and curriculum continue to present research in simplified and
static ways that privilege print-based texts and individual process, the children in the study
demonstrated the intertextual, relational, and dynamic ways they enact research. Instruction
around the research process often begins with a review of what was taught in previous grades;
what is missing is an assessment or an exploration of the research practices that children are
fluent in, including skills learned in school and across home, community, and digital spaces.
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While many of the children noted similar literacies of research, the ways in which these were
enacted, the topics they investigated, the people they learned with and from were linked closely
with a child’s intersectional identities and the contexts they navigated in their research. Children
took up and remixed literacy practices from these spaces while exploring topics of interest.
Beginning with and building from children’s literacies of research means creating space for
children to discuss and showcase their literacies of research, recognizing these as valuable means
of learning, and incorporating them into the classroom. Educators can then make explicit
connections with practices and the research skills and strategies outlined in literacy standards and
curriculum, comparing, contrasting, and thinking critically about these practices with children.
Critically Examining Sites of Research
In their navigation across home, school, community, and digital spaces children resist,
remix, and take up hegemonic ideas (Paris & Alim, 2014). At the same time that children’
literacies of research can be seen as resistant, they can also be employed to reinforce dominant
narratives, including deficit perspectives of children and communities based on their
intersectional identities. While celebrating Cardi B’s music and fashion sense in their discussions
and collages, Bella and PanPan continue to label her and her music as “inappropriate” for school
spaces and for children in general. The sites where children explore can also promote dominant
and oppressive narratives, such as the YouTube channel of SSSniperwolf who was recently
called out for racist, homophobic and transphobic comments in her videos (Periwal, 2020).
Therefore, it is not enough to center and support children’s practices in literacy classrooms, both
their methods and sites of research must be critically examined with children, considering issues
of power and representation.
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This analysis includes a close look at how knowledge is constructed within contexts,
comparing and contrasting practices across disciplines, and evaluating the benefits and
limitations of disciplinary discourses. Young people need opportunities to question taken for
granted practices and even produce new ways of thinking and being within a discipline or
discourse community (Moje, 2015). The children and I engaged in such a critical examination as
a group when we analyzed popular narratives around what children need in pandemic times,
deconstructing them through considering perspective and power (Janks, 2010). Children called
out the adult-centric nature of the recommendations offered, disagreeing with them and voicing
their opinions and experiences. We then engaged together in reconstruction of these narratives
through the creation of memes that centered children’s perspectives on the pandemic and its
isolating circumstances. Teachers and researchers can support children in gaining access to the
power codes of disciplines and discourse communities, while at the same time emphasizing
critical analysis of these spaces and encouraging young people to ask questions and offer new
ways of thinking and being.
Expanding Access to Spaces of Child-Led Research
The children in the group had the opportunity to collaboratively explore their interests
and share with each other both what topics mattered to them and how they investigated them.
They were able to leave their classrooms and spend an hour together in our research community.
As discussed in Chapter III, the selection of child participants was largely driven by the
administrator and classroom teachers, guided by my selection criteria and description of the
kinds of activities I hoped the group would engage in. As the administrator described, the school
was currently conducting an audit of their gifted and talented program, focusing on the racial
demographics of students recommended to participate. The administrator and district goals were
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to increase identification of students of color for the program and he saw the group as an
opportunity to support this initiative. This raises issues of equity in terms of which children have
access to these spaces of more open and child-led research where they are given opportunities
and are supported to follow their own lines of inquiry.
Historically, gifted and talented programs, rely on teacher recommendation, making
teachers the key gatekeepers in identification of gifted and talented students (Roda, 2017). In
addition, results from standardized tests are utilized, which have been shown to be racially and
culturally biased (Howard, 2010). This results in proportionately more White children being
identified than children of color, those children whose ways of knowing and being match those
of the teacher and the curriculum. For example, while Black students make up approximately
seventeen percent of the student population, they make up less than ten percent of students
identified for gifted and talented programs (Pyrtle, 2019). In addition, in elementary school,
where both curriculum and assessments emphasize literacy skills, children who excel at reading
and writing in ways aligned with how they are taught are identified as gifted and talented.
Another layer to the identification process is the involvement of parents, with economically
advantaged White parents being more likely to advocate for their children’s educational
placements as opposed to low-income parents of color (Brantliner, 2003; Perry, 2002 as cited in
Roda, 2017). As Pyrtle (2019) notes, while all parents want the best for their children, “some
parents have the power to make it so” with privileged parents having the “power, autonomy,
time, and resources” for such things as attending district meetings, appealing to principals, and
hiring tutors for their children.
There are many layers which need to be addressed in order to increase access to these
inquiry-centered spaces for children who have been historically excluded. First is the idea that
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such spaces need to exist as separate from literacy classrooms. As suggested previously,
approaches to engaging in and teaching about research can be expanded to center and build from
children’s own practices and to conceptualize research as a dynamic and intertextual process that
moves beyond citing evidence from print-based texts. Curriculum can be revisited and revised to
crate space for child-led research. In addition, districts can adopt approaches that consider how to
provide all children with access to spaces of research to develop their skills and talents and how
to support all educators in creating these spaces. The Schoolwide Enrichment Model (SEM,
Renzulli & Reis, 1997) is one example of such an approach that encourages viewing enrichment
as a schoolwide goal and responsibility, infusing enrichment into all aspects of the curriculum
(Gavin & Renzulli, 2018). While arguing for identifying and providing targeted instruction to
children who need it, models such as SEM begin with the notion that all children have talents
and should be provided with the opportunities, tools, and supports to develop these.
Creating Space for Socializing
After the shift to emergency remote education, children in the study emphasized the need
to connect with peers. During these pandemic times, school districts and individual educators are
embracing new technologies that allow students to interact with teachers, with each other, and to
share their learning (Ferlazzo, 2020). Sites such as FlipGrid can be used for children to post short
videos in response to a prompt, which can be used for show-and-tell or open sharing. All
children in the class have an opportunity to view and respond to these posts, promoting
interactions among classmates and providing a platform for more open discussion. Similarly,
educators can create a stream for sharing in Google classroom where children can view and
respond to each other’s posts, either to a specific question or just an open-ended sharing. In
addition, like PanPan and his friends, children could create Padlets, a free online tool that
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functions like a notice or bulletin board (padlet.com) where children can post text, photos, videos
or online images and respond to other’s posts. Teachers could create one for the class or ask
children to create one or more Padlet for the class, which could be interest-based or general
sharing. Several of the children mentioned how they used both the school digital platform and
other collaborative platforms to have conversations with peers, sharing jokes, photos, gifs, and
memes. Teachers can support children forming group chats, either for the whole class and/or for
smaller groups with input from children about whom they would like to chat with. While districts
cannot provide digital spaces without adult supervision, perhaps virtual recess spaces could be
created that were facilitated by teaching assistants or parent volunteers, and designed by
children, such as a choice of break out rooms focused on different games. Older children could
even be partnered with groups of younger children to help facilitate activities or games. Finally,
children in the study mentioned gaming as a way they stayed in touch with and played virtually
with friends. Teachers could create a shared Google doc or other space for children to share the
games they play and their usernames.
All of these ways of interacting virtually are opportunities for educators to teach about
digital literacy, including the public, product-oriented, and transitory nature of literacy in our
digital culture (Baker, 2020). This includes a critical understanding of audience including how to
create and respond to posts, as well as online etiquette and responsibility. This instruction builds
on and supports children’s literacies of research which include navigating internet platforms and
digital spaces. In addition, teachers can survey children’s fluency with digital tools, providing
them with what Jimerson (2020) refers to as a “digital literacy asset form” and create
opportunities for children to mentor each other (and the teacher as well) in the use of these
technologies.
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Research with Children
Considering Research Sites and Participant Recruitment
In terms of research with children, researchers need to critically reflect on where studies
are conducted and how participants are recruited. While there will always be gatekeepers when
working with minors, as guardian permission is required, some spaces have more gatekeepers
than others. In the case of this study, before children could be asked for assent, the district central
office, school administrator, classroom teacher, and guardians all had to approve their
participation in the study. These layers of gatekeeping narrow which children have the
opportunity to participate and create barriers to equitable access (Kim, 2016; Richards, Clark, &
Boggis, 2015). Given these constraints in school spaces, researchers have suggested working
with children in after-school programs, which allow for more direct contact with caregivers and
children (Kohfeldt, et al, 2011). In addition, working within community spaces, such as the
library or a community center, might limit the number of gatekeepers while broadening the pool
of potential participants.
Constructing Childhoods
Just as the spaces in which research is conducted are shaped by notions of childhood, so
are research projects. As discussed, for researchers working in schools, developmental discourses
of childhood dictate how children are organized, children’s perceived readiness for certain
concepts, and the progression of what is seen as appropriate behaviorally and academically based
on age. Researchers also play an active role in constructing childhoods. In many instances the
choice for working with children of a certain age (e.g., nine- and ten-year-olds) or an age range
(e.g., tweens) is based on assumptions of what this age represents along a linear timeline, even if
the research project seeks to challenge such developmental discourses. For this study, I selected
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nine- and ten-year-old children (organized as fourth graders at schools) to challenge the idea that
elementary-aged children are too young to engage in critical inquiry and YPAR. At the same
time, I selected children in upper elementary grades based on my assumptions about their
experience with and knowledge of the school community and abilities to engage in research. In
addition, having children aged eight and eleven, I based my assumptions on my experience as a
mother.
These assumptions demonstrate how researchers’ lived experiences as children
themselves and as caregivers, educators, and in other roles in which they have worked with
children influence studies. This echoes scholars who suggest that our own lived experiences,
constructions of childhood, and perceptions about children’s competence impact participation
and interpretation of findings (Clark, 2005; Waller & Bitou, 2011). How might researchers view
a participant as the child ‘who could be me’ (Yngvesson, 2013, p. 358) or could be my child and
how does this shape how researchers interact with that child and what is assumed about them? In
some cases, researchers’ identities with their racialized, gendered, classed, and intersectional
positionalities can eclipse the identities of child participants, narrowing the ways researchers see,
hear, and interpret findings. In other cases, these can provide means of connecting and ways of
understanding.
Due to these assumptions about children and childhoods, researchers must be reflexive,
making explicit the reasons why a certain group of children was selected for the study. What
assumptions are made about our participants based on dominant developmental discourses of
childhood and dominant and personal narratives of their intersectional identities? How are these
assumptions challenged or reinforced in the way projects are designed and during work with
young people? The centering of children’s experiences, knowledges, and literacy practices in
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studies can help researchers think critically about these assumptions and how child participants
are framed in projects and in findings.
Valuing Children’s Practices as Methodological Approaches
As the child co-researchers in this study demonstrated, children bring their own
methodological capital with them to studies. Similar to the recommendation that literacy
instruction around research begin with and build from children’s literacies of research,
participatory studies with children would also benefit from this as a starting place. Engaging
children as active participants means acknowledging and welcoming their literacies of research
as legitimate and valuable methodological approaches. Even if the focus of the project is not
around how children research, researchers should create space for children to share their ways of
investigating, the topics that matter to them, and the sites and spaces across which they navigate.
As Paris and Alim (2014) suggest, if researchers are to support and sustain the fluid and evolving
cultural practices of young people, in particular young people of color, then these must be placed
at the center of projects.
Many studies begin with instructing young people in dominant research methods
(Irizarry, 2011; Kellet, Forrest, Dent, & Ward, 2004; Mirra, Garcia, & Morrell, 2016), arguing
this provides young people with access to the language, methods, and power codes of the
academy in order for their own work to be taken seriously by teachers, administrators, and other
researchers. This study builds on this work, recognizing that these methods are still expected in
classrooms and universities, while arguing that apprenticeship in dominant methods as a starting
place reifies them as most valuable. As demonstrated in the findings of this study, children are
engaging in rigorous research of their own. In order to shift what is considered legitimate and
valued ways of knowing and learning, it is critical to take seriously and center children’s
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literacies of research. This means not only acknowledging the practices they engage in but
incorporating these into the methods of projects and investigating issues alongside young people.
A challenge in designing methods alongside children is the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) process, which requires researchers to detail data collection and analysis methods before
the recruitment of participants. YPAR and participatory research with children from a critical
childhoods’ perspective are rooted in the belief that young people are knowledge holders and
producers. These approaches value shared decision-making and open-ended processes that are
developed together with participants. In contrast, IRBs are by and large modeled on standard
clinical trials that require clearly stated hypotheses and detailed procedures (Hemming, 2006, p.
13). Navigating these dissonances requires establishing a research plan that meets the
requirements of the IRB while at the same time builds in flexibility and space for children to
shape the process and for the design to evolve with children’s research practices. For example, in
this study, the inclusion of child-generated artifacts as part of data collection created space for
crafting, which allowed for Michael’s designing of Beyblades and for Cristina leading us in the
creation of squishies. In order for research to meet federal and institutional requirements and to
evolve alongside young people’s hybrid and fluid practices, there needs to be education on both
sides, as Hemmings (2006) suggests. This includes training for researchers and university
students in ethical frameworks, IRB policies, and local procedures and training for IRBs around
qualitative research including participatory and action research (Brydon-Miller & Greenwood,
2006; Hemming, 2006).
Researching Like Children
Whether or not researchers are engaging in participatory research with children, learning
from and incorporating child-like approaches is beneficial to studies. The child co-researchers
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modeled “messing around” while investigating, playfully engaging with topics, with others, and
within spaces to try things out and learn more. They crafted individually and together with
friends and family, creating, taking apart, and reconstructing with the materials at hand. The
children integrated and synthesized information from a variety of multimodal texts, both creating
understanding and furthering their curiosity.
Following the children’s leads, I approached the data collection and analysis process in
playful ways. I created poems and multimodal renderings, sharing these back with the child coresearchers for reflection and suggestions for further exploration. The group playlist served not
only to interrupt the academic space of the research site, it also became an integral aspect of my
analysis process. I listened to songs as I traced the movement of ideas across the children’s
collages, identity webs, and photographs. The lyrics and rhythms influenced how and what I saw.
These playful approaches present opportunities for researchers to engage with data in new ways,
which in turn shape the meanings that can be made and the questions that can arise.
Being Responsive to Children’s Needs and Social Contexts
Researchers designing participatory studies with children and those engaging in YPAR
emphasize how projects should “positively impact the lived experiences of community members
as they themselves see it” (Campano, Ghiso, & Welch, 2016, p. 123). This means that the
research is not simply filling a gap in the field, nor is it supporting participants and their
communities in ways the researcher believes beneficial. It is critical in research with children
that these benefits also not be defined solely by the adults in their lives, but by the children
themselves (Habashi, 2005; Malewski, 2005). For the children in this study, they emphasized the
importance of connecting and socializing with others, and their belief in its central role in
schooling, for investigating issues that mattered to them and during times of physical isolation.
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Socializing plays a central role in schooling for them. The group created space for this through
child-led discussions, time for sharing, and space for playing together.
An aspect of being responsive to children’s needs is seeking their guidance in how they
are represented within the research. As mentioned in Chapter III, the children were involved in
selecting the pseudonyms used within this dissertation. While I was wanted this process to be an
open invitation and for children to have the freedom to choose the name that would be used to
represent their words and artifacts. The process was more complicated than that and a
negotiation among children’s desires, my adult conceptions of what was appropriate, and
confidentiality requirements of the research study. Some children first chose names (like 💩)
that I felt would lead readers to dismiss or not take seriously their insights. Other children
selected names that were too close to their real names and possible identifiers. In both cases, the
pseudonyms had to be changed either by the child or in some cases by me. This highlights the
tensions and challenges in valuing and honoring children’s perspectives within a research project
such as this, whose findings are shared with an adult academic audience outside the school
community.
In terms of the school community, as indicated by the administrator and classroom
teachers, this study was a chance to include more children, in particular children from racially,
linguistically and socio-economically diverse backgrounds, in spaces of child-led inquiry. As the
administrator discussed, he saw this project as contributing to their critical examination of the
identification process for the gifted and talented program. Teachers noted that they saw the group
as an opportunity for children normally not recognized in this way and noted that the lack of
requirements regarding literacy ability (as quantified by the school), allowed them to broaden
their thinking of who could be invited to participate.
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An aspect of reciprocity is being responsive to the ever-changing sociocultural and
political contexts of children’s lives. This includes the uncertain pandemic times in which we
find ourselves. As researchers operating from a critical childhoods’ perspective, this means
having responsibilities to child co-researchers that expand beyond the bounds of research
projects. How can researchers repurpose the spaces created in projects and the resources they
have access to in times of crisis to meet the needs of participants? In this study, I recognized the
needs of the children to connect with one another and the opportunity the group provided to
share life happenings as well as strategies for fostering friendships in times of mandated social
isolation.
Sharing Findings in Collective Ways
Just as the research process needs to be responsive and beneficial to the participants, so
does the sharing of findings. As studies have noted, it is important that findings are distributed
beyond academic publications and presentations. What is learned through the research must be
shared in ways meaningful to the participants and their communities. There are multiple,
creative, and inclusive means of doing this, such as artistic displays, photography exhibits and
films (Campano, Ghiso, & Welch, 2016; Pahl, 2019; Shamrova & Cummings, 2017). While
thinking about sharing findings, researchers might also consider distributive or collective
findings. Children in the study collaboratively crafted collages, Beyblades, and squishies and
they engaged in digital spaces to create alongside others, such as building in Minecraft. Perhaps
researchers can learn from these collective endeavors, sharing findings in ways and in spaces that
allow others to interact and create with them.
This means taking work beyond the pages of academic journals and into the spaces that
are relevant to young people so that they may take up, resist, remix, and transform ideas and
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share them with others. As described by the children in the study, online spaces play a central
role in their exploring and such environments allow for both “a distributive generation process”
and “collective forms of evaluation and exploration” (Literat & Glaveanu, 2019, p. 897). How
can researchers and young people in participatory studies represent what is learned together in
such spaces? What might a TikTok video or a YouTube channel concerning literacies of research
look like? This, in some ways shifts researchers’ relationships with findings, from more
proprietary, belonging to a researcher or a research group, to distributed and participatory,
inviting others, in particular young people to interact with and add to them. This opens up a
research project inviting and allowing for more perspectives, beyond those who had access as
participants, which in some ways destabilizes the authority of the researcher and moves research
beyond the purview of the academy.
Bridging Divides Between the Academy and the Lives of Young People
Thinking with sharing findings in this way highlights the importance of bridging divides
between the academy and the communities of young people. Just as children’s literacies of
research can be centered in literacy classrooms and in research projects, so can they be included
in the academy in order to create more inclusive conceptions of research. Literacies of research
can be incorporated into teacher education programs with instruction around how to explore and
build from children’s practices. This includes understanding how children traverse multiple
spaces and disciplines as they explore issues that matter to them, which spaces and disciplines
they navigate, and how these relate to their intersectional identities (Moje, 2015). Preservice
teachers can think critically about how to support children in this navigation in such ways as
instruction around digital tools and platforms, teaching discipline-specific ways of thinking and
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talking, and connections with other young people, educators, and community members who
share intersectional identities and have experience navigating these spaces.
Learning about and engaging with research methods at the undergraduate and graduate
levels should include notions of children’s literacies of research in efforts to broaden what counts
as research and who is positioned as experts in conducting research. Children can be invited to
share their processes with university students, through the findings of projects such as this one as
well as panels of children presenting to research courses and/or serving as advisory groups for
student or faculty research projects (Horgan, 2017). Undergraduate and graduate students could
participate in practicums within a classroom or a community organization that works with
children to observe and talk with young people about how they engage in research - with whom,
for what purposes, and what types of findings are produced and disseminated as a result. In
addition, faculty members can collaborate with elementary classroom teachers, learning together
about children’s literacies of research and considering how to value and center these in
curriculum and instruction.
Future Research
Building on the findings of this study, a next step in advancing understanding of
children’s literacies of research includes research with children as they explore across spaces.
While there was some opportunity to study this during the project, such as real-time navigation
of online and home spaces when we met virtually, much of the findings result from children
describing how they learn across spaces. Researchers could traverse school, home, community,
and digital spaces alongside children to together investigate how they investigate issues in and
across these spaces. This would include the cultures and ways of knowing of spaces, the people
that inhabit them and the relationships formed, the affordances and limitations of spaces, and
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how children take up, resist, and remix practices from these spaces as they come to understand a
topic. What are children’s decision-making processes in terms of where and how they conduct
research? How do children take up, resist, and remix research practices and knowledge learned in
real time?
In addition to navigating spaces with children, future studies could draw on critical
literacy approaches to collaboratively examine the sites of children’s research, such as YouTube
and Instagram. How do children evaluate the information they are gathering? This involves an
analysis of how these texts are produced, whose interests they serve, what discourses they are a
part of, and how they are or could be reconstructed (Janks, 2010). This study examined the
intertextual and dynamic nature of children’s literacies of research including the varied sites of
research. However, we did not examine in depth how children evaluate the information they are
finding, which aspects they agree or disagree with, take up or reject as they form an
understanding of an issue. In addition, future work can explore how children can and do mobilize
their literacies of research and their knowledge of these spaces to take action on issues that
matter to them in ways that resonate with other children. While this was a goal of the present
study, due to the circumstances of the global pandemic, both the critical analysis of sites of
research and actions taken utilizing literacies of research were limited. Longitudinal studies with
children could help illuminate how research practices shift and change over time with varying
interests and access to different spaces and new disciplines through school and lived experiences.
The original research project included sharing findings with teachers and the
administrator. A natural extension of this is the creation of a teacher inquiry group where we can
explore how to center and build from these literacies of research in curriculum and instruction.
This could provide concrete ways to support young people’s fluid and hybrid practices, in
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particular those of young people of color and those from historically oppressed groups. How can
literacy classrooms be (re)designed to center children’s literacies of research? What
modifications are needed to existing classroom practices and curriculum? This work may benefit
from partnering child and teacher research groups and/or the use of child advisory groups. As
Irizarry and Brown (2018) emphasize, “teachers and students should be natural allies in struggle
for educational equity and social justice” (p. 71).
The findings across the study emphasize the central role socializing plays in schooling for
children. Our work together during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic speaks to the need
for further work alongside children to explore and advocate for opportunities to socialize during
remote and hybrid learning. This includes understanding in more depth the nature of the
opportunities to connect that children are looking for and from which they benefit. What do
children want to do together? Who do they socialize with? When? How? Where? Future work
could involve an advisory group of children who help develop potential ways of being together
virtually that could be tried out in classrooms including reflective discussions with children and
classroom teachers around this experience. This type of research continues to be relevant and
necessary as districts make plans to incorporate remote learning even once the spread of COVID19 has been contained, such as for days when inclement weather (e.g., snow, smoke) prevents
students from attending in person. In addition, results from these studies, including strategies for
connecting with friends and peers, have implications for promoting connection among all
children, during school breaks and summer vacation, for children who may be new to the class or
school community, for those who have chronic illness that require frequent absence from school,
and for children who have difficulties fostering or maintaining social connections.
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Conclusion
The global COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted our relationships with time, with each
other, and with what we can know for certain. The children in this study emphasize and
demonstrate the critical importance of being with others in exploring issues that matter and
during times of uncertainty. They model how to embrace a space of not knowing with a mindset
of curiosity and wanting to find out more. These are important lessons for researchers and
educators who need to be willing to recognize the many things that adults do not know and invite
children to work collaboratively to learn more. As Panda aptly stated, adults are visitors in the
lives of children and as such have responsibilities to take seriously their ideas, to value, center
and encourage critical reflection on their practices and perspectives. Working alongside child
researchers can support researchers to unsettle notions of research and literacy, opening up what
these concepts are and can be.
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Appendix A
Interview Guides for Children and Staff Members
Note: These guides framed the interviews, but the nature of the semi-structured interviews meant
that conversation deviated from these guides. Discussions with children during the research
group sessions were ongoing and these questions were revisited several times.
Interview Guide for Children
•

Tell me about your experience in our group.

•

Tell me about this artifact. (Using an artifact generated in the group)

•

How do you explore or learn more about topics of interest?

•

What suggestions do you have for me if I were to do this again with other children?

•

Is there anything else you would like to share with me?

Interview Guide for Staff Members
•

Can you talk about student research or student inquiry in relation to your curriculum?

•

Tell me about your experiences with child-led research in the classroom.

•

Can you describe how you view your (adult) role in child-led research?

•

What are challenges of and/or barriers to child-led research?

•

Is there anything else you would like to share with me?
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Appendix B
Findings Regarding Remote Learning Shared with School
Ways to Stay Connected During Remote Learning:
Advice from Students
The following suggestions are findings from a research study conducted with fourth-grade
students during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. Connecting with friends and peers
was noted as students’ greatest need when schools first transitioned to remote learning. Below
are the innovative digital practices students employed and suggested in order to sustain
friendships and remain connect with one other.

Study Groups
In study groups, students can support each other with remote learning, discussing ideas and
answering questions. Students shared how while working independently, it was nice to “be
together” and have someone to clarify directions and support navigating digital platforms.
Study groups could come together via phone or digital conferencing platforms.

Space for Ongoing Sharing
Open sharing spaces provide students with daily opportunities to check in with each other,
especially when discussion time is limited during whole class and small group virtual meetings.
Students suggested creating a space, such as a classroom Padlet, where friends and classmates
can share jokes, photos, and short videos on an ongoing basis. This open sharing space could be
a Google classroom tab devoted to sharing or an “open mic” Flipgrid.
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Virtual Hangout/Recess
Students noted the lack of time for informal discussions during remote learning. They missed
opportunities to talk with friends at lunch and recess and during transition times. Students
suggested creating a virtual hangout space where children could talk openly and play together.
These could be designed like breakout rooms spaces and facilitated by teaching assistants or
even older students (such as upper elementary students designing or leading fun activities for
younger students).

Google Chat
For students with access to Gmail, Google Chat can be a quick way to connect. In order to
promote inclusion, a class Google Chat could be created and/or students could select
classmates they would like to chat with, and teachers could facilitate creation of groups.
Students shared how this was a great way to stay connected with peers outside of their
classroom as well, such as chats with bus friends.

Gaming Platforms
Many students remain connected with friends through playing multiplayer video games, such
as Roblox. Other students gamed together using online game sites and sharing screens while
playing in video conferencing platforms. A class Google doc could be created to share
usernames for popular games (with caregiver permission).
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